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Forward

Aftertwoyears ofdiscussion and amendrnents. l present to you, the broad readership, this book
about Soaring Crane Qigong. Up to nowthere are more than 10 millionpeople practicing this type
of qigong, including those in Hong Kong and Macao, overseas Chinese, and some foreign friends.
Allhave benefited. l hope this bookwillbe of great help to them.

Although Iamthe originator of this type of qigong, l could not have done itwithout the help of
China's heritage of qigong,withoutthe help of the older generation of qigongmasters fromwhom I
have learned, and withoutmy friends and colleagues inthe qigong and medical communities.
Even the name 'Soaring Crane Qigong'was suggested by a qigong colleague. Credit for this
workgoes toallwho have helped meas much as itdoes tome. Creditfor spreading Soaring
Crane Qigong all over China goes more to the teachers than to me. In presenting this book toyou
myheart is ñlledwiththanks and excitement.

ln recent years, along with the 'Four Modemizations,' qigong has prospered. Various kinds of
qigong techniques have come forth like a hundred tiowers blooming. Soaring Crane Qigong is
only one of the hundredflowers. lt has helped beautify the whole garden, alongwith other
techniques.

SoaringCraneQigonghasmanymerits, but there are still some insufticiencies. However, after
years of practice that have led to amendments and additions, this first book is now published.

This book introduces the techniques indetail and explains the theories. ln addition, it summarizes
fundamental knowledgeand experience. Inthis bookwe answer the questions raised bythe
practitioners and we solve the problems that have manifested during teaching and learning.
Criticismand suggestions fromreaders of this bookwillbe verywelcome.I hope also to have the
opportunity to learn from the older generation and frornother qigong masters. Iwillwelcome their
helpand advice formyfurther progress.

Qigongcan not onlycure diseases and improvehealth,butalsodevelopwisdomand bringout the
latent powers of the brain. lt can raise intelligence and cultivate the innate abilities of the
individual.lt can be a very efiicient tool in the transformative process. Thiswillhave a profound
influence onthe well-being of the nation and the world. Therefore it is worthy of our greatest
efforts.

Modern day qigong should make use of modern research methods and equipment. Although
qigong is mucholder than present day scientificthought, it is suitable formodern scientific
research. We should throwaway any old ideas of a superstitious nature and bringqigong into its
rightful place in the world of modern science.

The present generation of qigongmasters should not be satistied onlywiththeir technical skill.We
need to stand tall, lookfarther ahead, and by our effortcause a great forward leap; then wewill
not need to feel ashamed before our forefathers orfear not meeting today's expectations.

A Brief History of Qigong in China

Qigong is just like other medical science. lt comes from the struggle of human beings against
disease. Thousands of years ago the first qigong in Chinawent by many other names: meditation,
breathing gang, quiet sitting gong,walking gong, Iyingdown gong, sitting gong. Back in the Tang
dynasty people used a form of danceto get rid of disease. Therewas a period of excessive
rainfall and therefore floods from the rivers. The great humidity caused rheumatismand pain, and
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people danced toget rid of the pain. This was an early and primitive form of qigong. Qigong is
thus the struggle against a bad environment and disease.

I have a story totell: in my home town, qigong and the martial arts are very popular. When Iwas
very young, therefore, l absorbed a good bitof knowledge onthese subjects. When Iwas sixteen l
developed pleurisy and tuberculosis. By 1962my tuberculosis had reached a serious stage, and I
was unable to work Iwas sent to a sanitarium. There l learned a formof sittingqigong, developed
by LiuGuei Zheng, head of the sanitarium. I practiced every day, after which l felt relaxed and
well. l continued the practice after leaving the sanitarium.

Later, ona journey. l met a qigong master whose sumamewas also Zhao. Hewas a man of pro-
foundknowledge,and he raised me toa higherlevelof qigongskilland consciousness than I had
previoust known.

Throughseveral years ofpractice ofqigong plusmedicaltreatment l slowlyrecovered fromthe
illness. Thereafter l worked even harder onqigong and simultaneously learned about traditional
Chinese medicine theory and read some of the ancient books of traditional Chinese medicine.

During these years, besides regaining my health, I began to treat patients. As time passed, so
many patients came that itwas not possible totreat them all. Seeing their disappointment when I
couldn't treat them, and rememben'ng my own illness, l began to want to develop a kindof qigong
that wouldhelp them treat themselves. Å

With this intention l began to visit and to learn from many famous doctors and qigong masters. l
studied the theory of meridians and the doctrine of circulation and change of vital energy. l also
learned pathology and physiology.

The FiveRoutines:

Usingwhat I had experienced inmyown qigongpractice and combiningitwithwhat I had learned
inmy studies, l inventeda formofqigong that imitatedthe nature and movement of a crane in
flight. It is organized intotive 'routines'whichcombine mental and physicalwork.

The experience of those who have practicedSoaringCrane Qigongsince 1980 shows that the
harmonious relationship between the movements and the mental aspect is very effective. It
enables peopleto bothget ridofdisease and buildup theirgeneralhealthat the same time.ltalso
serves to remolda person's temperament. People aocumulateqi (vitalenergy-bioenergy) at the
same timethey exercise their wholebodies. Themovements are clear-cut and easy to learn; it is
easy to practice and qi comes quickly, cleaning out the channels (meridians). Therefore it has
quickresults in curingdisease.

Soaring Crane Qigong is based on Chinese traditional medicine and bionics. lt works by adjusting
spirit breathing and posture. lt trains the will and the powers of concentration. ln every movement
there is also the exercise of the mind.The whole process cleans out the channels and nourishes
the qi and the blood.

Focusing the mind is the essence of Soaring Crane Qigong. Through focusing the mind,
intelligence can be developed. Energy, qi and spirit in the body willbe sufñcient to nourish the
inner organs and the Iimbs, thus illness can be overcome and health improved.

Standing Meditation:

This is a part of Soaring CraneQigong that combinesa quiet meditationwith physical movement.
While the practitioner is standing quietly, the qi starts to circulate through the bodywithout any
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visible movements. This is called the 'inner movement' of the qi. When the qi reaches some part
of the practitionerthat hasa blockage,it causes'outermovements'-visiblemovements. The
outer movements serve to help the qi get through the blockage. Then the qi can flow through the
channels and allow natural healing to take place.

These outermovementswill occurvery quickly.We call them 'spontaneous' They aremild and
simple to begin with; they develop into complicated and more vigorous movement according to the
nature of the illness present in the practitioner.As the Openingof the channels and the healing of
the illness progress, the movementswill becomeslower and milder and at last stop, leaving only
the inner qi movingwith no outer movementsat all. When there are no outer movements, the
practitioner is healed.We must lookat this outer movementfrom a scientiñcpoint of view. We
should neither be afraid of it nor force it.

It is important not to neglect either the tive routines or the standing meditation, and itis important
not to abandon the practice of either, even after the channels are open and good health has been
achieved. Continuing the practice when there is nofurther health reason for continuing leads one
to a higher form of non-physical healing. I

There are some people forwhom this kindof qigong is not suitable, butweare stillworkingto find
a form that willbeneñt them as well. For the time being, however, people with serious neuroses or
those who are mentallyill should not undertake the study ofSoaring Crane Qigong.

This book is about the ñrst levelof achievement possible through the pracüce of Soaring Crane
Qigong. The second book, descn'bing the second level, was published in Beijingin November
1987. The thirdand higher levelswillbe taught onlyto those who are properlyprepared.

Practice has proven that when you are doing standing meditaticn and y0ur mind is on wei Iu and
the pendulumhanging fromweiIu,then the genuine qi (the qi youwere bornwith) is stimulated
into activitytoadjust the goveming channel, called du mai, and the receptive channel, called ren
mai. Ren mai runs fromthe acupointcalledchengjiang (locatedbelowthe lowerlipand above the
chin) down tothe acupoint called huiyin. The goveming channel (du mai), runs fromhui yin up
the back, over the head, and down tothe acupoint beneath the nose and above the upper Iip.This
acupoint, called yinjiao, is located where the flesh inside the upper lipjoins the gum. <

Morality

Although Soaring Crane Qigong is away of overcoming disease and promoting health, the highest
level of its development is ñrmlybased in highmoraldevelopment I speak here of two kinds of
morality. The first kind implies being in hannony with the Iaws of the Universe and with Nature -
the Tao. The second relates toone's activity in society. Both of these aspects must be properly
developed in the practitioner of qigong.

Traditional Chinesemorality includespatriotism,family loyalty, filial piety, diligence,simplicity,
modesty, kindness, courtesy, justice, truthfulness, self respect and respect for others. While we
inherit the traditional skill of qigong,we feel we shouldalso be developingour traditional Chinese
morality.

Why this emphasis on moralitywhile we practice qigong? Because qigong practice is govemed
by a very special law. To receive the full benefitsof qigong,which include health, increased
intelligenceand psychic power, you need to be able to let go of the concems, problemsand self
involvement that have beenbuildingsince your birth, so that your pre-birthconscicusness can
reappear. High purpose and sincere desire are pre-requisites to learning qigong. When these are
met, the practice of qigong can cause the desired return to pure conscicusness. Once your pre‑
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birth consciousness has been developed, you needa good environment to nourish it and good
morality to maintain it.

Here are some suggestions:

1. Be selfless. Do not spendyour life pursuingfame or money, but rather in activities for the
benefit of others. Do not debase yourself with low pursuits. Do not concern yourself with
unimportant inconveniences, but keepyour heart grateful and forgiving.

2. Be moderate. Let positivefeelings leave no roomfor the negative. Accept things as they are,
being satisfied withyour gains and being able to accept loss and suffering. One who suffers from
chronic illness should take an active part in regaining his health rather than feeling sony for
himself.Worry and grief are a bad influence.

3. Qigong practitioners must have positive ideas, because positive ideas bring positive qi‑
Positive qi brings about positive gong fu, (Gang fu refers to psychic development.) The universe is
ñlledwith qi. if you have positive ideas the negativeqi will have noway to invade you. Should you
see something frightening during your practice of qigong, you don't need to ñghtwith it to get rid of
it; just bring in more positive thought forms. Good ideas actually are forces. They affect people,
helping to release their grief and pains andworries. Bad ideas also have force and bring harm to
people.

4. Relationship between teachers and students: Students should respect teachers; teachers
should lovestudents. Inthe past, qigongmasters used to pass on theirskillsto the best student
they selected, and they thought theywouldnever pass ontheir skillsto unworthypeople. They
would rather have the skill lost than pass it ontothe unworthy. Nowthere has appeared a new
kindof relationship between qigong masters and their students soweshould have mutual respect
and mutual love.

Qigong teachers are different fromother teachers; they can not only pass on the qigong skills and
knowledge to their students, but also treat their illnesses and help them to relieve their pains and
grief.So ifa teacher has done his best to lovehis students and be a goodexamplefortheir
behavior, then the students willlove himfromthe bottom of their hearts. So all teachers should
workto improvethemselves morally,notonlyto improvetheir skill.

Among practitioners, not all can reallywork at a high level. Some peoplewho are just beginners
and know very little think they are very skillful and start to teach others. This is very dangerous. It
not only brings harm to the reputation of qigong, but such a one can also lead himself and others
astray by bringing in strong spirits of negativity.

Qigong teachers should show modesty, not only in front of their own teachers but also to their
students. They should share the students' worries and help themwholeheartedly.

There was once a qigong teacher who often helpedhis students. One daywhile hewas teaching
qigong the students were doing the standing meditation. lt began'to rain but one of the student
could not stop his spontaneous movement. The teacher opened an umbrella and held it over the
student, following where hewent until the student finished. Someqigong teachers have even left
sick family members to go to the park and teach their students. They nevermissed a class in
spite of their difñculties at home. When students have faced life-threatening emergencies,
teachers have rushed to their aid without protecting their own genuine qi (also referred to as life
message). These teachers are excellent examplesof what is best in SoaringCrane Qigong.

A qigong practitioners words and actions should retlect a beautifulinterior.The practitionershould
be someone of high public and private morality, devoted to service.

iv
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We now havemanymillions of people practicing qigong. If they all embody these ideals they will
create a potent transfonnative force.

* This kind of qiwillbe explained a littlelater on.

Notes For Soaring Crane Qigong Practitioner's

1. Proper motivation for the learning of qigong is the guarantee of good results. Our purpose is to
prevent disease, release disease. recover health and prolong lifeto make a greater contribution to
society. Qigong should not be learned either to satisfy curiosity er to bring material gain.

2. The essence of qigong practice is to achieve real serenity. To guarantee this serenity wemust
have highmorality,selliessness, generosityand nobilityof mind. These qualitiessafeguard us
against woridlyworries.

3. Allthe instructions inthis book must be adhered to strictly. None of the movements of either
body or mind are accidental; all have been carefullydesigned for specific functions.

The quality of the results has a direct relationship to the degree of mastery of the skill. Accurate
movementand correct mindhelp to clear out the channels. Wrongmovementand wrongmind
willcause blockages in the channels. Therefore, practitioners must have a thorough
understanding of the exercises and must practice them repeatedly, exactly according to the
instructions.

Always keep inmind the followingtwo principles:

A. Whendoing the tive routines, use yourmindtoguide the movements.

B. When doing the standing meditation the principle is to have your whole body and mind
fullyrelaxed soyou can consciously experience what happens toyou (whilealways preserving
the conscious abilityto controlit ifnecessary). Shouldyourmovementseem tooViolentto you,
tellyourselfto holdbackand slowdowna bit. Whileyouare doingspontaneous movements,hold
inmindsome thought of your dan tian.

4. You must practice qigong in a quiet and clean place, free from interruptions and disturbances.
There should be fresh air. When the weather is bad (rain, fog, thunderstorrns) avoid doing qigong
outdoors. Alwaysdo your qigong practice facing South.

5. It is advisable to practice the fiveroutines, (whichtakes about halfan hour)once or twicea
day. The standing meditation should be done once a day for no more than half an hour.

6. When practicing qigong. wear loose clothing, neither too warm nor too light. Remove eye-
glasses, wristwatches and alljewelry. Itis advisable to wear shoes withcloth soles.

Do not practice ona fullstomach, but also do not practicewhen you are very hungry. Use the
bathroom before you start

7. Duringthe standingmeditation. besureyoudonotmakeanything happen;simply let it
happen. Othewviseyou could bring harm to your health, and it could be misleading.

8. A regular lifeand a healthy diet are part of your qigong practice.
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9. Those who have a natural likingfor qigong practice willbenefit the most from it. The effect of
the mind on the body has been proven. Contidence that your disease can be healed greatly
affects the healing.

Some people tend to quitwhen the diseased parts ofthe bodyare beingattacked by qi - which
can bringunbearable pain. So completefaithinthe healingbyqigongis required.

10. Forbidden: Psychotics and seriously neurotic people may not study Soaring Crane Qigong,
nor those with a familyhistoryof psychosis.

People in danger of hemorrhageshould not practice. People in the acute phase of a disease
should not practice. Very timid peopleshould not practice.

Peoplewithacute hepatitis or active tuberculosis should not practice in a group. but may learn or
practice privately.

People who are very fatigued and people who are ina state of grief or anger should not practice
qigong until they have calmed down. '

Pregnant women must not practice qigong. Menstruating women should not practice qigong.

` No one should try to learn SoaringCrane Qigongwithoutthe guidance of a certiñedteacher,
especially the standing meditation.

Those starting to learn Soaring Crane Qigong and those receiving healing treatment from a
Soaring Crane Qigong practitioner should avoid all sexual activityfor 100 days. Moderation in
your sexual lifeis recommended always.

Do not practice any other kindof qigong at the same time.

There are six key words for the practice of Soaring Crane Qigong

1. Round. Movements should be round and smooth.

2. Far. Your mind should travel far. but you must be able to bring it back also.

3. Soft. Movements should be soft and tender.

4. Continuous. Both the movementsand themindshouldtlow without pauseor interruption.

5. Slow. The movements should be done slowlyand evenly. Onlythen can mind,qi and
movements be combined intoone.

6. Happy. The half smile helps bringyou intoa calm state. This also makes it possible for the
saliva to Howfreely. Saliva is the material that can most easily be transforrned intoqi, and it is a
source ofqi.

vi
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Ren Mai is a channel that goes up the front of the body. lt is also known as the conception
channel or conception vessel (CV). lt Starts at the perineum (huiyin) and goes up to the base of
the tongue.

DuMaiis a channel that goes up the back and over the head and meets the Ren Maiinthe
mouth. It is also knownas the goveming channel orgoveming vessel (GV).

Cheng ling (GB18) is located about 3 ñngers out from bai hui.

Shenshu (BL23) is located about 3 fingers out frommingmen (GV4).

The numbers listedabove correspond to those taught inAmericanacupuncture schools.
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Zhong mai is also knownas the central channel.

The lowerdan tian is located 3 ñngers downfromthe naveland 7/10of the distance fromfrontto
back.
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ROUTINEONE:Liu Fang He He (Gathering Qi from Six
Directions --North, South, East, West, Heaven and Earth).

Part 1. Preparation
Standwith your feet a bit wider apart than your shoulders, toes turned in a little, knees slightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allowyour hands to fall at your sides naturally.

Place the tip of your tongue on your upper palate, just behindyour teeth. Relax the root of your
tongue.`Smile slightly; this increases the flow of saliva. Try not to swallow during the exercise.

Keepyour eyes level-and open, thinking of nothing. Relaxyour head, your
neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your ñngers, your Chest,your
stomach, your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your feet,
your toes.

Gather qi into lower dan tian. Concentrate your mind on lower dan tian for a
littlewhile. (Seeñgure1)

Direct qi from lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom), then back and up
along du mai (goveming channel) toda zhui. At this point, splitmeqi into two
streams, direct it through the middleof the shoulders, and downthrough the
arms to Iao gong. '

Part 2. physical (bringing up the wings)

Turnyourpalms to the rear. Use yourshoulders as pivots
to raise your arms toshoulder height (parallel tothe ñoor),
withpalms downand as wide apart as your shoulders.
Raise yourñngers up 90 degrees; push your palms forward.
(See ñgures 2 and 3)

Relax the wrists and let your hands come back downto a
45 degree angle fromthe ñoor.Gentlydrawyouramts in
and push them back out three times as follows:

To draw in, relax lirst your shoulders, then your elbows and
then your wrists, until your forean'ns come up to a 45
degree angle from the floor.

When pushing forward, push ñrst yourwrists, then
the elbows and then the shoulders, withyour ñngers _
up 90 degrees and palms forward. (See figures 4
and 5)

Part 2. mental

While lifting your "wings" (arms), keepyour mind on
your two Iaogong.While drawing in, keepyour mind
on your shoulders.While pushingout, keep your
mind on your two Iao gong.

4. Bad<45°,ttmforward 5. Hmdscomedown
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Part 3. physical (spreading the wings)

Relax your wrists and bring your hands down to a 45 degree angle from the ground. Spread your
arrns apart to the sides.

Put your hands up to a 90 degree angle fromthe ground and push out your palms. (Figures 6, 7
and 8)

6. Spreadannsapart 7. PalnstptoSOdegreesandwshM B. Drawhyouannstoüdegmes

Relaxyour wrists and let your handscomedownto a 45 degreeangle.Softy draw in and pushout
your anns three times as follows:

Draw in by relaxing ñrst your
shoulders, then your elbows
and thenyour wrists until
your forearms are 45
degrees from the floor.

Push outwith your palms
leading and your ñngers up
90 degrees from the floor,
followed by the elbows and
then the shoulders.
(Figures 9 and 10) 9. Pushoutyowpalngnpeattlmtines

Part 3. mental

While drawing in, keep your mindon your shoulders. While pushing out, keep your mind on your
two Iao gong.

Part 4. physical (closing the wings)

Bring your hands down on a straight linewith your arms. Relaxyour shoulders. Bring botharms
slowly down to your sides, stoppingwhen they are at a 20 degree angle to your sides.

Turn your palms to the rear. Keepyour anns straight and push them backwards45 degrees
behind your body, while slowly Iiftingyour heels and puttingyour weight on the balls of your feet,
with your body leaning slightly toward. Donot bendyourwaist or relax your knees (seeñgures
11,12 and13).
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11. BriigarmsdowntOZOdegrees 12 Pdnstorna'

Part 4. mental

Keep your mind on your two Iao gong.

Part 5, physical (folding thewings)

Drawyour hands from their position behindyour body up to your armpits as follows: Keepyour
shoulders and upper arms relaxed. Startingwith the little linger, gather your ñngers together until
they almost touch, while turning your wrists backward(keep the lingers straight). At the same
time, draw the ñngers upyour sides to your armpits. (Avoid raisingyour shoulders as though
shrugging them.)

Then throw your hands forward while slapping your upper arrns against your sides.

When you make the throwing out motion (to get rid of dirty qi) your finger tips should look a bit like
the mouth of a trumpet (withthe tingers equidistant fromeach other). This throwingmotion should
end with the mouths of the trumpet pointing slightly tothe sides rather than straight in front of your
body. Be careful that when you gather your ñngers together, you foldinthe base of the thumb. so
that clean qi does not escape through Iao gong.

As you slap your arms, stampyour heelsto the floor.

15. Drawuptosides 16. Thmoutdirtyoi

To recap: There are three simultaneous movements.

1. Arms slap sides
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2. Fingers throw out dirtyqi

3. Heels hit the ground
(See ñgures 14, 15, and 16)

Part 5. mental

While turning your wrists and folding your wings (bringing ñngers up to armpits), keep your mind
on your ten fingers. While slapping your upperanns against your body and making your throwing
out motion, visualize that you are expelling spent qi through your ñngertips.

Part 6. physical (raising a ball of qi to the top of your head)

Relax your ten tingers. Straighten your arms in front of you as far apart as the width of your
shoulders-palms up. Holda ballof qi in yourhandsand, usingyour shouldersas pivots, raise it
until your Iao gong are facing your bai hui. Beamthe ball of qi into bai hui.

Open your chest by opening your elbows out. Relaxyour wrists and form a hexagon consisting of
your two hands, two arrns and two shoulders, and hold this position for a few seconds. (Figures
17, 18 and 19)

..øo""
D

O"

i

17. Slraightenannsinfront 18. Raiseabaldüi 19, Opmdiest.formahexagon

Part 6. mental

While Iifting the qi, keep your mindon your Iaogong. Then direct the qi into bai hui.While you are
in the hexagon position, continue to feel the qi entering bai hui.

Part 7. physical (gathering yang qi from heaven)

Bringyour handstogether over your head; laceyour ñngers togetherand then turn your palms up
to heaven.

Use your cervical vertebrae (neck bone) as a pivot and move your shoulders as follows: relax
your left shoulder, bring your left elbow forward,down, and back to its starting position. Keepthe
back of your right handover the top of your headas you do this.

Then relaxyour rightshoulder and repeat the motiononyour rightside. Stretch your cervical
vertebrae by pullingyour chin ina bitwithbai hui straightup. Push your palms up slightlyto help
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relax the neck. With your mind on your thoracic vertebrae (the portion of your spine that runs
from betweenyour shoulder bladesdown to your waist) repeat the motionsabove. Then raise
your shoulders a bit toward heaven, helping stretch this portion of your spine one vertebra at a
time, and then relax them.

Finally, concentratingon your lumbarvertebrae(the portionof your spinethat runs from your
waist down to your tail bone), repeat the circular shoulder motionagain. As you ñnish this motion,
raise your shoulders up and squat slightiy at the same time, with the ideaof stretching your spinal
column. Relax. (See ñgure 20, 21 and 22.)

20. Circleyou leftshwlder

Part 7. mental

Whilemovingyour shoulderswithyourcervicalvertebrae as a pivot,keep yourmindon your
cervicalvertebrae. Whenstretchingyourcervicalvertebrae, thinkofyourcervicalvertebrae, your
bai hui and your Iaogong, in that order.

Aftermakingthe circularshoulder motionwithyour mindonyour thoracicvertebrae, as you raise
your shoulders up slightly,thinkofyour thoracicvertebrae, bai hui and lao gong, in that order.

After makingthe circular motionwith your mindonyour lumbarvertebrae. as you raise upyour
shoulders and squat down, focus your mind on your lumbar vertebrae, your bai hui and your Iao
gong, in that order.

Part 8. physical (collect yin qi from the earth)
o- -o "

VWthyour palms still up, ñrst straighten your arms
over your head then straighten your legs. Keeping
your head betweenyour arms tingers still laced
together, slowly bend to the ground. Do your best to
touch the ground betweenyour two feet, relaxing your
waist. Nowtry to touch the ground in front of your left
foot and then in front of your n'ghtfoot, relaxingyour
waist each time. You are reaching down three times,
collecting yin qi from the earth. (See tigures 23, 24
and 25)
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Part 8. mental '

While bending down, keep your mind on your two Iao gong.

As you try to touch the ground between your feet. your mindshould go through
your Iaogong intothe earth.

When you touch the ground in front of your left foot, your mind goes through
your two Iaogong and your leftyong quan into the earth. 25. Tcuohtho ground

When you touch the ground in front of your right foot, your mind goes through your two Iao gong
and your rightyong quan into the earth.

Part 9. physical (turning your hands to shape a ball)

Shift your weight to your right foot. Separate
your two hands, ñngersdangling naturally.
Turn your hands and shape a ball as follows:
Separate your hands, placing your left hand in
front of and betweenyour knees. Move your
right handacross your left handanda little
beyond, about 12 inches in front of it. When
your right hand arrives in front of the back of
your left hand, raise your body slowly and turn
up your left palm to face the right palm to
shape a ball 12 inches in diameter. This ball
should be held in front of your lower dan tian 28. M M I t hha 27< W m m . “ 8 N"
(see figures 26 and 27).

Part 9. mental

While shaping the ball of qi, your mind is alwayson your two Iaogong.

Part 10. physical (drawing in qi from the East)

Stepfomardwith the leftfootat a 45 degreeangle. Keepyourtoes
pointed down to the ground as you take the step. When your left foot is
on the ground, your left knee must bend so that your lower leg is
perpendicular to the ground and your right leg is straight. (Figure28)

At the same time, pull the ball of qi apart with your hands as follows:
Bring your right hand in a gentle arc back to your right groin (do not
touch your body), with your lingers relaxed and curving. Then turn your
right palm slightly up to guard your lower dan tian.

Atthe same time, your left hand moves up ina larger are so that its Iao 28. SMW ata45°an9l°
gong is above your eye level. Ifyou've done it right an imaginary line drawn from your wrist to
your shoulderwillbe at 45 degrees fromthe ground.

Your eyes should follow your left Iao gong as it is comingup, but your head should remain level.
Keepyour eyes on this Iaogonguntil you feel the qi in it Thenturn your headbackto face for‑
ward (south) again.
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Now raise your left hand to beam qi into your bai hui. Separate your
thumb from your hand and let your handdescend slowly alongside
your head so that the open area betweenyour thumb and index linger
is next to your ear, but a few inches away from it Lower it slowly with
your Iao gong down and facing the lioor, guiding qi down from bai hui
through zhong mai (middle channel) to lower dan tian. (Figure 29)

Part 10. mental

While pulling apart the ball of qi, keepyour mindon your Iaogong.

While guarding your lower dan tianwith the right handand raising the
left hand, your mind should be on your left Iao gong. lt stays there until
you turn your head back to face forward (South). 29. Raise arm, beamqi. descend arm

In order to beamqi into bai hui, visualize it moving from your left Iao gong into bai hui.

While Iowering your left hand, have your mind follow the qi down zhong mai (middle channel) to
your lower dan tian.

Part 11. physical (drawing in qi from the West)

Relaxyour lefthand; push itout about 12 inches fromyour body,
with the back of your hand turned in slightly toward the body. Then
rotateyour hand,so that the palmis turnedabout45 degrees toward
the body in a position toguard your lower dan tian. bringing it almost
close enough to touch the body.

At the same time, shift your weight toyour left foot and drag the ball
of your right foot in a partial circle clockwise, going right, back, left,
forward and then right so that it is about one step in front of your
body and pointing about 45 degrees to the right Keep your toes
pointed down at the ground as you take the step. Nowyour weight
willbe onthe right foot naturally.

30.Pushrmout

Bend your knee so that your lower right leg is perpendicular to the floor, and straighten out your
left leg.

Nowmoveyour right handup in a largearc so that the Iaogong is just aboveyour eye level and is
facing your eyes. An imaginary line drawn from i

your wrist to your shoulderwill be at a 45 degree
angle from the ground. Followthe Iaogong with
your eyes as it moves up, but keep your head
level, Keepyour eyes on the Iao gonguntil you
feel qi. Then turn your head back to face forward
(South) again.

Nowraise your righthand to beam qi intoyourbai
hui.

Separate your thumb from your handand let your
hand descend slowly alongside your head (palm
down), so that the open area betweenyour thumb. . 31.Lel'thand' ' h t ' . 3 2 . 8 9 " ba ih ' ,descendandIndexñnger i snex ttoyourea r-bu ta few ” www mm ” m m u' m
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inches away from it.

Let your handcontinue down your body, comingclosewithout touching it. Keepyour thumb open `
and your Iao gong facing the floor, guiding qi downfrom bai hui through zhong mai to lower dan
tian. (Seefigures 30, 31 and 32)

Part 11. mental

While pushing out your left hand 12 inches from body, your mind is on Iao gong. While turning it to
guard the lower dan tian, your mind goes to your lowerdan tian.

As you raise your right hand and look at Iao gong,your mind is on your right Iao gong.

While beamingqi into bai hui.visualize it going fromyour right Iaogong into bai hui.

When allowing your right hand to descend, have your mind follow the qi down your zhong mai
(middle channel) to lower dan tian.

Part 12. physical (shou gong -finish)
As your right hand arrives at the level of your navel. turn your right foot forward by pivoting on the
ball of your foot, then shifting your weight to your right foot Slowly drag your left foot into position
next to the right foot, describing a small are on the way (see figures 33. 34. 35) Turn your left
palrn down the same as the right, relaxing your fingers.

Pushyour hands
gently away from
your bodywith the
back of your hands
angled a bit
towards the body.
At the same time,
push your tail bone
backwards as ifto
sit; keepyour
upper body
straight_ Be sure 33. Lanpamdown 34. Pushhmdsout 35. Palmsimard.embraceaballofqi 36a. Beamqi intodanrian

your nose is in linewith your navel. Turn your palms in to face your lower dan tian, finger tips
pointing slightly down. Embracea ball of qi in front of your lower dan tian and relax your .
shoulders. Use your mind
to contract your hui yin
(sea bottom). Draw your
two hands toward your
lower abdomen andwhen
they are an inch away from
it, move your hands along
your hipsand sides and
then let them fall naturally
downwhile at the same
time straightening your legs
(see figures 36 through 39)

aa. Handsfdlnalurally 39. Straightenbgs
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Part 12. mental

While pushing your hands away from your body and embracing qi into your lower dan tian, keep
your mind on your two Iao gong.

While relaxing your shoulders, visualize that you are collecting qi in the upper body and directing it
into your lower dan tian.

While drawingyour two handstowardyour lower abdomen,visualize that you are bringingthe ball
of qi slowly into your lower dan tian and then keep the qi ñnnly there. i

Explanation of Routine One

Preparation:

Pushing your heels apart relaxesyour hips and wei lu. This starts the flow of genuineqi.

Relaxing the knees relaxes the lower legs.

Putting the tip of your tongue on your upper palate bui|dsa bridge that connects renmai and du
mai so that the genuineqi begins to flow through the small circuiation.

Keeping your eyes level balances the two sides of your brain. lf your eyes are looking up, your
bodyweight will move backward and the qi will llow up. If your eyes look down qi will flow down.
When your eyes are level, your body is steady and balanced and genuine qi can flow through the
bodywithout blockage.

Gathering qi fromthe six directions means fromthe North,South, East and West, and Heaven
and Earth.

Bringing up the wings, pushing palms forward and drawing your arms in three times is meant to
open your Iaogong and minglethe qi inyour bodywiththe outside qi fromthe South.When you
push out, the movement is tight, when you draw in, it is relaxed.

Spreading the wings, pushingyour palms out and drawingyour arms inthree times is meant to
minglethe qi insideyour bodywiththe outside qi fromthe East and West. When you push out, it
is tight, when you draw in, it is relaxed.

Closing the wings and pushing them behind your body mingles your inner qi with the outer qi from
the North.

Lacing your ñngers, turning up your palms and pushing upwardmingles your qi with that from
Heaven.

Bending down to the ground serves to mingle your qiwith the qi from the Earth.

You have nowgathered qi from the six directions, and you are in the middle;your body is at one
with the Universe. `

Opening and Closingyour acupoint (such as Iao gong) is just like inhaling and exhaling through
your nose. You bring clean qi into the body like oxygenand exhaledirty qi like carbondioxide.
The clean qi you inhale through the open points has several kinds of highly beneñcial material,
which help to promote bloodcirculation, to raise metabolism, to increase vigor and to develop
wisdomand psychicability.
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Drawing qi from the left side and from the right side is to guide the qi from the Universe through
bai hui down to your lower dan tian so that the qi from the outsidewill minglewith the qi in your
body.

Folding the wings is done to gather the dirty qi from your body into your ten ñngers and to expel it
through the tips of your ñngers.

Stamping your heels against the ñoor gives an upward push to your inner qi so that the qi from the
lower body and the upper bodywill be connected.

10



ROUTINETWO: Zhu Di Ton tian (Penetrating the Sky and the
Earth)

Part 1. (preparation)
Standwith your feet as wide apart as your shoulders and pointing straight ahead, knees slightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allow your hands to fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of
your tongue on your upper palate, just behindyour teeth. Relax the root of your tongue. Smile
slightly; this increases the flow of saliva. Try not to swallowduring the exercises. Keepyour eyes
level and open, thinking of nothing.

Use your mind to relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your
knees, your ankles, your feet, your toes. Gatherqi into your lower dan tian. Concentrate your
mind on your lower dan tian for a littlewhile.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom), then back and up along the du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. At this point split the qi into two streamsand direct it through the
middle of the shoulders, down through the arms to the Iao gong.

Part 2. physical (bringing up the wings)

Relax fingers. Using your shoulders as a pivot, bring your
arrns up slowly to shoulder height,with palms facing each
other. You are raising a ball of qi and feeling your Iao
gong pressing it. (Seeñgures40 and 41)

Part 2. mental
While bringing up the "wings" (arms),your mind is on
your two lao gong, as if you were holding a ball between
them.

Part 3. physical (spreading the wings) - .
Turn palms downward. Extend index andmiddle tingers; 31:51:80* <m3$mmm
catch the ring ñngerand the littlefingerwrth your thumb.
Then spread your arrnsout to the sides, parallelwith the floor. (Seeñgures42, 43 and 44)

42. Form sword finger:

Part 3. mental
When tuming palms down, visualize holdinga ball of qi in each Iao gong. When shaping the
ñngers and your spreading arrns apart. keep your mindonthe extended fingers.

Part 4. physical (bringing qi from fingertip to fingertip)

11
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Using your neck bone as the pivot, draw in the left hand by relaxing first the shoulder, then the
elbow, and ñnally the wrist, until the forearm is45 degrees from the floor. Push it out again by
straightening ñrst the wrist, then the elbow and then the shoulder. Just as you begin to push out
the left hand, draw in the right hand in the samefashion. Then just as you begin to draw in the left
hand again, start to push out the right hand. Do this three times in all, ñnishing by pushing out the
right hand. Be sure that as you extend your arms the fleshy pads of your extended ñngertips are
leading your hands and are not pointing down (see figures 45 and 46). Then place the tip of your
middleñngerjust at the baseof the nailof yourindexfinger. Thisformsa crane'shead.Restthis
way a few seconds. (Seefigure 47)

45. Pushouttl'ielefthandwhilepull'l'igimherigm 46. Pushomtherighthandwhiapimhtheieft 47- Formac“'shead

Part 4. mental
Send qi from the drawn in ñngertips to the extended fingertips, keeping your mind on the qi
running back and forth between altemately extended fingertips. '

Be conscious of itpassing throughda zhuien route. Whenyou
formthe crane's head, putyourmindon the crane's head.

Part 5. physical (looking at the sky)
Relax your hands, palmsdown. Leanyour bodyforward a bit
raising your heels off the floor. Then lean back, holdingyour
chin in, keeping your heels off the floor, not bendingyour
knees. At the same time turn your palms up as if you were
holding a big ball. Open your chest as wide as possible; form a
large arc consisting of your two arms and your chest Look up
to the sky, being careful to keepyour chin nearyour chest but
do not raise your shoulders (see ñgures48, 49 and 50). 45 Pamsdm. h m ms'Wr- raiseWS

49. Lembackmimpalmsup 50a. Openmeonnnalægeachookm 50b. Sideview

12
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Part 5. mental
As you relax your hands and turn down the palms, keep your mind on your two Iao gong. When
looking at the sky, visualize holdinga very large ball of qi.

Part 6. physical (closing the wings)
After looking at the sky for a few moments,
bring your body up to its original position,
still keeping your heels off the ground.
Bring your arms slowly down to your sides
until they are 20 degrees away from your
body (see figures 51, 52).

Part 6'. mental
Keepyour mind on your two Iaogong.

Part7. physical (folding thewings) 5" W MV' "W " “ f “ W "”W 52' “m Fm *” 'W
Turn your palms to the rear. Drawyour hands up to your annpits as follows: Keepyour shoulders
and upper arms relaxed. Startingwith the little finger, gather your fingers together until they
almost touch, while turning y0ur wrists backward (keep the fingers straight). At the same time
draw the fingers up your sides to your armpits (avoid raising your shoulders as though shrugging
them). Then throw your hands forward while slapping your upper arms against your sides. When
you make this throwing motion (to get rid of dirty qi) your fingers should resemble the mouths of
trumpets, pointing slightly to the sides rather than straight in front of your body. Be careful that
when you gather your fingers together you fold the base of the thumb in, so that clean qi does not
escape through the Iao gong. As you slap your arms against your sides, stampyour heels
against the floor.

To recap: There are three simultaneousmovements.

1.Armsslap sides
2. Fingers throwout dirtygi
3. Heels hit the ground

(See figures 53, 54, 55 and 56)

55. Dmuptoarmpits 56. Tlvoawtdit tyqi

Part 7. mental
While turning your wrists and folding your "wings“ (bringing fingers up to armpits), keep your mind
on your ten ñngers. While slapping your upper arms against your body and making your throwing
motions, visualize that you are expelling spent qi and illness through your ñngertips.

13
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Part 8. physical (taking back the qi)
Relax your ten tingers. Straighten your arms in front of you and hold a ball of qi, then raise your
arms in front of your bodywith the shoulders as pivots and lift a ball of qi to your forehead. Direct
a ball of qi into tian mu. Open your chest by spreading out your elbows with palms down and
ñngertips pointing at each other. Let your handsdescend down the front of your body, close to
but not touching the body, pushing the ball of qi slowly down through the middle channel into your
lower dan tian. (See ñgures 57, 58, 59 and 60)

57. Stmightenanns 58. Beamaballofqi 59. Openyourchest 60. Directtheqidwnward

Part 8. mental
While holding the ball of qi, keep your mind on your two Iao gong. To beamqi into tian mu,
visualize it moving from your Iao gong into tianmu. As you direct the qi down through the middle
channel into your lower dan tian, your mind follows the qi as it descends.

Part 9. physical (bringing qi into your chest)
Using a motion like the breast stroke in swimming, spread your arms to your sides. shifting your
bodyweight onto your right foot, and then turn your body lett by 45 degrees. Step forward with
your left foot, bending your left kneea bit andstraightening your right leg. At the sametime,
spread out your arms to form a straight line, fingers relaxed, each ñngera bit apart from the next.
palms turned to the rear, Cheststuck out and stomachcontracted. Then, using your shoulders as
pivot, turn your arms and Iao gong to face forwardand close your ñngersnaturally to form two
cupped hands (see figures 61, 62 and 63). Turn your upper body 90 degrees to the right while
bringing qi with your left hand toward your right qi hu. not touching your body; your right arm
naturally follows your turning body. Then turn your upper body left by 90 degrees, while bringing
qi with your right hand toward your left qi hu, not touching your body. Your forearms will now be
crossed in front of your chest Bring downyour shoulders and elbows a bit. Hold this posture for
a little while (see ñgures 64 and 65).

51. Spreadmnstosides,stepforward 62. Rotatopainstothetrom 63. Fonnmppedhands.tum90°totheright

14
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Part 9. mental
While spreading out your arms, keep your
mind on your two Iao gong. While bringing
qi with your left hand, keep your mindon
your left Iao gong; as you bring it to the right
qi hu, visualize it moving from your left Iao
gong into your right qi hu.

While bringing qi with your right hand, keep
your mindon your right Iaogong. As you
bring it to the left qi hu, visualize it moving
from your right Iaogong intoyour left qi hu.

Part 10. physical (penetrating the sky and the earth)
Loweryour lefthand and then turnyourpalrnupwardas ifto support the righteibow, but four
inches beneath. Then separate your twoarms inopposite directions withyour left hand moving
up along the rightforearm and continuingup to6 inches above bai hui; simultaneously move your
right hand ñrst downward then backward to under wei Iu. Then turn your left palm up and right
palmdown at the same time, so that the back of each hand faces the back of the other. Keep
your body straight and holdthis posture for a few seconds, sending qi fromyour two Iao gong far
out intothe boundless sky and the bottomless earth (see figures 66 and 67).

Part 10. mental
While drawing your left
hand downward as it to
support your rightelbow,
keep yourmindonyour
left Iao gong. While
posturing withyour left
palm facing the sky and
right palm facing the
earth, visualize that your
qi penetrates the
boundless sky and the
bottomless earth.

es. m e m w o w 671. Ld'thandup,righthanddown en. mm
Part 11. physical (bringing qi into your chest)
Shift your bodyweight to your left foot, and, using the toes as the turning point, turn your right heel
inward until the right heel is pointing at the left heel. Shift the bodyweight to the right foot, and
using the toes as the turning point, turn your lett heel outward. The body turns accordingiy by 180
degrees. Bend your right
knee a bit and straighten your
left leg. While turning the
body, bringyour left hand
downand right hand up to the
sides to form a straight line.
Then turn your paims fonivard
with your hands cupped (see
ñgures 68 and 69). Turn the
upper body left by 90 degrees
while bringing qi with your
right hand into your left qi hu. v

Turn Your bOdY "ight by 90 se. m m m i w . m m m s m m 69. Righthandtolettchest. bodyiumságmso"
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degreeswhile bringing qi with your left hand into your
right qi hu and cross your two forearrns in front of
your chest, bringing downyour shoulders andelbows
a bit Hold this posture for a little while.(See ñgures70
and 71.)

Part 11. mental
While turning the heels and spreading your arms,
relax your shoulders and visualize that you are
drawing qi from the boundless sky and the
bottomless earth back into your two Iao gong, letting
it come into your body through your arms. VWIile
bringing qi with your right hand, keep your mindon
your right Iao gong while directing it into y0ur left qi hu, visualize it liowing from your right Iao
gong into the left qi hu. When bringing qi with your left hand, keepyour mind on your left Iao
gong;when bringing qi into right qi hu, visualize it movingfrom your left lao gong into right qi hu.

71. Relax the shoulders

Part 12. physical (penetrating the sky and the earth)
Drawyour right hand downward and turn your palm upwardas if to support the left elbow, four
inches beneath. Then separate your two arms in opposite directions with your right hand moving
up along the left forearrn and continuing to 6 inches above bai hui; simultaneously move your left
handfirst downward then backward to underwei Iu. Then turn your right palm upand left paim
down at the same time, so that the backs of your two hands are pointing at each other. Keep your
body straight and hold this posture for a few seconds (see iigures 72 and 73).

Part12. mental
While drawing your right
hand downward as ifto
support your left elbow,
keep your mind on your
right Iaogong. While
separating your arms,
keep your mind on your
Iao gong. While posturing
with your left palm facing
the sky and n'ght paim
facing the earth, visualize
that your qi penetrates the 72. Hamm ,enM
boundless sky and the
bottomless earth.

Part13. physical (shougong - finish)
Shift your bodyweight onto your right foot
and turn your left heel inward retuming to
the starting posture direction. Shift your
bodyweight to your left foot and slowly
draw back your right foot, describing a
small arc and finishing with your feet
parallel to each other. At the same time
push your wei Iu backward as if to sit, and
keepyour upper body straight. Be sure
that your nose is in linewith your navel.
Simultaneously ñatten out your cupped 74A “MWL“mangyo...ms om 75. DrawM to m danb'an

palms and bring your right hand down and
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left hand up, drawing your two hands
toward lower dan tian, ñnger tips
pointing toward each other.

Holda ball of qi in front of your lower
dan tian. Then relax your shoulders and
useyour mind to contract hui yin (sea
bottom). Draw your two hands toward
your lower abdomen, bringing qi into
your lower dan tian and hold it there.
Then moveyour hands across your hips
and along your sides, and drop them

down naturally along your sides. At the same time
straighten your legs (see ñgures 74, 75, 76. 77. 78 and 79)

Part 13. mental
While turning your feet and drawing qi bad<toward your
bodywith your hands, keep your mindon your two Iaogong.
While relaxing your shoulders visualize that you are
collecting qi in the upper body and directing it into your
lower dan tian. While contracting your sea bottom, visualize
that you are gathering qi from your lower body and directing
it up to meet the qi from the upper body. While drawing
your hands toward your lower abdomen.visualize that you
are bringing the ball ofqi slowly intoyour lowerdan tian, 7a. Downsom siden 79. Straighten ..9.
and then keep the qi ñrmly there.

Explanation of Routine Two:

The major function of routine two is topush the circulation of qi through your arrns. While bringing
up the arrns. discharge qi fromboth Iaogong toforma ballof qi between your hands. Thiswill
help toopen the Iaogong and toexchange innerand outer qi throughthe Iaogong.

Bringingqi fromñngertip toñngertipuses da zhui as a pivot,the two arrns resembling an
undulating dragon. This action stimulates the spine, relaxes the joints and brings qi up and into
the ñngertips.

Forming the crane's head improves the functioning of the cerebellum.

Looking at the sky balances yin and yang. Openingyour chest while looking at the sky helps the
circulation of qi and blood in the inner organs and increasesvibrations of the feet, legs, hips,
waist, stomach chest, neck, face. head, arrns and hands. If you feel yourself trembling at this
time, so much the better. The vibration helps direct the qi to work on the diseased parts. While
lookingat the sky, your body is tight;when closing the wings your body is relaxed. This
altemation of tension and relaxationhelps the qi circulate so that the inner organs are nourished
and given addedvitality.

Taking back the qi brings qi back intothe body fromthe magnetic ñeld you have just created
during this routine.

Penetrating the sky and the earth connects the qi from bai hui with the qi from whichever hand is
above the bai hui, and connects the qi from wei Iuwith the qi from whichever hand is near wei Iu.
The raised hand brings the yang qi from heaven down through bai hui and spine to wei Iu; the
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hand facing the earth continues this qi on down from wei Iu through Iaogong to minglewith the qi
from the earth.

Visualize that you are connecting qi from the boundless sky withthe qi fromthe bottomless earth,
allowingthe qi from the Universe to clean out the channels and then to circulate continuously
through them so it can nourishthe innerorgans and the tissues.

Penetrating the sky and earth works also onthe mind, creating a feelingof having gigantic stature
and indomitable spirit in the practitioner.

18



ROUTINETHREE:He Shou Tang Guan (Crane's Head Carrying
Qi through Du Maiand Ren Mai)

Part 1. Preparation
Standwith your feet parallel the width of two lists apart, kneesslightly bent. Let your shoulders
relax. Allow your hands to fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of your tongue on your upper
palate,just behindyour teeth but not touchingthem. Relax the root of your tongue. Smileslightly.
Keep your eyes level and open, thinking of nothing.

Use your mind to relax your head,'your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your
ñngers,<your chest, your stomach, your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet, and your toes.

Gather qi into your lower dan tian. Concentrate your mind on your lower dan tian for a little while.
Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom) then back up along the du mai
(goveming channel) to chengjian (throughda zhui. ya men, bai hui, ying tang, ren zhong).

M
82. Headmbendkneu

Part 2. physical (stretching neck)
Usingthe cervicalvertebrae as a pivotand
visualizing your chin being that of a crane, -
stretch yourneck downand forwardat 45
degrees, then take it in by drawing back
your neck with your chin in an arc. Allow
your head to come up straight so that bai
huigets qifromthe sky. Atthe sametime
bend your knees slightly, keeping the upper
body straight. Repeat three times, each
time lowering your body a bit more by
hending your knees a bit further. When you
ñnish. your kneesshouldnotextend
forward beyond your toes (see figures 80, 0°. man 81. W W W
81, 82).

Part 2. mental
While stretching your neck, keep your mindon chenjiang. While drawing your chin back, keep
your mind on da zhui. As your headcomes back up, visualize bai hui receiving qi from the sky.

Part 3. physical (swaying head)
Usingthe cervicalvertebrae as a pivot.smoothlyswayyourhead leftand rightthree times, each
time raising your body slightly. Then liftyour head so that bai hui gets qi from the sky, and return
to the starting posture (see ñgures 83, 84, ,

85).

Part 3. mental
While swaying your head to the left and
straightening your legs, keep your mindon
your left cheng ling and wei Iu
simultaneously.While swayingyour headto
the right, keepyour mindon your rightcheng
ling and wei Iu simultaneously. While Iifting
your head, keep your mindon bai hui.

85. Three times rising
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Part 4, physical (taking back the qi)
Turn your palms forward and using your shoulders as pivots, raise your arms holding a ball of
outer qi in your hands, then beam it into tian mu. Open your chest by spreading out your elbows.
VWthpalms down and ñngertips pointing at each other, your hands descend in front of your body
while the qi descends through the middle channel into your lower dan tian.

, , o '"`

86. Palms forward.anns up 87. Beamqi 'mintianmu

Part 4. mental ' '-

While holding outer qi, keep your mind on your two Iao gong. While bringing qi into tian mu,
visualize qi moving from your Iaogong into tianmu. As you direct the qi through the middle
channel into lower dan tian, your mind guides the qi as it descends.

Part 5. physical (separate hands to guide qi into mingmen)
Whenyourhands descend to the levelofyournavel, '

turn your fingertips slowlydownwardand withpalms
facingoutward,moveyourhandsseparater along
dai mai (the belt channel). When your hands reach
the back of your waist, press your outer Iao gong (the
back of the hand) tightlyagainst shen yu (kidneys),
ñngers relaxed and slightly bent. (See ñgures 90 and
91)

Part 5. mental
While movingyour hands backward, keep your mind
on your two Iao gong. While pressing your outer Iao
gong against shen yu, keep your mind on your two
shenyu.

Part 6. physical (relaxingwaist and rotating hips)
Relaxingyour waist joints, rotate your hips clockwise
three times and counter-clockwise three times. Keep
your upper body and legs straightwhile rotatingyour
hips. (Seefigures 92 and 93)

Part 6. mental
While rotating your hips, keep your mind on ming men.
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Part 7. physical (rotating knees)
Cover your Iaogong with your thumbs and bring your hands
down along your buttocks and then forward to the front with
palms facing down. Raise your hands in front of your body
until they are in line with the forearms and then squat down
and slowly let your palms fall onto the kneecaps. Release
your thumbs to press on the insides of the knees. (See
ñgures 94, 95 and 96) Bring your two knees together and
rotate them in a parallel motion clockwise three times, then
counter-clockwise three times. While rotating. your soles
should not leave the floor. The purposeof rotating the knees
really round-'is to exercise the hips, knees, and ankles. (See
ñgures 97 and 98) Separate your knees and rotate them in 94- W W W 95' ” m s m m ' m s
contrary motionoutward three times and then inward three times. Each knee rotates in a
semicircle to forma circle when the two kneesare brought together. (Seeñgures99and 100)

96. Kneestcgethm 97.'Rotatedcdrwbe 90. mm 99. Rotterdam 100. Rometo'nside

Part 7. mental
While lowering your hands onto your kneecaps, keepyour mind on your two Iao gong. While
rotating the knees, keep your mindon your knees.

Part 8. physical (pushing qi through the joints)
Using Iao gong as pivots, rotate your palms so that your ñngers point inward without Ieaving the
kneecaps. Relaxyour fingers, press the insidesofthe knees withthe fourtingers and press xue
hai with the thumbs. Keeping the upper body straight, raise and lower your body three times.
Keep your eyes level and bai hui upward, and never straighten the knees completelyor lowerthe
head. Return to the starting posture by unbending the knees completely and straightening up the
body (see figures 101, 102, 103).

101a. m u h t á ” 101b. Sideview 103. S W e nup
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Part 8. mental
While rotating the palms, keep your mind on your two Iao gong. While Ioweringyour body, keep
your mind on your knees. While raising your body, your mind directs the qi from the knees to the
yong quan.

Part 9. physical (taking back the qi)
Turn your palms forward and using your shoulders as pivots, raise your arms, holding a ball of
outer qi in your hands. Beam the qi into tian mu. Open your chest by spreading out your elbows.
VWthpalmsdown and ñngertips pointing at each other, let your handsdescend in front of your
body, guiding qi down into your lower dan tian (see figures 104. 105, 106, 107).

.0‑'I `.x

104. Raise enns 105. Beamqi into tianmu 106. Opendiest. paths down

Part 9. mental
While holding the outer qi, keep your mind on your two
Iao gong. When bringing qi into tian mu,visualize that
you are beaming qi from your Iao gong into tian mu. As
you direct the qi through the middle channel into your
lower dan tian, your mind guides the qi as it descends
into your lower dan tian.

Part 10. physical (shou gong -finish)
As your hands come down to the level of the navel,
relax your ñngers and bend them slightly. Push your
hands gently away from your body with the back of your
hands angled a bit towards the body at about 45
degrees. At the same time,push yourweiIubackward
as iftosit keeping your upper body straight. Be sureyour nose is in linewithyour navel. Turn
your palms in to face your lower dan tian, tingertips pointingslightlydown. Embrace a ball of qi in

106. Push hands om 109. Turn palms 'nward

' u

110a. Embraoaaballotqi 110b. Dmhandsinward . ' 112. Handsfallnaturally 113. Straightenlegs
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front of your lower dan tian and relax your shoulders. Use your mind to contract your hui yin (sea
bottom). Draw your two hands toward your lower abdomenuntil they are an inch away from it.
Move your hands along your hips and sides and then let them fall naturally while at the same time
straightening your legs. (See figures 108, 109, 110, 111, 112 and 113)

Part 10. mental
While pushing your hands away from your body and embracing qi into your lower dan tian, keep
your mindonyour two Iaogong. While relaxing your shoulders. visualize that you are collecting qi
from your upper body and directing it into your lower dan tian. While contracting your hui yin,
visualize that you are collecting qi in the lower body and directing it into your lower dan tian. When
drawing your two handstoward your lowerabdomen,visualize that you are bringing the ball of qi
slowly into your lower dan tian and then keeping it tirme there.

Explanation of Routine Three

The major function of routine three is to push through dumai and ren mai and have qi run in a
circle through these two channels that connect to form the small circulation.

Ren mai starts in the lowerabdomen, going downto huiyin, and coming up along the middle line
of the abdomen. chest neck, and chengjiang. Ittravels around the lips to yin jiao and splits into
two streams that go up just under each eye. Itpasses through 24 acupoints altogether.

All yin channels meet in the renmai, which is the head of all yin channels. lt adjusts the function
of all yin channels. Because it starts in the lower abdomen, it is associated with gestation.

Dumai starts fromthe lowerabdomen and goes down to huiyin. lt comes up the middleof the
back, up the middle of the neck, and up the middle of the back of the head, toa point above the
hair line called fong fu. Here it enters the brain and then goes up through bai hui and down the
forehead to the bridge of the nose where itgoes inside and then downto meet ren mai at yinjiao,
passing through 28 acupoints along itsway. Dumai linkstogether 6 yang channels at da zhui,
therefore dumai serves to controland adjust allthe yang channels inthe body. Dumaihas a
close relationship with the brain and withthe spinat fluid.

Ren mai and du mai are the majorchannels inthe body. There is also a networkof smaller
channels throughout the body, connecting all the organs. the joints, blood, nerves, muscles and
tissues. They flowinto ren mai and dumai liketn'butaries into a river. When you push through
ren mai and du mai, it is said that you have opened the small circulation. lt then becomes easy to
open the large circulation, which means all the other channels as well. VWen the small circulation
and the big circulation are formed, the genuine qiwilltravel uninterruptedly along a specific route
inthe body. Therefore the first thingto achieve inSoaring Crane Qigongpractice is to open the
ren mai and the du mai.

Stretching the neck and swaying the head imitate the movement of the crane's neck and the
crane's headwhen the crane is walking. These movements exercise the head, the neck and the
body, and open the two main channels. When you imitate the movements of the crane. you
should also incorporate the character of the crane-that is to say, you should feel quite calm and
soft.

While “touching the water" by stretching your neckdown, you bring qi down through ren mai.
When you bring back your chin you bring qi up through du mai. The repetition of these
movements adjusts ren mai and du mai by bringing down the yin and bringing up the yang to form
the small circulation. When this small circulation is forrned, the more chronic diseases will be
gone.
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Howcan you judge whether your small circulation is formed'? There are six Iayers through which
you must pull qi. They are skin, muscle, tendon, bone, blood vessels and the inner organs.

After practicing Soaring Crane Qigong for a short time, you will feel better but will not really be
cured. When the qi reaches the second and third layers (that is, the muscles and the tendens),
you will still feel it working on the diseased part Sometimes you will actually feel as if the disease
has returned, but the period of this suffering will be shorter than before, and aftenivards it will be
really healed. It is especially important not to quit at this time, or you will lose all the benefit of
what you have beendoing. After a time, somepeoplewill have their bai hui openedand they will
feel a pulse there, or the scalp may itch as though ants were crawling in their hair.

Practicing for a time also develops your middlechannel, zhong mai. Although in the preparation
for each of the tive steps you are told to direct qi from bai hui down through middle channel, in
fact, you do not have a middle channel when you begin the practice of Soaring Crane Qigong. lt
is formed through your practice, bit by bit. When the middle channel opens, you will feel the qi
pouring through it in adifferent waythanwhenyou just visualized it goingdown.

Touching the water and bringingback the chinalso exercises the spineand guides the yang qi up.

Swaying the head should not be done mechanically, but should show happiness and liveliness
' through your movements. You are actually bringing your qi through your spine, your neck and
your head in the formof an 'S' up to bai hui to minglewith the yang qi. This keepsyour cervical
vertebrae healthy.

Relaxingthe waist and rotatingthe hipsexercises the pelvis,bladder. rectumand small intestine
to increase the vitalityof the dan tian. lt also exercises the hipjoints,the spineand weilu. lt
opens your belt channel. Exercising wei Iu pumps qi up along du mai carrying sexual energy to
nourish the brain, increase intelligence and cultivate psychic ability.

Rotating the knees pushes the qi through the hips, knees and ankles. This retards aging. A
person ages from the legs first; this is usually the first place he loses flexibility. This exercise also
heals rheumatism and arthritis very efficiently.

Bringingqi through the joints is especially important in the knee joints because when you squat
you accumulate qi inthe knees and when you straighten up this accumulated qiwillpush through
from the knees toyong quan, (the sole of the foot) and the toes tomingle with yin qi from the
earth. Some of this yang qi pushes up to bai hui, which helps greatly in the opening of bai hui.
This-movement also helps to improvedigestion.
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ROUTINEFOUR: Xian He DianShui (Crane Touching Water)
Part 1. preparation
Stand with your feet as wide apart as your shoulders, knees slightly bent. Let your shoulders
relax. Allow your handsto fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of your tongue on your upper
palate,just behindyour teeth but not touchingthem. Relaxthe root of your tongue. Smile slightly.
Keepyour eyes level and open, thinking of nothing. Use your mind to relax your head, your neck,
your shoulders, your elbows, yourwrists. your lingers, your chest, your stomach, your back, your
waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your feet, your toes.

Gatherqi intoyour lowerdan tian. Conoentrateyourmindonyour lowerdan tian for a littlewhile.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom), then back and up along the du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. Now, split the qi in two and direct it through the middle of the
shoulders, down through the arms to your Iaogong.

Part 2. physical (taking back the qi)
Turn your palms forward and using your shoulders as pivots, raise your arms holding a ball of
outer qi in your hands, and then beamit into tianmu. Openyour chest by spreading out your
elbows. With palms down and ñngertips pointingat each other, let your hands descend in front of
your body guiding qi down into your lower dan tian (see figures 114, 115, 116, 117).

114, Palmsforwrd 115. Boamqi'ntob'anmu 116. Opendnstpainsdcwn 117, Handsdesændinfront

Part 2. mental
While raising the outer qi, keep your mind on your two Iao gong. When bringing qi into tian mu,
visualize that you are beamingqi from your Iaogong into tianmu. As you direct the qi down
through the middle channel into lower dan tian, your mind guides the qi as it descends and enters
the lower dan tian.

Part 3. physical (bringing up the wings and touching
the water) .
Separate your two arms as wide as your shoulders, palms
down. Shift your bodyweight to your right foot. Usingyour
shoulders as pivots, raise your arms in front of your body,
as high as your shoulders. At the same time, raise your left
leg till your thigh is at a 45 degree angle to the "water"with
your shank hanging straight down, ankle relaxed, toes
about 4 inches from the ground. Then gently touch the
'water'(the ground) three times by loweringyour bodyon
your right leg until your left toes lightly touch the ground.

119. Raise Ieftthigh 45°
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When touching the 'water,' keep your upper body straight
and feel that not only your right leg but also yourwaist is
bringing your body slowly down. At the same time, relax
your shoulders and use their strength to bringdownyour
arms - no lower than the navel. Then feel your waist as
well as your leg bringing your body up slowly, while
simultaneously using the strength of your shoulders to
bring your arms up - no higher than the eyebrows (see
ligures 118, 119, 120, 121).

Part 3. mental
While bringing up the wings and touching the 'water,' keep
your mindon your twoIaogong and leftyong quan. ' 2 ° m m m h m 1 2 " ” W W W ”

Part 4. physical (crane step and bringing qi from fingertip to fingertip)
When your hands come up to eye level for the third time, pull in your arms a bit and then push
them forward again. Spread your arms out to the sides parallelwith the floor. (When spreading
the arms, relax your fingers, turn your palms outward and then spread the arms back as if
swimming, with chest sticking out and abdomen held in.) At the same time, stretch your left leg to
make a 'crane step'(raise your left leg slowly and step forward in an arc; after stretching the left
leg let your heel fall to a position six inches in front of the big toe of your right foot). Then shift
your bodyweight to your left foot and raise your right legwith the sole facing back, toes pointing to
the ground. The toes of your right legwill be2 inches behindyour left heel and about 4 inches
above the ground. (Seetigure 122)

Turn your palms downward. Extend the index and middle tingers; catch the ring linger and the
littlefingerwithyour thumb.(see ñgures 123, 124).

vil??
122. Spreadarrns_stepforward 123. Raisem m m m m 124. Drawlenhandinbyrelaxing shoulder

Usingyour neck boneas the
pivot, draw in the left hand by
relaxingñrst the shoulder and
then the elbow and then the
wrist until the forearm is 45
degrees from the lioor. Then
push it out again by
straightening ñrst thewrist,
then the elbow and then the
shoulder. Just as you begin
to push out the left hand, draw
in the right one in the same

125. thmusmmmminmngm 126. Pushomthørighthandwhilepullinginheleft
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fashion. Then just as you begin to draw in the left hand again, start to push out the right. Qi is
mnning from the ñngertips of one hand to tingertips of the other. Do this three times in all,
ñnishing by pushing out the right. Be sure that as you extend your arms, the fleshy pads of your
extended ñngers are leadingyour hands and are not pointingdown.

Place the tipofyour middlefingerjust at the base of the nailofyour indexlinger.This forms a
crane's head. Rest thiswaya fewseconds (see figures125,126).

Part 4. mental
While making the crane step, keep your mind on your two Iaogong and left yong quan. While
shaping the ñngers and raising the leg, keep your mind on the qi running back and forth from the
extended ñngertips on one side to those on the other side. Be conscious of it passing through da
zhui en route. When you form the crane's head, put your mindon the crane's head.

Part 5. physical (spreading the wings and touching the water)
Relax your hands, palms down. Using the shoulders as pivots, bring the arms up and down to
touch the 'water' gently three times. (While touching the 'water', keep your upper body straight and
when the 'wings' come down, use the strength of the waist to bring the body down slowly, keeping
the original postureof the right leg, andallowingthe right toes to touch the ground gently. At the
same time relax your shoulders and usetheir strength to bring downyour arms, no lower than the
navel. While the wings are
coming up, keep the right leg
in its original posture and use
the strength of your waist to
bring the body up slowly,
while simultaneously using
the strength of your
shoulders to bring your arms
up, no higher than the
eyebrows. (Seeñgures
127, 128)

Part 5- menu ' 127. P m m m m w m n m 125. Bringyotxbodyandarmsupslowly
While touching the 'water,'
keep your mindon your two Iao gong and right yong quan. While bringing your arms down to your
sides after 'touching the water,' keepyour mindon your two Iao gong.

Part 6. physical (bringing up the wings and touching the water)
Bring your arms slowly down to your sides until they are 20 degrees away from your body, and
turn your palmsto the rear, always keepingyour right leg in its original posture (seeñgure 129).
Using your shoulders as pivots, raiseyour arms in front of the body to shoulder height (While
"touching the water," keepyour upper body
straight and while the wings are coming
down, feel that your waist as well as your
left leg brings your body slowly down,
allowing the'right toes to touch the ground
gently. At the same time, relaxyour
shoulders and use their strength to bring
down your arms, no lower than the navel.
Then useyourwaist aswell as your left leg
to bring the body up slowly, while
simultaneously using the strength of your
shoulders to bring your arms up, no higher

129. Armsdoumto sides, paths to r e n ' 130. Raise arms, legforward
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than the eyebrows). (See ñgures 130, 131, 132)

Part 6. mental ` i
When bringing up the wings and "touching the water." keep [
your mindon your two Iao gong and right yong quan. I
Part 7. physical (cranestep and bringing qi from
fingertip to fingertip) "
When your hands come up to eye level for the third time,
pull in your arrns a bit and then push them fonivard again.
Spread your anns out to the sides parallel with the tioor.
(When spreading the arms, relax your ñngers, turn your
palms outward and then spread the anns back as if 13'- W r m m m 132- WM
swimming, with chest sticking out and abdomen held in.) At the same time, stretch your right leg
tomake a 'crane step'(raise your rightleg slowlyand step forwardinan arc; after stretchingthe
right leg let your heel fall to a position six inches in front of the big toe of your left foot). Then shift
body weight to your right foot and raise your left leg with the sole facing back, toes pointing to the
ground. The toes of your left legwillbe 2 inches behind your rightheel and about 4 inches above
the ground. (See figure 133)

Turn palms downward. Extend index and middleñngers; catch the n'ngñnger and the little linger
withyour thumb. (see ñgures 134, 135).

133. Spreadarms.snpforward 134. LehlegupJonnsworüfngers 135. Dæwmleflhandbyrelaxingshoulder

Using your neck bone as the pivot, draw in the left hand by relaxing ñrst the shoulder and then the
elbow and then the wrist untilthe forearm is 45 degrees fromthe iioor. Then push it out again by
straightening ñrst the wrist, then the elbowand then the shoulder. Just as you begin to push out
the left hand, draw inthe rightone in the same fashion. Then just as you begin to draw inthe left
hand again, start to push out the right. Qi is mnningfromthe ñngertips of one hand to the
ñngertips of the other. Do
this three times inall,
tinishing by pushing out the
right. Be sure that as you
extend your arms, the lieshy
pads ofyourextended
ñngers are leading your
hands and are not pointing
down.

Place the tip of your middle
ñnger just at the base of the

136. P æ h a n w m m m m m m m 137. Pushmnüleñghlhandwhilepullinginmeleñ
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nail of your index ñnger. This forms a crane's head. Rest this way a few seconds (see tigures
136, 137).

Part 7. mental
While making the crane step, keep your mind on your two Iao gong and n'ghtyong quan. While
shaping the tingers and raising the leg, keepyour mind on the qi running back and forth from the
extended ñngertips on one side to those on the other side. Be conscious of it passing through da
zhui en route. When you form the crane's head, put your mindon the crane's head.

än.
Aftertouching the 'water,' allowyour leftfoot 14°_ 9 , . , m m . , M ,M b m w “ , 4 1 , p m “ , m,

to fallhalfa step to your leftside. Atthe
same time, relax your shoulders, and bring your arrns slowly down to your sides until they are 20
degrees away from your body (see figures 140, 141).

Part 8. physical (spreading the wings and touching the water)
Relax your hands, palms
down.-Usingthe shoulders
as pivots, bring the anns up
and down to touch the
'water' gentiythree times.
(Whiletouching the 'water',
keep your upper body
straight and when the 'wings'
come down, use the
strength of the waist tobring
the body down slowly,
keeping the original posture
of the left leg, and aliowing 133_ p m mm m m mmm
the left toes to touch the ground gentiy. At
the same time relaxyour shoulder and use
their strength to bringdownyour arrns, no
lower than the navel. Whilethe wings are
coming up, keep the left leg in its original
posture and use the strength ofyourwaist to
bring the body up slowly, while
simultaneously using the strength of your
shoulders to bringyouran'ns up, no higher
than the eyebrows) (see ñgures 138 and
139)

Part 8. mental
While touching the 'water,' keep your mind on two Iao gong . " " \ `
and left yong quan. While bringing your arms down to your
sides after touching the 'water,' keep your mindon yourMo 73.,

[ a v gong. ' ' "

Part9. Physical (taking back the qi) 1 '
Turn your palms fonlvardand using your shoulders as pivots, .

raise your arrnswhile holding a ball of qi in your hands and , i . '

then bearn the qi into tianmu. Open your chest by spreading ,,
out your elbows. VWthpalms facing down in front of your
body, guide qi down the middle channel into your lower dan
tian (see figures 142, 143, 144, 145).

142. Raiseanns 143. Beam qi into tianmu
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Part 9. mental
While raising the ball of qi, keep your mind on your two
Iaogong. While beamingqi into tianmu, visualize that
qi beams from your Iao gong into tian mu. As you
guide the qi through the middle channel and into your
lower dan tian, your mind follows the qi as it desoends
and goes into your lower dan tian.

Part 10. physical (shou gong -finish)
When your hands reach the level of the navel, relax
your ñngers and bend them slightly and push your
hands gently away fromyour body with the back of
your hands angled a bit towards the body at about 45
degrees. Simultaneously, push your wei Iubackwards
as ifto sit; keep your upper body straight. Be sure
your nose is in linewithyour navel.

i“. Openchest. palms down 145. Descend infront

Turn your palms in to face the lower dan tian, ñngertips
pointing slightly down. Embrace a ball of qi in front of
your lower dan tian; relax your shoulders. Use'your
mindto contract hui yin. Drawyour handstowardyour
lower abdomen and when they are an inch away from
it, move your hands along your hips and sides and
then let them fall naturally. At the same time,
straighten your legs (see figures 146, 147, 148, 149,
150,151).

Part 10. mental
While pushing your hands away from your body and embracing qi into your lower dan tian, keep
your mind on your two Iao gong. While relaxing your shoulders, visualize that you are collecting qi
in the upper body and directing it into your lower dan tian. \M1ilecontracting your hui yin, visualize
that you are collecting qi in the lower body and direcüng it into your lower dan tian. While drawing
your hands toward your lower abdomen, visualize that you are bringing the ball of qi slowly into
your lower dan tian and then keeping it tirme there.
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Explanation of Routine Four:

The main function of routine four is to further open the channels and points in the upper and the
lower body and to exerciseming men and the kidneys so that genuine qi will be added to the body
and vitality will be increased.

Points are the most active parts on the channels. A dan tian is formed at each point after a lot of
practice. As they are all interconnected, exercising even one will affect them all. Points are paths
of entry and exit for messages sent to and received from other entities, which is why many qigong
practitioners who haveworked to open their points have also cultivated their psychic abilities and
come to understand more than most about the nature of life.

The movements of routine four are an exact imitationofa crane inflight. Themotions ofa crane
inflight are smooth, soft and light. After practicing this step, people feel light in heart and body.
Thisisoneoftheessences ofSoaring CraneQigong.

Bringing up the wings and touching thewater is designedto exercise the shoulder, the elbow, the
wrist the waist, the hip, the knee and the ankle so that the circulation of the whole bodywill be
improved. This motionalso brings up the yang qi to help open the bai hui. While touching the
water you are exhaling spent qi through your Iao gong. When you are raising the wings, you are
inhaling qi through the Iaogong. The repetitionof the movementshelpsmingle the inner qi with
the outer qi.

While you are touching the water the tension and relaxation of your waist helps to open ming men.
Mingmen is the door tolife,so exercising this pointwillbringyou greater energy, fast reflexes and
improved memory and willdevelop wisdom. Opening ming men also helps open the main
channels in both the upper and lower body. Yong quan is an important point through which spent
qi is discharged. lt also mingles innerqiwithqi fromthe earth. Touching the water helps open
yong quan.
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ROUTINEFIVE:Hun Yuan Gui Yi (Mingling With the Source of
All Qi)

Part 1. preparation
Stand withyour feet as wideapart as your shoulders and parallelto each other, knees slightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allow your hands to fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of
your tongue on your upper palate, just behind your teeth but not touching them. Relax the root of
your tongue. Smile slightly. Keepyour eyes level and open, thinking of nothing. Use your mind
to relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your ñngers, your chest,
your stomach, your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your feet, and your toes.

Gather qi into your lowerdan tian. Concentrateyour mindon your lowerdan tian for a while.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down tohui yin (sea bottom), then back and up along du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. Atthis point, split the qi in two and direct it through the middle of
the shoulders, down through the arms toIao gong.

Part 2. physical (taking back the qi)
Turn your palms fomard and using your shoulders as plvots, raise your anns holding a ball of
outerqi inyour handsandthen beamtheqiinto tianmu. Openyourchest byspreadingout your
elbows. With palms downand ñngertips pointing at each other, let your handsdescend in front of
your body guiding qi through the middlechannel into your lower dan tian. Your mind guides the qi
as it descends into your lower dan tian. (See figures 152, 153, 154, 155)

.W”X

153. Bournqiirmüanmu 154. Opmdæapalmsdmm

Part 2. mental
While raising the outer qi, keep your mindon your two Iaogong. While beamingqi into tian mu,
visualize it flowing from your Iaogong into tian mu. As you direct the qi through the middle
channel into lower dan tian, your mindfollows the qi as it descends andmoves into lower dan tian.

Part 3. physical (balancing yin and yang)
Without moving your feet, turn your upper body to the left about 90 degrees, with your head
turning further back to the left (almost 180 degrees), keeping the eyes levelwhile looking over the
left shoulder. At the sametime, moveyour lett handbackwardand patmingmenwith the back of
Iao gong, ñngers slightly bent,while raising your right hand up in front of your chest, turning your
palmupwardandplacing it overyour right shoulder. ñngerspointing backwardand slightly bent,
root of the thumb sticking up to avoid having Iao gong face the ear. Press your right arm against
the right side of your chest and stay this way for a few seconds. (See ñgures 156, 157, 158)
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156. Lefthandtomingmen 157. Righthandtoshouder

Turn your upper body right about 180degrees, head
turning back to the right almost 360 degrees, keeping " v

the eyes levelwhile lookingover the right shoulder. At `
the same time move your right hand backward and pat
ming menwith the back of Iao gong, palm facing out,
iingers slightly bent while raising your left hand up in
front of your chest, turning your palm upwardand
placing it over your left shoulder. iingers pointing
backward and slightiy bent, root of your thumb sticking
up to avoid having [ a v gang face the ear. Pressyour left
arm against the left side of your chest and stay this way
for a few seconds. (Seeñgure 159)

1 5 9 ; Tunrightso- 1590;. Rurview

Turn your upper body leftand rightaltemately three times each way, six times in all. Afterthe last
time, turn your upper body forward to return tothe starting position.

Part 3. mental
While turning left, keep your mindon mingmen and your right Iao gong. While turning right, keep
your mindon ming men andyour left Iaogong.

Part 4. physical (rotating foot to carry yin and yang)
Put your handsakimbo on your waist, thumbs at the back, and then lift your left leg keeping the
thigh at 45 degrees from the floor with the shank hanging straight down, ankle relaxed. Then kick
out leadingwith your toes so that your leg is straight (Seefigures 160, 161and 162)

Turn your left toes up and at the same time pull back your shank a bit and then kick out 45
degrees leadingwith your heel. (see tigure 163)

160. Littlettleg 151. KeepWat45' 162. malwithyourtoes 163. Kickomwühyotrhøel
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Usingthe left ankle as the pivot, rotate the left foot counter-clockwise three times and then clock‑
wise three times. Then move the left leg back to its original position and put it down. (See ñgures
164, 165, 166 and 167)

åå
164. Roma water-dode 165. Wam

Then lift your right leg, keeping the
thigh at 45 degrees from the floor and
the shank hanging straight down,
ankle relaxed. Kick out leadingwith
your toes so that your leg is straight
Tum your right toes up andat the
same time pull back the shank a bit
and then kick out 45 degrees leading
with your heel. (See ñgures 168, 169
and 170)

Using the right ankle as the pivot,
rotate the right foot clockwise three 163. w n u a - 169. mmmmm 170. m w m m m l
times and then counter-clockwise
three times, and then move the right leg back toits original position and put it down. (See ñgures
171, l72, |73and I74)

%III..5

171. Rotatadockwise 172. Rome mm 173. Movelegback 174. Hmmmsides

Repeat these movements altemating feet three times.

Part4. mental
While Iiñingyour leg, keep your mind on the yong quan of the raised leg. While kicking out
leadingwith your toes, keepyour mindon the instep. While kicking out leadingwith the heel,
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keep your mind on the heel. While ,2 ;x "
rotating the ankie, keep your mindon `
the ankle. While putting down the
foot, keep your mind on the yong
quan of the foot being put down.

Part 5. physical (mingleyourself
withthe source of allqi)

Raise your arms slowly to the left
side, the left hand a bit lower than
the shoulders and the right handat
shoulder level, ñngers pointing to the .

left and Palms turned 45 degrees 175. Raisemsiomoien 17s. Dmaäâåmmtms
forward (see figure 175and 176).

Using thewaist as the pivot, drawacircle clockwise three times (up- right- down- left). (see
figures 177, 178 and 179)
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Then, using the waist as the pivot,draw a circie counter-clockwise three times (down-right- up -
left). Then let the anns fallnaturallyat the sides (see figures 180,181,182,183,184and 185).

.'...OOO"" - - N
a

`›"- 4'
152. Totheñâm180. Circle Mer-dødtw'se starting ontho bit
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184. Armsfallblhesides 185. Tunpalmsforward

Part 5. mental
Whiledrawing circles, visualize you are extending the qi fromyour ñngertips as far as your mind
can reach and drawinga roundcircle. Be sure that you pullback the qiyou have extended before
you go on to the nextmovement

Part 6. physical (taking back the qi)
Turn your palms forward and usingyour shoulders as pivots. raiseyour anns holdinga ball of
outer qi in your hands and then beamthe qi into tian mu. Open your chest by spreading out your
elbows. With palms down and ñngertips pointing at each other, let your hands descend in front of
your body. guiding qi downmiddle channel into lower dan tian. (Seeñgures 186.187.188and 189)

I' "`

186. Rniseanns 187. Beamqiirlob'anmu

Part 6. mental
While holding outer qi, keep your mindon your two Iao gong. While beaming qi into tian mu,
visualize that qi flows from your Iao gong into tianmu.

As you direct the qi down through the middle channel into your lower dan tian, your mind follows
the qi as it descends and goes into your lower dan tian.

Part 7. physical (shou gong -finish)
When your two hands come down to the level of your navel, relax your ñngers and bend them
slightly and push your hands gently away from your bodywith the back of your hands angled a bit
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toward the body at about 45 degrees. At the same time,
push your wei Iu backward as ifto sit, keeping your
upper body straight. Be sure your nose is in linewith
your navel.

Turn your palms in to face your lower dan tian, tingertips
pointing slightly down. Embracea ball of qi in front of
your lower dan tian; relax your shoulders. Useyour mind
to contract your hui yin (sea bottom). Drawyour hands
toward your lower abdomen andwhen they are one inch
away from it, move your hands along your hips and sides
and the let them fall naturally,while at the sametime ›

straightening your legs (see figures 190,191,192,193,194 ' 9 ° ' Pus“ “ W “ °"* 1 9 " 7 " "9 “ ”W
and 195).

Part 7. mental

While pushing your hands away from your bodyand embracing qi into your lower dan tian, keep
your mind on your two Iao gong.

While relaxingyour shoulders, visualizethat you are collectingqi in the upper body and directingit
into your lower dan tian. While contracting your hui yin, (sea bottom), visualize that you are
collecting qi in the lower body and directing it intoyour lower dan tian.

While drawing your handstoward your lowerabdomen,visualize that you are bringing the ball of
qi slowly into your lower dan tian and then keeping it finnly there.

Explanation of Routine Five

Before the Universe came into being, and before there was a distinction between heaven and
earth, therewas qi, whichwas the all; from it heavenand earth and all life were born.

In the Universe that has been formed, there are both yin and yang. Everything changes all the
time; lifebecomes death, death becomes life. The human body is likea small Universe. lfwe
practice qigong according to the lawof nature, persistently, we can have all our points open and
channels unblocked sothat yin and yang can be property balanced. The genuine qi in the body
willreturn to the form inwhich it existed at the beginning of everything.

ln routine 5, balancing yin and yang is designed toexercise the spine, open and clean da zhui and
ming men and all the channels in the arms, to promote the small circulation.
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Yang qi is gathered intowhichever hand is over your shoulder, down through the hand that is near
mingmen, and then intomingmen. Then it is transferred intodumai to increase the vitalityof the
dan tian. This movement brings genuine qi into the upper body.

Rotating the feet is designed toopen the channels in the legs and to exercise the ankles. This
movement also brings the genuine qi intothe lowerpart of the body.

Mingle yourself with the source of all Qi is a whole bodyexercise. lt relaxes all the joints in the
body. The movementshould be done naturally, softly and smoothly. Thus the mind, the qi and
the movement can become one. This uniñesall the qi in the body, and completely balances all
the yin and yang in the body.

Getting back the qi is to gather qi fromthe magnetic energy fieldyou have created and to store it
in your dan tian.

Faithfulpractice of these ñve routineswillrestore youth and bestow Iongevity.
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STANDINGMEDITATION
The Standing Meditation of Chinese Soaring Crane Qigong is an exercise to clear the channels,
balance yin and yang, regulate the functionof qi and bloodand improvehealth. Designed to
enhance the therapeutic effectiveness of SoaringCrane Qigong,the standing meditationis taught
after the Five Routines. Students must lirst of all learn the Five Routines well before they go on to
this stage. They should have practioed the Five Routines for at least 40 to 50 hours and have had
the sensation of numbness, fullness,warmthOr ooldwhichproves that theirmainpoints- say Iao
gong, yong quan and bai hui-are open and theirmajorchannels are clear. Then they may learn
this standing meditation.

ln learning the standing meditation, it is of the first importance that you should be able to
concentrate intensely. Byconcentrating your mindyou willcause the qi in your body to naturally
followthe mind. Therefore your mindis actuallyguidingyour qi to where it should go.
Occasionally some people have hallucinations in practicing qigong and the things they 'see' are
usually extraordinary. Some may be pleasant tothe 'eye,' and some not. These hallucinations do
not come from your imagination; they are information from the Universe. When you have
hallucinationswhich are pleasant and whichmake you happy, accept them. But ifthe
hallucinations are unpleasant, you just refuse to accept them.

When doing the standing meditation. use natural breathing. That is to say, you do not have to
think about how to breathe but just let your respiratory system work naturally.

Instructionsfor the StandingMeditation

Part 1. Preparation:
Stand withyour feet as wide apart as your shoulders, toes turned ina little,knees slightlybent.
Let your shoulders relax.Allowyour handsto fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of your
tongue on your upper palate, just behindyour teeth. Keepyour eyes level and open, thinking of
nothing.

Use your mind to relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your
tingers, your chest, your stomach,your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet. and your toes. Gatherqi into your lowerdan tian. concentrate your mindonyour lower dan
tian for a littlewhile.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom), then back and up along du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. Atthis point, splitthe qi intotwo streams and direct it through the
middle of the shoulders, down throughthe arrnsto Iaogong.

Part 2. Taking back the qi:
Turn your palms fonlvardand using your shoulders as a pivot, raise your arrnswhile holding a ball
of outer qi inyour hands, then beam it into tianmu.

Open your chest by spreading out your elbows.With palmsdown and tingertips pointing at each
other, your hands descend in front of your body guiding qi down into your lower dan tian. (see
ñgures 196,197,198,199)
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196. Raiseaball 157. Beanintob'anmu

Part 3. Holding a ball of qi:
When your two hands reach the level of the navel, relax your iingers and bend them slightly and
push your hands gently away from your bodywith the backs of your hands angled a bit toward
your body at about 45 degrees. Turn your palms in to face your lower dan tian. Embrace a ball of
qi in front of your lower dan tian. (see ñgures200. 201, 202)

MA. l-loldaballofqi

Part 4. Keepingyour head straight:
Keepyour head straight as if your bai hui were connected to heavenby a string, and visualize that
you are holding an object on the top of your head. In this way your upper bodywill be kept
straight and your head and neckwill be very steady so that you will not easily fall onto the ground.

Part 5. Relaxing your spine:
Raise yourshoulders up a littleand then inhalethroughyournose and exhale throughyour
mouth.Atthe same time relaxyourspine by looseningeach of yourvertebrae.

Part 6. Holding in your chest:
Take in your amts a bit to enable the qi inyour lungs toflowunimpeded but not so much as to
press against the innerorgans. Be sure to relaxthe area around the heart; onlyin thisway can
the inner organs be reiaxed.

Part 7. Relaxingyour shoulders:
Raise your elbows outwardly a bit as if you were holding a tennis ball under each armpit, and
relax your shoulders.
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Part 8. Hanging down your elbows:
Hangdown the joints of your elbowsa bit andyouwill feel qi tlow down from your arms to your
forearrns immediately.

Part 9. Relaxing your wrists:
Keep your mind onshen men (the points on the inside of the wrist) and relax your wrists a bit and
youwill immediatelyfeel the flowof qi intoyour ten tingers.

Part 10. Smoothing out your tingers:
Relax your ñngers and bend them a littleas ifyou were holding a ball of qi in each palm. Then
visualize that you are minglingthe twoballs of qiwiththe qi inyour lowerdan tian to formone big
ball,two thirds ofwhich is outside your body in frontofyour lowerdan tian, and one third ofwhich
is in your lower dan tian.

Part 11. Relaxingyour waist:
Useyour mind to relax the section of your spine from lumbarvertebrae to sacrumand then push
your tail bone back a bit as if to sit, beingsure that your kneesare not further forward than your
toes. The whole body should be completelyrelaxed,andevery vertebra, especially, should be
loose.

Part 12. Relaxingyour hips:
Take in your hips a bit and rotate themonceor twice andthen the hipswill be fully relaxed.

Part 13. Hanging down your wei Iu:
Wei Iu is a point at the end of the tail bone. Wsualize that there is a pendulum hanging down
straight from wei Iuto4 inches above the ground. This forms a triangle, withyour feet as the other
twosides.

Part 14. Adjusting the feet:
Letyour feet be flat onthe ground, toes fullyrelaxed. Use your mind to direct qi fromyour
shoulders, hips and ankles to yong quan. When you feel the qi inyour yong quan, use your mind
to direct itdownto the earth to connectwiththe qifromthe earth. Yourfeet willthen be rooted.

Part 15. Gathering qi into dan tian:
Bythis time your whole body is completely relaxed. Nowuse your mind tomingle the qi in your
twohands withthe qi inyour dan tianto forma big,roundballof qi. Concentrate yourmindon
shen men, mingmen and yong quan so as to relax them. Visualize that you are minglingthe qi in
your upper body with the qi in your lower body and mingling the qi outside your body with the qi
inside your body so that you are in the middleof a ball of qi.

Part 16. Bringing down your eyelids:
Use your mind to withdraw the spiritual light (this is hidden in the eyes) from far to near slowly until
you have taken it completely back. Loweryour upper eyelids and look at the end of your nose
(you may either close your eyes or just leave a crack but never squeeze them shut). Look down
the nose inward through shan zhong and along zhongmai into lower dan tian. Then keep your
mind on dan tianwithout thinking of anything else.

Howto Finish The Standing Meditation

Part 1. Slowly coming to a stop:
When you feel that you need to stop or you feel too tired togo onwith the standing meditation,
you tell yourself that you want to stop. You say the following words silently, "Hao Iiao qi gui dan
tian." (lt means, "let all the qi gather into dan tian; I am ready to finish.") Gradually your
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movementswill become slower or milder until they come to a
complete stop. Stand for a littlewhile and wait until your
heart is in complete peace.

Part 2, Taking back the qi:
Turn your palms forward and, usingyour shoulders as pivots, *‑

raise your arrns holding a ball of qi in your hands. Beam it
into tian mu. Open your chest by spreading out your elbows.
With palms down and fingertips pointingat each other, your
hands descend in front of your body, guiding qi down into
lower dan tian. (see figures 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208)

205. Rai” i b." 01'Gi 205, Beam intotian mu

Part 3. Shou gong -finish:
When your hands reach the level of your navel, relax your fingers and bend them slightly and
push your hands gentlyaway fromyour bodywiththe back ofyour hands angled a bittowards the
bodyat 45 degrees. Atthe same time,push yourweiIubackwardas ifto sit. Keepyour upper
body straight. Be sure your nose is in linewithyour navel.

Turn your palms in to face your lower dan tian. ñngertips pointing slightly down. Embrace a ball of
qi in front of your lower dan tian; relax your shoulders. Use your mind to contract your hui yin (sea
bottom). Drawyour two hands toward your lowerabdomenandwhen they are one inch away
from it moveyour handsalongyour hips andsides andthen let themfall naturally,while at the
same time straightening y'our legs. (see figures 209, 210, 211, 212, 213)

210. Tunpalmsirmard 211A Embraooballofqi 211B. Drawhandsirwvard
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Note: you may do parts 2 and 3 as many as three
times, untilyou feel that the qi is ñrmlystored in your
dan tian. The mental activity is the same as in
Routines 4 and 5.

Part 4. Placingyour hands together:
Palm to palmwith your ñngertips pointing up (prayer
position), rub your hands together several times and
then run them over your face gently from jaw to
forehead and down and up. Then use your ñngertips
to combyour hair fromyour forehead back over the
top of your headand down the back to the point called

212- “ W M M “ fongfu. Thenusetheoutersideof your littleñngersto
rub the back of your ears and the part underyour cheek bones. Bring your ten ñngertips together
under your chin and let your palms cometogether naturally. Then draw them down to the point
called shan zhong betweenyour breasts. Stay in this posture for a while and then let your arms
fall naturally to your sides. Openyour eyes slowly andwalk away.

I

What happenswhen you aredoing standing meditation?

When you are doing standing meditation, the zhen qi (true energy orhealthy energy) starts to
circulate inyour body and when itcomes across the parts where the channels are blocked, the qi
accumulates. When the accumulated qi is strong enough to push throughthe blockedchannels,
movement naturallyappears. This is a phenomenon toshow that the qi is curingyour diseases.
The movements are good foryour health. People call it"spontaneousqigong."

The movements that appear mayvary. Some people just swing their arms; some jump, some
slap or massage their bodies. some press the acupoints along the meridians, some utter different
sounds and some even dance. Ifyouwatch the practitioners do standing meditation and analyze
their spontaneousmovements,youwillsee veryclearlythat differentdiseases have different
movements. For instance, those whosuffer fromheart diseases usually trernble all over, pat or
massage the heartarea. Thosewhosufferfromlumbagousuallyrotatetheirwaistsor bowdown.
Those who suffer fromhepatitis usuallymassage their liverarea and even discharge the diseased
qi from their livers. -

Zhen qi (true energy) is likea wise veteran doctorwho diagnoses your diseases very accurately.
The qiwilltryto cure yourdiseases bypushingthroughyourblockedchannelsagainand again
untilyou are cured. This true qi can not onlyexamine and diagnose you, but also cure your
disease ifthere is any.

As a rule, at the beginning, the spontaneous movements are irregular and mild, but as you keep
on practicing qigong, your spontaneousmovements becomemoreViolentand more regular.
When your channels are no longer blockedandyou are free from disease, your movementswill
becomemilder and milder until they disappear completely. By this time the qi circulates through
your bodywithout being interrupted by anyblockage or disease.

Nevertheless, even after this stage, some of you will haveouter movementsagain. This is
because you are emotionally influenoedby worldly worries and physically affected by evil qi. The
channels are once again blocked. But, if you keep on practicing qigong, the outer movements will
disappear again. When no moremovementsappear, you are at the stage to accumulate qi, which
will prolong your life. You are also ready to go on to the advanced state to purify your soul.
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In practicing standingmeditation,you must follow these pointswith greatattention:

1. Onceyour spontaneous movementsbegin, let them happennaturally. Never try to makethem
happen. Spontaneous movements that happenwhile practicing standingmeditation have a
special effect in curing diseases, which is characteristic of ChineseSoaringCraneQigong.

Some practitioners may not have spontaneousmovements. This is becausesome of them have
not practiced long enough and havenot accumulated sufficient energy or have not mastered the
instructions of the standing meditation. Once these problemsare settled, they will have
spontaneous movements. On the other hand, sorne people do not have spontaneous movements
because they do not have any channels blocked,so the qi travels through the body smoothly.

If you knowwhy spontaneous movementscome into being andwhy some do not have
spontaneous movements, then youwill not force them. lf some peoplewant to imitate others'
spontaneous movements, they will, instead of beingcured, suffer from the false movements.
Therefore false movements are strongly forbidden.

2. You shouldbe able to controlyourselfwhenspontaneousmovementsappear. Sometimesthe
spontaneous movementsare veryviolentand ungraceful.for instancelyingon the ground,but
you can control them by giving yourself an instruction such as, "Let the violent movements
become milderor slower." Ifyou are lyingon the ground, you may thinkof bai hui and then you
willnaturally stand up.

3. When you are doing standing meditation, you must be relaxed the whole time from the
beginning to the end. You should never be tense. When you are doing standing mediation the
true qi has been activated to its ultimate,therefore the qi is very strong and travels very fast in
your body. ifyou are tense, some parts of your body may be blocked. As a result, the qiwill
accumulate there and blockthe channels and willnot disperse fora longtime, and youwillfeel
uncomfortable or in pain. Ifyou are too tense perhaps the qi circulating in your body can not be
gathered back into dan tian even though you want toshou gong (finish). So, tobe relaxed is of
the ñrst importance. You should not worry atall. Let the spontaneous movements happen
naturally and enjoy yourself, then youwillfeel very comfortable and your disease willbe cured
and your health improved.

4. You should have a right attitude toward hallucinations. During the circulation and change of qi
(vital energy) while practicing qigong, very often hallucinationswill appear. This is because your
channels are open and you are receiving information from the Universe through the open
channels. You can accept the information that makesyou happyand comfortable. This is called
'positive information' For instance,you mayfeel that you are growingtaller and bigger;you may
see brightness in front of you; you may see beautiful scenes; you may hear wonderful music or
even smell the fragrance of flowers. All this information is good for you both physically and
mentally. On the other hand, some 'negative information' might appear, which, of course. is not
good for your health. But do not be frightened because such things happen. Just shake your
head and say "shf' and immediately they will disappear. There is nothing to be afraid of. Go on
with your qigong practice and you will succeed in the end.

5. Consider the time you willspend practicing meditation. You might give yourself an order. "l am
going to do this for 30 minutes." Then, when 30 minutes have passed, the qiwillnaturally come
to a halt. As to how many times you should practice each day, itall depends onwhether or not
you feel comfortable and happy. Donot exhaust yourself.
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THE REMEDY ROUTINES
RemedyRoutine One: DischargingTurbid Substancesfrom the Liver

Part 1. Preparation.
Stand with your feet as wide apart as your shoulders and pointing straight ahead, knees slightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allow your hands to fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of
your tongue on your upper palate, just behindyour teeth. Relax the root of your tongue. Smile
slightly. Keepyour eyes leveland openthinkingof nothing.

Useyour mind to relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrist, your
fingers, y0ur chest, your stomach,your back,your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet, and your toes. Gather qi into your lower dan tian. Concentrate your mind on your lower dan
tian for a littlewhile. ' '

Direct qi fromyour lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom) and back up and along du mai
(governing channel) to da zhui. At this point split the qi into two streams and direct it through the
middleof the shoulders, down through the armstoIao gong. `

Shift your bodyweight onto your left leg and placeyour right foot a half step forward with the heel
on the groundand toes up pointingto a tree, somewood, orwoodenfumiture.

Part 2. Taking back the qi

Turn your palms forwardand usingyourshoulders as pivot,raise yourarmswhileholdinga ballof
outer qi, and then beam it intobai hui. Open your chest by spreading out your elbows. Vlñth
palms down and ñngertips pointingateach other, let your hands descend in front of your body
guiding qi through your middle channel into shan zhong (see ñgures 214, 215, 216).

..`v"

214. Palmslorward 215. Beamqihtobaihü 216. Opmdmmlrnsdown 217, Handsmovetorigtndxest

Part 3. Discharging turbid substance from the Iiver.
Moveyour hands parallel to your right chest and then descend along your right side thinking that
you are guiding the turbid substance (spent qi) from your liver through the inner side of your right
leg. Discharge it out of your body from da dun at the inner side of your right big toe to the tree,
wood, or wooden furniture. When your hands have descendedand becomestraight, turn your
palms facing the tree, wood or wooden furniture thinking the spent qi has been pushed into it.
Then allow your arms to fall naturally at your sides (Figures 217 through 221).
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218. Desoand along rightside 219. Push out tubid qi . ' 221. Arms fallnaturally

If you do it continuously, you should separateyour two hands insteadof allowing them down, and
then pushyour hands out a bit to draw an arc and raise your handsalong your hips and then turn
your palmsforward and start to do it again.

Note: this routine is designed for those who have hepatitis or livercancerwhen they are beginning
to learn qigong. Ifyou suffer froma feelingofoppression or yourChest is suffocated withqi, you
can also use this supplementary method. You may do itcontinuouslyfromnine times tothirty
-times untilyou feel your liverarea comfortable. Itall depends on the need of the individual, but
youcannot do ittoomanytimes.



Remedy Routine Two. Touching Acupoint to DescendTurbid Substances

Part 1. Preparation
Standwith your feet as wide apart as your shoulders and pointing straight ahead, knees slightly
bent Let your shoulders relax. Allow your handsto fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of
your tongue on your upperpalate, just behindyour teeth. Relax the root of your tongue. Smile
slightly. Keepyour eyes leveland open,staringfar into the distance,thinkingof nothing.

Use your mind to relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your
ñngers, your chest, your stomach, your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet, and your toes. Gatherqi from the Universe into bai hui. Direct it downzhong mai (middle
channel)intoyour lowerdan tian. Concentateyourmindon your lowerdan tianfor a littlewhile.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom) and back up and along du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. Atthis point, split the qi into two streams and direct it through the
middleof the shoulders, downthrough the arrns to Iao gong.

Part 2. Bringing up the wings.
Turn your palms fonNard
and straighten your
ñngers. Usingyour
shoulders as pivots,
raise your arrns up to
shoulder level (see
ñgures 222, 223).

Part 3. Spreading the
wings.
Spread youranns out to
the sides, parallel tothe
floor, withyour palms
still facing up (see ñgure
224).

224. Spreadom:to sides,prallol tofloor

Part 4. Touchingjianjing xue.
Close yourñngers
and fold your
forearms towardyour
ears, and then touch
jian jing xue (the
points between your
shoulders and your
neck) toguide qi into
the points, and relax
your shoulders and
yourknees to allowqi
to press down turbid
substances through
yong quan (see ñgure
225)

225. ClosefngersJoldmnsmdmunaapoiMs 226, Straigrnenywarmsandbringuueminfrom

Part 5. Closing the wings.
When you feel the qi in your yong quan, straighten your elbows and your ñngers so that your anns
are again straight and parallel to the floor and your hands are open and palms up. Keeping your
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arms at shoulder height, bring them in front of you until they are as wide apart as your shoulders
(see ñgures 226, 227).

Part 6. Taking back the qi.
Relax your fingers and palms and
raise your arms while holding a ball
of outer qi in your hands. Beamthe
qi into bai hui. Open your chest by
spreading out your elbows. With
palms down andñngertips pointing
at each other, let your hands
descend in front of your body
guiding qi through the middle
channel into your lower dan tian
(see figures 228, 229).

Part 7. Shou gong finish.
Whenyour hands descend to the levelofyournavel,relaxyourñngersand
bend them slightly and then push your hands gently away from your body with
the back of your hands angled a bittowards the bodyat about 45 degrees. At
the same time push your weiIu (tailbone) backwards as ifto sit, keeping your
upper body straight. Be sure your nose is in linewithyour navel. Turn palms in
to face your lowerdan tian, ñngertips pointingat each other and slightlydown.
Embrace a ballof qi infrontof your lowerdan tian and relaxyour shoulders.
Use yourmindto contract yourhuiyin (sea bottom). Drawyourhands toward
your lowerabdomen and when they are one inchaway fromitmoveyour hands
along your hips and sides and then let them fallnaturally down as you
straighten your legs (see ñgures 230, 231, 232, 233, 234).

231. Turn palms ma 2323. Embmce a ball of qi 2321:. Drawhald: mu 233. Hands fall naturally
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Remedy Routine Three: Directing Qi Into Lower Dan Tian

Part 1. Preparation
Standwith your feet as wide apart as your shoulders and pointing straight ahead, knees slightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allow your hands to fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of
your tongue on your upper palate, just behind your teeth. Relax the root of your tongue. Smile
slightly. Keepyour eyes levelandopen,thinkingof nothing.

Use your .mindto relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your
fingers, your Chest,your stomach,your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet, and your toes. Gather qi intoyour lower dan tian. Concentrate your mind on your lower dan
tian for a littlewhile.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom) and back up and along du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. Atthis point, split the qi intotwo streams and direct it through the
middleof the shoulders, down throughthe arms toIao gong.

Part2. Taking backthe qi.
Turn your palms fonivardand, usingyour shoulders as pivots, raise your armswhile holding a ball
of outer qi in your hands. Beam it into bai hui. Open your Chestby spreading out your elbows.
With palms down and fingertips pointingat each other, let your hands descend in front of your
body, guiding qi through middle channel into your lower dan tian (see ñgures 235,236,237,238).

i...
c' ""

235. Raiseaballofqi 236. Bounintobaihui

Part 3. Shou gong -finish.
Whenyour hands descend to the levelofyour
navel, relax your ñngers and bend them slightly and
then push your hands gently away fromyour body
withthe back of your hands angled a bittowards
the body at about 45 degrees. Atthe same time
push your wei Iu (tailbone) backwards as ifto sit,
keeping your upper body straight. Be sure your
nose is in linewith your navel. Turn palms in to
face lower dan tian, ñngertips pointingat each other
and slightly down. Embrace a ball of qi in front of
lowerdan tian and relaxyour shoulders. Use your
mindto contract yourhuiyin (sea bottom). Draw
your hands toward your lowerabdomen and when 239. h m m m 240. Turn palms 'nward

they are one inchawayfromit,moveyourhands alongyourhipsand sides and then letthem fall
naturallydown as you straighten your legs (see figures 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244).
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H'
2418. Embraæ a ballofqi 241b. Drawhands Ward 242. H m mh'ps 243. Hutds fal to sides

Note: If you want to gather back scattered qi, youmayuse this method. But, if it does notwork
effectively. you may usethe next routinecalled"GatheringQi IntoDan Tianfrom the Eight
Directions. "
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Remedy Routine Four: Gathering Qi into LowerDan tian from the Eight Directions

Part 1.
D0BW eight times, starting by facing south, then southwest, west, northwest,
north, northeast, east, southeast. You must do the preparation and shou gong seriously each
time. After iinishing the eighth time facing southeast, turn your body to face south again.

Part 2. Raising a ball of qi to the top of your head.
Turn your palms fonlvard. Hold a
ballof qi inyourhands and raise it
up and beam it intobai hui. Open
your chest by spreading your
elbows. Relax your wrists and form
a hexagon consisting of your
hands, your two forearms, two
upper arrns and an imaginary line
at the base of your neck. Holdthis
position a littlewhile (see ñgures
245, 246, 247).

Part 3. Gatheringyang qi from
heaven. , _ 47 o m
Bringyour hands together over 2 “ * WW 246' h m m m ” 2 ' mm 3 W
your head, lace your fingers together, and then turn your palms up to heaven. Use your cervical
vertebrae (neck bone) as a pivotand moveyour shoulders as follows:relaxyour leftshoulder,
bring your left elbow forward, down, and back toits starting position. Keep the back of your right
hand over the top ofyour head as you do this.

Then relaxyour rightshoulder and repeat the motionon your rightside. Stretch your cervical
vertebrae by pullingyourchinina bitwithbai hur'straightup. Push your palms up slightlyto help
relax the neck Withyourmindon yourthoracicvertebrae (the portionofyour spine that runs
frombetween your shoulder blades
down to yourwaist) repeat the
motions above. Then raise your
shoulders a bittowardheaven,
helping stretch this portion of your
spine one vertebra at a time,and
then relax them.

Finally,concentrating onyour lumbar
vertebrae (the portionofyourspine
that runs fromyour waist downto
your hip bone), repeat the circular
shoulder motionagain. As youñnish
this motion,raise your shoulders up
and squat slightly at the same time, 243. Ciroieyouleitshodder 249. Circleywrightshoulder

withthe idea of stretching your spinat column. Relax (see figures 248, 249, 250).

Part 4. Collecting yin qi from the earth.
VWthyour palms still facing up, straighten your arrns over your head and straighten your legs.
Keepingyour head betweenyour anns with the fingers still laced together, slowly bend to the
ground. Do your best to touch the ground betweenyour two feet, relaxing your waist. Then try to
touch the ground in front of your left foot three times and then in front of your right foot three
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.. «o `utimes, relaxing your waist each
time. You are reaching down
collecting yin qi from the earth.
Then straighten your body and
stand naturally (see figures
251, 252, 253).

Note: The mentalexercises
that accompany Part 3 and
Part4 are the same as those
in Soaring Crane Qigong

in " ' F n H

Part 5. Taking back the qi.
Turn your palms fonrvard and, 251- S W ” 251 M ” ” W 253- * W W W
usingyour shoulders as a pivot, raise your arrnswhile holdinga ball of outer qi in your hands.
Beamthe qi into bai hui. Open your chest by spreading your elbows. With palms down and
iingertips pointingat eachother, let your handsdescendin front of your body, guidingthe qi
through the middle channel into your lower dan tian (seefigures 254, 255, 256, 257).

,'“`
"x

\ _

254. Palms forward 255. Beam qi 'me har'hui

Part 6. Shou gong -finish.
When your hands reach the level of the navel, relax your fingers and bend them slightly and push
your hands gently away fromyour bodywiththe back ofyourhands angled a bittowards the body
at about 45 degrees. Simultaneously. push your wei Iubackwards as ifto sit; keep your upper
body straight. Be sure your nose is in linewithyour navel.

Turn your palms
in to face your
lower dan tian,
fingertips
pointing slightly
down. Embrace
a ball of qi in
front of your
lower dan tian;
relax your
shoulders. Use

2609. Embraceaballofqi 260b. Omhandsinward



your mindto contract hui yin. Drawyour
hands toward your lower abdomen and
when they are an inch away from it, move
your hands along your hips and sidesand
then let them fall naturally. At the same
time, straighten your legs (see ñgures258,
259,260, 261,262,263).

RemedyRoutine Four

ü U "
262. Handsfal lnamlfy 263. Straightanlegs
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Remedy Routine Five: Collecting Yang Qi Four Times from the Left and Three Times from
the Right

Part 1. Preparation
Standwith your feet as wide apart as your shoulders and pointing straight ahead, knees slightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allowyour handsto fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of
your tongue on your upper palate, just behind your teeth. Relax the root of your tongue. Smile
slightly. Keepyour eyes level and open,thinking of nothing.

Use your mind to relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your
fingers, your chest, your stomach, your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet, and your toes. Gather qi into your lower dan tian. Concentrate your mind on your lower dan
tian for a littlewhile.

Direct qi fromyour lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom) and back up and along du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. At this point split the qi into two streams and direct it through the
middle of the shoulders, down through the arms to Iaogong.

Part2. Taking back the qi
Turn your palms fonIvardand usingyour shoulders as pivots, raise your arms while holding a ball
of outer qi, and then beam it into bai hui. Open your chest by spreading out your elbows. VWth
palms down and ñngertips pointing at each other, let your hands descend in front of your body
guiding qi through the middle channel into your lower dan tian (see figures 264, 265, 266, 267).

.›'°'\`

\
264. Palrnsforward 265. Beanqiimobaihu'

Part 3. holding a ball of qi.
Vln1enyour hands reach the level of your navel, relax your ñngers and bend them slightly and
push your hands gently
away from your body at
about 45 degrees.
Turn your palms in to
face your lower dan
tian. Embracea ball of
qi in front of your lower
dan tian, keeping your
upper body straight and
being sure that your
nose is in line with your

268. Push handsama!! 269. Tim palms irrward 2703. Hold a ball of qi 270b. Side view
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navel (see ñgures 268 -270).
Part 4. Bringing down your eyelids:
Use your mind to withdraw the spiritual light (this is hidden in the eyes) from far to near slowly until
you havetakenit completer back. Loweryouruppereyelidsand lookat the endof your nose
(you may either close your eyes orjust leave a crack. but never squeeze them shut). Look down
the nose inward through shan zhong and along zhong mai into lower dan tian. `

Part 5. Collecting yang qi four times from
the left.
Useyour mind to extend your spiritual light
from the eyes to a point 24 inches in front of
you, and then turn your head left 90 degrees,
your spiritual light following. Turn your head
back to face front, withdrawing your spiritual
light and seeing inward through shan zhong
and along zhong mai into lower dan tian.
Repeat these motions four times (see ñgures
271, 272).

Part 6. Collecting yang qi three times from
the right.
Use your mind to extend your spiritual light
from the eyes to a point 24 inches in front of
you, and then turn your head right 90 degrees,
your spiritual light following. Turn your head
back to face front, withdrawing your spiritual
light and seeing inward through shan zhong
and along zhong mai into lower dan tian.
Repeat these motions three times (see figures
273, 274).

Part 7. Shou gong -finish.
Relax your shoulders. Use your mind to
contract your hui yin (sea bottom). Drawyour handstowardyour lowerabdomenandwhen they
are an inch away from it move them along your hips and sides and then let them fall down
naturally, straightening your legs at the same time (see figures 275, 276, 277, 278).

273. Turi hud ridwt90' 274. Turi head forward

275b. Side view
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Remedy Routine Six: Drawing Qi from Five Acupoints Into Lower Dan Tian

Part 1. Preparation
Stand withyour feet aswideapart as your shoulders and pointingstraightahead knees slightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allow your hands to fall at your sides naturally. Place the tip of
your tongue on your upper palate, just behind your teeth. Relax the root of your tongue. Smile
slightly. Keepyour eyes level and open,minkingof nothing.

Useyour mind to relax your head,your neck, your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your
ñngers, your chest, your stomach, your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet, and your toes. Gather qi into your lower dan tian. Concentrate your mind on your lower dan
tian for a littlewhile.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom) and back up and along du mai
(goveming channel) to da zhui. At this point split the qi into two streamsand direct it through the
middle of the shoulders, down through the anns to Iao gong.

Part2. Taking back the qi.
Turn your palms fonIvardand usingyour shoulders as pivots, raise your arrnswhile holding a ball
of outer qi in your hands. Beam it into bai hui. Open your chest by spreading out your elbows.
With palms down and ñngertips pointing at each other, let your hands descend in front of your
body, guiding qi through middle channel into your lower dan tian (see ñgures279,280,281,282).

279. Pade 280. Baunqi'ntobaimi

Part 3. Holding a ball of qi.
When your hands reach the level of
your navel, relax your fingers and
bend them slightly and pushyour
hands gently away from your body
at about 45 degrees. Turn your
palms in to face your lower dan tian.
Embracea ball of qi in front of your
lower dan tian, keeping your upper
body straight and being sure that
your nose is in linewith your navel
(see ñgures 283, 284).
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Part4. Drawing qi from the left palm into dan tian.
Useyour mind to draw qi from your left paimanddirect
it to travel along the inner side of your left arm through
your left shoulder and shan zhong and down to the
right side of lower dan tian. Then bring the qi counter
ciockwise around the core of you dan tian once (the
radius is two inches) (see figure 285).

Part 5. Drawingqi from the right palm into dan tian.
Useyour mind to draw qi from your right palmand
direct it to travel along the inner side of your rightarms
through your right shoulder and shan zhong and down
to the left side of lower dan tian. Then bring the qi
ciockwise around the core of your dan tian once (the
radius is two inches) (see figure 286).

Part 6. Drawing qi from the left sole into dan tian.
Useyour mind to draw qi from your left sole and direct
it to travel along the inner side of your left leg and up
the left side of your lower dan tian. Then bringthe qi
'counterclockwise around the core of your dan tian
once (the radius is two inches) (see tigure 287).

Part 7, Drawing qi from the right sole into dan tian.
Use your mind to draw qi from your right sole and
direct it to travel along the inner side ofyour rightleg
and up the right side of your lower dan tian. Then
bring the qi ciockwise around the core of your dan tian
once (the radius is two inches) (see ligure 288).

287›Qifromlofisola 288. Oifmmrightsoie

Part 8. Drawing qi from the top of your head into dan tian.
Use your mind todraw qi from the center of the top of your head and direct it down through zhong
mai into dan tian, then draw it clockwise around the core of your dan tian once (the radius is two
inches) (see figure 289).

Part 9. Shou gong -finish.
Relax your shoulders, contract your hui yin (sea bottom)and draw your two hands toward your
lower abdomen until they are one inch away from it Moveyour hands along your hips and sides
and then let them fall naturally, straightening your legs at the same time (see ligures 290, 291,
292).

29%. Sidaview
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Remedy Routine Seven: Method of Lowering High Blood Pressure

Part 1. Preparation
Standwith your feet aswide apart asyour shoulders and pointing straight ahead, kneesslightly
bent. Let your shoulders relax. Allowyour hands to fall at your sides naturally. Placethe tip of
your tongue on your upper palate, just behind your teeth. Relax the root Qfyour tongue. Smile
slightly. Keepyour eyes level and open, thinking of nothing.

Use your mind to relax your head, your neck, your shoulders, your elbows. your wrists, your
fingers, your chest, your stomach, your back, your waist, your hips, your knees, your ankles, your
feet, and your toes. Gather qi into your lower dan tian. Concentrate your mind on your lower dan
tian for a littlewhile.

Direct qi from your lower dan tian down to hui yin (sea bottom) and back up and along du mai
(governing channel) to da zhui. At this point, split the qi into two streams and direct it through the
middle of the shoulders, down through the arrns to lao gong.

Part 2. Raising a ball of qi to the top of your head.
Turn your palms forward. Usingyour shoulders as pivots, raise your arrnswhile holding a ball of
qi in your hands until you can bearnthe qi into bai hui. Open your chest by spreading your
elbows. VWthpalms down and ñngertips pointing at each other, let your hands descend in front of
your body guiding qi through the middlechannel into your lower dan tian (see ñgures293 - 297).

293. Palmsforwud 294. Raisearns 295. Beanqi'moba'hui 296. Opend'iest, palrnsdown 297. Handsdesoendiniront

When your hands reach the level of your navel, separate them and allowthem to fall naturally at
your sides. Then use your mind to guide the qi through your dan tian down through your legs and
out ofyour twoyong quan intothe earth to a depth of ten feet (see ñgures 298, 299, 300). Repeat
three to nine times.

Note: lf your blood pressure is high,
you may do this routine several times
a day. Whenyour bloodpressure is
normal, stop doing it immediately.

'7 0
298. Hmds along hips 299. Hands fall naturally 300. Guide qi into earth
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THECRANEWALKING STEPS
Part 1. Placing the hands together to be calm.

Face the South; place the tip of the tongue on the
upper palate; smile slightly; keep eyes level and
open, thinking of nothing. Relax the head, the
neck, the shoulders, the elbows, the wrists, the
ñngers, the Chest,the stomach, the back, the waist,
the hips, the knees, the ankles, the feet and the
toes. Gather qi into lower dan tian. Standwith the
feet touching each other and place the two hands in 301; Hm i n n " , 302 SM,mm ,m “ s m ,W
front of the shan zhong point. (See ñgure 301.)

Part 2. Raisinganns and adjusting crotch.

Make a step to the left with the left foot and bend the kneesa bit to make the crotch roundj At the
same time shape the hands like clawsand raise the arrnsfrom the sideswith some strength. (See
figure 302.)

Part 3. Yin, Yang and Eight Diagrams.

Starting fromthe left foot, turn round the eight
diagrams. step by step, three rounds. (Walk
counterclockwise three rounds, 8 steps one round, 24
steps inall. The laststep ismadebythe rightfootwith
itstipfacingthe'east readytochangethewalking
direction.) (See ñgures 303-306.)

4
303. The eight diagram:

304. Stanwihtheleñfoot 305.Waltmmdodmise 306. Laststepwühmmfoot

Thenturn to theoppositedirection andwalkalong theeight diagrams three
rounds. (Walk clockwise three rounds,8 steps one round, 24 steps in all.)
(See figures 307-308.)

Part 4. Touring to the West through the corridor.

Starting from the left foot,
make ten steps westward. › ,Ål-7:17. @,
The last step should be made ( "34?( 3 3 GP CD 5:” 9 CD G: G
by the right foot. (Seeñgure l` ,i
309.) x /

309. TouringtotheWesttrIurghtheeorridor
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The CraneWalking Steps

With the left armup andthe rightdown,the twoarms liutter oncewhile
making one step forward, the arms should be angled from the body at
about 30 degrees. (See ñgure 310.)

Part 5. Strolling like a crane.

Step forward the left foot and walk along the eight diagrams three rounds
ñrst from the left. (Walk counterclockwise three rounds, 8 steps one
round, 24 steps in all. The last step of the third round should bemade by
the right foot with its tip pointing to the West.) ( See ñgure 311.)

Simultaneously, stretch the arms to keep an oblique line inside the eight
diagrams and flutter lightly while strolling, one step, one llutter. (See ñgure
312.) When you are turning left, the arms are on the left side.

310. Armsmmile stepping

Then step forward with the left foot and walk along the eight diagrams three rounds from the right.
(Walk clockwise three rounds, 8 steps one round, 24 steps in all. The last step of the third round
should be made by the right foot.) (See ñgure 313.)

Simultaneously, stretch the arms tokeep an oblique line inside the eight diagrams and flutter
lightly while Strolling, one step, one

d? '0

Jåt..4 : '

flutter. (See 314.) When turning right,
the arms are onthe right side.

313. c m m m ; 314. Fluttsrrignt311. m m m m m

Part 6. Touring eastward through the corridor.

Starting from the left foot, make ten steps eastward. While touring
eastward, the right arm is up, the left arm down. The two arms flutter
once while making one step forward. The arms should beangled from the
body at about 30 degrees. (Seeñgure316.) After walking ten steps
eastward, you will do "Strolling like a crane" again.

315. TonnigEastwudtiroughthemnidor 316. Annstlutterwhilestepphg

Part 7. Strolling like a crane.

Step forward the left foot and walk along the eight diagrams three rounds first from the left. (Walk
oounterclockwise three rounds, 8 steps one round, 24 steps in all. The last step of the third round
should be made by the right foot with its tip pointing to the East.) (See ñgure 317.)
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Simultaneously, stretch the arms to keep an
oblique line inside the eight diagrams and
ñutter lightly while strolling, one step, one
tlutter. (Seeñgure318.)

IDR
5 Onar V

317. Walkeomterolodtwise three romds . 319. Oomterdodtwise 320. Flutterright

Then step fonIvard with the left foot and walk along the eight diagrams three rounds ñrst from the
right. (Walk clockwise three rounds, 8 steps one round,24 steps in all.) (See figure 319.)

Simultaneously, stretch the arms to keep an oblique line inside the eight diagrams and flutter
lightly while strolling, one step, one flutter. The last step of the third round should be made by the
right foot and now you are facing the North. (See ñgure 320.)

Part 8. Walking freer in the universe.

The first step is made by the left foot, pointing tothe East.
The second step is made by the right foot with the tip pointing
to the Southeast. The thirdstep is made bythe leftfootwith
the tip pointing tothe South. Now, you are facing the South
and then mark time 17 steps. lncluding the three steps
already made, there are 20 steps in all. Simultaneously, the
two amts should hang down obliquely by 30 degrees from
the two sides and flutter gently intimewiththe steps. (See
ñgures 321-322.)

Part 9. Communicating with the universe. 321. Step left 322 Steprigm

First, withdraw the right foot and place it in the left rear of the left foot. Then,
squat downwhile lacing the ten ñngersand place them on the left knee.
Then press the left cheek against the lacedñngers, facing theWest, resting
for a while with the eyes closed. After that, stand up. (Seeñgure 323.)

Then. put the right foot to the original positionwhile unfastening the lingers
and placing the hands to two sides. Thenwithdraw the left foot and put it in
the right rear of the right foot. Squat downwhile lacing the ten ñngers again
and place them on the right knee. Then press the right check against the
laced ñngers, facing the East, resting for a while with the eyes closed. After
that, stand up and place the left foot in the original position. (See 324.)

Part 10. Propping up the sky and beaminggoldenyang qi into bai hui. 324. Face east

Turn the palms upward, lingers bent slightly and spread out the arms to the left and to the right
upwards by an angle of about45 degreesto propup the sky until they are high above the top of
the head and beam the qi into bai hui. (See ñgures 325-327.)
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325. Palms up. spread mms 326. Raise I m s , beam qi 'mo hai hui 327. Open dust 328. Guide qi downward 329. Arms to sides

Then open the chest by spreading out the elbows, and with palms downwards, guide the qi
through the central channel down into the lower dan tian and then let the two arrns fall naturally at
the two sides. (See figures 328-329.)

Part 11. Turning the
wrists and clenching
fists.

Turn the wrists
backwards halfa circle
while clenching two ñsts
and liftthem up under
the arrnpits with the
heels up at the same
time. (See ñgures 330-
333.) 330. Aisides 331. mm 332. o m r i s s 333.. Lillarms m b . Heelsup

Part 12. Hammeringto shake all directions.

Say "Hei!" in a loud voice while hammering down the "iron” lists and
hitting the ground violently with the heels and then release the tingers.
This is the ending form. (See ñgures 334-335.)

Explanation of the CraneWalking Steps

The ”Crane Walking Step" is part of Soaring Crane Qigong. The
movements ofthis skill,whichare designed onthe basis ofthe
ordinary walking steps of people, are easy to learn. It is lit for both
men andwomen, old and young.

By practicing this exercise, you will easily relax the whole body and
bring the qi down into the lower dan tian to release headaches, 334* say "“°"" 335- WW
stressed nerves, or to bring high blood pressuredown. lt n also cure headaches caused by
qigong deviation.

This exercise has a lot to do withdirections, and so a piece of land as long as 15 meters fromeast
to west with a width of 3 meters from south to north is needed for the practice. When practicing
this crane walking step, be sure that the steps are made with the feet pointing to the ground.
Othenivise, the qi may go up and cause a headache.



l. Basic Knowledge About Qigong

1. What is "Qigong"?

In the ancient past, there were such exercise asmindguiding qigong, deep breathing gong(kung),
sitting in meditation, standing meditation,walking gong and iying down gong, etc. After new China
was founded, all these are called Qigong.

Qigong is an active and intrinsic physical exercise, which regulate the mind, breath, and body, the
three essential elements. A persistentpracticeof itcan buildup one's mentalconsciousness to
carry about the body, strengthen human intrinsicfunctions,stimulateand tap man's potential
powerfor a relativebalance and an achievement of oneness of body and mind.

Qigongcan be classiñed into"hard or gentle" gong. The "har " belongs to martial art; the "gentle"
refers to health preservation, or called "QigongTherapy." "QigongTherapy" can also be divided
into "movingtherapy" (movingextemally and calm intemally)and "calm therapy"(calm extemally
and moving intemally). lfmoving and calm therapies are practiced together, the result could be
even better. Qigong is a special school of science belonged to the category of "biological
science". The existence ofwhichcan date back to the ancient timeand has survivedcenturies to
be still alive today. The ideology derived from naive materialism of the ancient past and the
analyzing methods of modern science willgraduallyenrich it and perfect it. Qigong will
undoubtedlydevelop intoa school ofscience withthe characteristics of the Chinese nation that
willbeneñt mankind. - .

2. What is "lnward lnspection"?

lnward inspection is a form of exercise gong from our forefathers, which can also be called
"lnward Reflection". Theway of doingthis is to relax, loweryour eyelids and look inward, keep
the mindon one part or one particular channelor acupointwithin. InW
Medica, Li Shizhen. the famous ancient doctor, pointedout "only thosewhoare able to reliect
inward, canvisualize the inner channels." SunZhenRenwrote in his works: A l m : :

W etc.. oneshould get into the habit of inward
inspection, the vision of your vital organsof the bodywill cometo your visual consciousness
together with ñve colors. You are requiredto get rid of all the worldly troubles and your mind not
frequented by wild thoughts. if you are always occupiedwith heavy desires and unable to free
yourself from evil ideas,your effort in qigongpracticewill profityou nothing. One shouldnot let
his mind frequently runwild with ideas, otherwise, it will be hard to ñnd serenity.

3. What is "Information"and "Qigong InformationTherapy"?

Generally speaking, the word "information"means a signal ora piece of news. The manipulation
of informationis a science which studies the quantityof information.and its transmission, transfer
and reception. Capability and efficiency of the information transfer can be worked out through
calculation. information theory has been applied in the field of communication, biologyand
physics, etc.

It is said that the word "information" appearedeariiest in a bookon the theory of cybemetics,
written by an American mathematician,Wiener. In this book, he pointed out that "information"
related to humans adapting to the outsideworld and then challenging the outside world with this
new adaptation. That iswhy "information" is closely related to matter and its energy of movement.
Briefly, "information" is the objective reactionof a matters movement in a special way. lt has
spread into many scientific ñelds and is considered a comprehensive frontier science. Human
society has its own "information." Sodoes the naturalworld. Both the living and non-living have
their own "information."
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Qigong information therapywas developed by qigongmasters to treat patients by giving out qi
from their bodies. From testing with instruments, the qi given out consists of infrared
electromagneticwaves, magneticwaves, particle flow, etc. This methodof treating patients by a
qigong master is called "Information Therapy." Some instruments, called "information imitation
healingdevices," that imitate the emitted qi from a master have come out in recent years.

4. What is cultivated gong and health gong?

Quiet meditation is composedof cultivated gongand health gong. They havedifferent goals and
the methodof practice is not quite the same. Thepracticeof cultivated gongwill help you
cultivate your mind, in other words it is a specialway to make you aware of the existence of your
consciousness. Theword "consciousness" meansnaturalconsciousnessor rather spiritual
consciousness; i.e., the consciousness of your brain and spiritual activity. Li Shizhen wrote in his

that the brain is the supreme commander of the mind and body.
This means the brain is important for both cultivating your character and consciousness and for
creating powersof concentration. focusing themindanddeveloping humanintelligence.

"Health gong" is mainly for improving our health. It is a set of exercises for producing and
directing Qi through concentration, duringwhichyou should mainlyconcentrate on nurturing,
accumulating, and controllingthe flowof energy in your body. Also to learn how to lead your
genuine qi to a regular micro circulation through all the channels and to open all the blocked
channels, aimed at buildingup human health.

Cultivated gong and health gong are closely related. InQigong practice, you should learn how to
gather qi and develop powers of mind,and be able to control the circulation of qiwith your
conscious mind. The productionof energy is essential toQigong exercise, and the development
of powers ofmindplaysa dominant role inQigongexercise. SoaringCrane Qigongfavors the
idea of controlling the energy flowand the movement of your body with the power of your mind. In
other words, Soaring Crane Qigong is for both cultivated gong and health gong, aimed at treating
diseases, building up health and developing human intelligence.

5. What is Natural Breathing?

Natural breathing is the common type of breathing i.e. the abdomen willnaturallyswellwhen
inhaling, and willnaturally shrink when exhaling.

6. What is Unnatural Breathing?

As you have acquired some capability from qigong practice, you may have the feeling of a force.
pullingyou back fromthe waist. and this is when you are moving intothe stage of unnatural
breathing from the natural breathing. In this formof breathing. when inhaling,postnatal qi goes
downand ancestral qigoes up alongdu mai (govemingchannel), and when exhaling.the
ancestral qi goes up while,the postnatal qi fallsalong ren mai (Receptive channels). When
inhaling,the abdomen contracts, whichpushes your genuine energy up along dumai. Therefore,
the unnatural breathing is just what we need to fuliillthe small circulation. lt must note that the
unnatural breathing may come to you withoutyour knowledgewhen you have acquired some qi.

7. What is embryo breathing (tai xi)?

An opening willnaturally develop toyour dan tian when you have acquired some capability in
Qigongexercise. lt must be noted that this is somethingthat can onlycome to you rather than
you seeking it.
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8. What is the criterion of mastering a high level of "Jing, Qi, Shen" (Energy, Qi, Spirit)?

Whenone practices qigongand reaches a highlevel,theywillhave three satisfactions. Notbeing
thirsty 50 no need of drinking;no need to sleep; and satisfaction of sex but no urge for sex.
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9. What is the meaning of ChineseSoaring CraneQigong?

The crane is the bird of longevity. Red-crownedcranes are one type of crane. With white
luxuriant feathers and a red crown, cranes fly and dance elegantly. They are calm and quiet and
do not like to ñght ChineseSoaringCraneQigongwhich l created is composedon the principles
of bionics and mechanics, and imitates the nature and movementsof cranes in flight. This serves
to build up one's general health and remold one's temperament. That is how it got its name. This
set of Qigong exercises have come into being from practical experience, and its theory complies
with the scientiñc laws of biological movementof the humanbody andwith the direction of flow of
the channels in the human body.

10 What are the primary features of ChineseSoaring Crane Qigong?

1.) lt combines physical and mental work, and keeps health's nursing and recuperation
complementary.

2.) It is quick at obtaining the qi and at cleaning out the channels, and getting ridof disease.

3.) Spontaneousmovements are not unusual. They come atwilland 90 atwill.You can set itoff,
and end itallbyyourself. Youare able to controlyourownspontaneous movements.

4.) Themovements are clear-cut and easy to learn. They are easy to practice, and to teach in
groups.

11. What points should you notewhen practicingSoaringCraneQigong?

Since SoaringCrane Qigongis an innerexercise forcuringdisease, buildinghealth and
prolonging life. the followingpoints should be followed in order to get the most out of it.

1.) Set yourselfa highmoralstandard.

Being in bad health for years has disordered your vitalenergy and the state of your blood. You
tend to fly intoa rage and be hot tempered and always findyourself inan anxiousand pessimistic
state of mind. VWth these feelings, sometimes itmay bring troubles toyour familymembers and
colleagues. You should deliberately curb those unhealthy feelings so you can benefit much from
your Soaring Crane Qigong practice. Chinese traditional medical science attaches importance to
the change infeelings. Man is nonnallycontolled by seven feelings- happiness, anger, anxiety,
contemplation, grief, fear and terror. Fluctuation in feelings may cause deviation inyin and yang,
disorders between qi and blood, blocked channels, and malfunction of the internal organs which
can catch you unaware.

The "HELLER"says that extreme happiness hurts the heart, anger harmsyour liver, too much
contemplation may harm your spleen, anxiety does harm to your lungswhile terror hurts your
kidneys. I believe there is some truth to this. Our forefathers have left behind eight sentences
about how to keep in good health: Happinesskeepsyou energetic; free from contemplation and
lust relaxes the heart; always have a light diet without preference to particular food; drink little and
less frequently; be nice and amiable in language; always offer to help and never lose your temper,
respect each other and you will live peacefully to one hundred.

2.) When practicing Qigong, try to followall the instructions closely. This form of exercise is not
subject to modilication or any amendments to its original form, such as breathing, movements,
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etc. Every movement of Soaring Crane Qigong has its function, and therefore, you must be exact
and skillful and careful in fulfilling each step.

For ñve routines, the movements should be round, continuous, slow, soft in posture and smooth.
Donot stiffen your movements. Besure that you control the ñowof qi and movementsof the
bodywith the power of your mind.

For standing meditation, try to relax your musdes and keep your mind free of any wild ideas. At
the same time, focus your mind on the lower dan tian and setwei lu as required so as tomake
yourgenuineqi start moving.Afterthe spontaneousmovementsappear and genuineqicircuiates
through the body, hold your mindjust slightly ondan tian (not totally absent minded) and leave it
there. Natural abdominal breathing is adopted for both live routines and standing meditation. in
the case of standing meditation. do not deliberately hold qi tightly.

3.) Soaring Crane Qigong and other forms of qigong each have their own merits. The method of
practice and the effects are different, aswell as the circuiation routes of the genuineqi. In order
to obtain better results and avoid deviation, beginnersmust not practice more than one form of
qigong. Of course, physical exercise like running, playing ball and gymnastics etc. are not
included.

4.) It is advisable to take medicaltreatment besides qigongpractice since the purpose of both is
to foster the good and drive out the evils, and get ridof diseases for better health. Therefore, you
should take medicines and medicaltreatment duringqigong practice. Ifyou can make bothwork
well together, medicines willbringyou better results. Ifyou feel better oryour conditionturns
favorable after qigongpractice, youare allowed.accordingto practicalcircumstances. to reduce
the dose ofthe drugs untilno more is needed.

5.) The success ofqigongpracticedepends on regularpracticeand onyourperseverance.
Qigong is an exercise that transforms energy intoQi,whichstores spirit,and spiritagain
nourishes Qi. Qigongis a gongfuforacquiring qi and directing itto certain parts ofyourbody
through mindconcentration. Qi is obtained fromqigongpractice. Ifyou don't allowenough time
for practice, there willbe noqi coming to you nomatter how marvelous the type of qigong you
study. On the whole, oonsistent practicewillprofityoumorewhileless practicewillgain you little
and no practice willproiityou nothing. Duringthe initialstage, don't make it too hard for yourself
and always leave some strength for the next day. Practice twicea day and one hour each time.
For the healthy, once a day is enough. But it is of great importance to keep doing it consistently
as an everyday routineand go withhowyou feel.

6.) You should lead a regular lifeand make a tixedschedule foreach day and get intoa habitof
doing itevery day. For instance, se hour (11am - 1pm) and wuhour (11pm -1am). lf permitted,
do it both in the momings and in the evenings and tryto make your lifeand qigongpractice
regular.

7.) Be moderate in your sexual life and avoid all sexual activity during the periodof receiving
healing treatment from Soaring Crane Qigong, over consumption of semen may produce no vital
energy, andwithoutwhich, youwill not get healed.becausethe ñrst stageof SoaringCrane
Qigong is to accumulate semenfor producingenergy. If your energy is enough,you will feel
energetic. It is advisable to be moderate in sexual activity even if you have fully recovered from
sickness.

8.) You must not start qigong practice under the followingconditions: to fullor empty a stomach,
too tired, extremely happy orsad, in great anxiety or anger orwhen you are in a bad mood. It is
strictly forbidden to practice qigong after quarrels and bad temper.
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12. How do you remold your temperament with Soaring Crane Qigong?

In learning Soaring Crane Qigong, practitioners not only have to learn the movements that imitate
cranes, but also need to know the positive nature of cranes that can help you remold your
temperament. Ifyou keep on doingthis, itwouldmake a subtle inliuenceon your character
resulting in both physical strength and moral cultivation.

Whatare some of the characteristics and good features of red-crownedcranes? There are
several points:

1.) Cranes are prudent and not aggressive. They livetogether in groups before reaching their
maturity. Since cranes are peaceful and quiet in nature and behave ñrmly and calmly, they
always live in hannony. After they reach rnaturity, they leave the group to make a family
somewhere. Each crane familytends to keep away fromothers and livein peace withoutany
troubles.

2.) Cranes are loyal to their mates. Once the male and female form a permanent union, they will
remain loyal to each other all their life and never form a new union. If one happens to die, the
other will remain single all through it's life.

3.) Cranesshare all the duties in the family. The mainduty in their life is to raise and feed baby
cranes and protect their family frorn any dangerous attack

4.) Cranes are brave in the face of danger and never yield to violence. Though they are not
aggressive in nature, the cranes on the alertwill,when there are intruders,flyoffto attract the
attention of intruders away fromthe crane group. They then turn back to ñghtwiththe enemy
even at the expense oftheirownlives.

13. What can SoaringCraneQigongachievein bringing out one's own abilities?

The following three aspects must be attended toifyou wish toimprove health, cure disease and
to profit from this.

The first is confidence. You need to have confidence inyourself and inSoaring Crane Qigong,
because qigongis a science that can helpyou explorethe mysteryofthe human bodyand
biological information. Qigong practice is a special way to exercise to arouse one's latent powers
in the body for puttingoneself inanordered state. Qigong practice willbe very helpful in curing
some chronic and complicated disease cases. You need to believe yourself that through
hardworking and consistent practice, disease willbe cured and health improved.

The second is lirm determination. Fearneither hardship nor fatigue and beñrmwhen meeting
troubles and make up your mind to overcome all the difñculties. Try to find time from your busy
officework and housework. You should stand tirm and forge ahead in case that qi is launching a
severe attack on your blocked channels or when illness comes back.

The thirdis perseverance. The importantthingis to persevere incarryingon qigongpractice. Do
not change your mind and stop qigong practice halfway to success, orbreak offqigong exercise
when you just start feeling healed. What should be kept in mind is this, ifyou stop in the middle of
practice, then what you have gained before might be all lost, and the initiated genuine qi in its
normal circulation willcome toa halt, resulting in channel blockage and illness that willcome to
fetch you again. Inother words, youreffortwillpay offand consistent effortyields sure success.
Ifyou are over anxious for quick results, the haste does not bringsuccess and don't expect to get
something done once and for all.
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14. What are the basic principles of the five routines and standing meditation?

The basic principles of the ñve routinesare: the mindguiding the movement,the qi follows the
mind, the mind, qi and movement are unified. Makeyour movements exact and keep these six
words in your mind: round, far, soft, continuous, slow and happy.

The basic principle for standing meditation is to relax your body and think of nothing. Use natural
breathing and do not have a strong desire for spontaneous movements. Don't weigh down your
mind with postnatal consciousness.

15. Howdo five routines differ from standing meditation in their functions?

Quiet motion is also included in the outer movementsof the ñve routines. Five routines are the
essential techniques for Chinese Soaring CraneQigong and it helpsyou develop the power of
your mind, open your acupoints, cleans your channels, improvesthe bloodflow through your
body, builds up your muscles, bones, arteries and veins. It tries to create an energy tield around
your body and a mass of mixedqi fromwithin and around your body so that the energy of the
universe is able to tlush through all your internalorgans. All your tissues and organs get
nourished and health improves and diseases are cured.

' As for standing meditation, physical movementsmay also involvedwith the quiet meditation. It
helps you gather energy, relaxmuscles and remolda person's temperament. Whengenuine qi is
set inmotion,itmoves along the channels. lfthe qi meets withstrong resistance due to blockage
caused by illness. itwillaccumulate there before punchingitsway through. The blast of qi may
turn intospontaneous outermovementsthat helpthe Openingofthe channels and the healingof
illness.

16. Canyou expect to havequick healingwith standingmeditationalone?

Five routines and standing meditation are different in their effects. However, in respect to health
buildingand the healing of disease, one should stick toboth since they are complementary.
Some people have a misunderstanding about this. They tend to feel very pleasant and relaxing
after standing meditation and seldom do five routines. Though this may produce some healing
effects, when the genuine qi is weak, healing willtake a longer time. Therefore, practicing both
together can bringbetter results.

17.' ls Soaring Crane Qigong vulnerable to deviation?

Some time ago, there was a saying in the publicthat Soaring Crane Qigong is vulnerable to
deviation, which has caused a misunderstanding. Nowmany Qigong practitioners are very
frustrated about this. Therefore, it's hightimeforme to set about cleaning up this clouded idea.

In the past, gong fu was handeddown only from master to disciple, and most people knew very
little about Qigong practice. "Spontaneous movement"was confined to many schools of the
Qigong community and under these circumstances, you can not expect the ordinary people to
even understand or except Qigong. When SoaringCraneQigongwas brought to the public, it
was spread like a wildtire becauseit was easy to learn andthe qi camequickly, and in particular,
the mass scale of teaching of the spontaneous standing meditation to the public was a
breakthrough to the past doctrine,which brought noticeablecurative effect and healed some
complicated and difficult diseases. As a result, Soaring CraneQigonggot around fast, within only
two years of its existence and the numberof people involved in SoaringCraneQigongexercise
went up to millions. This unexpected sudden growth soon ran out of our control. A large number
of people taught themselves SoaringCraneQigongfrom a book knownas "W
Qigomj' or learned from some unauthorized instructors, who had deliberately changed the
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original form substantially. Many peopletaught under this circumstancefail to grasp the essential
points of techniques and correct mind, and somemovementswere distorted beyond recognition.
They tended to misunderstand some phenomenaturning up in the process of practice, and they
had no good Qigong masters to resort to for advice when confronting problems. and when they
were frustrated with all these problems that were beyond their comprehension. Thus the wrong
concept that Soaring Crane Qigongwas vulnerable to deviationwas created.

in order to clear up this matter against those problems inSoaring Crane Qigong exercise, we
have made an investigation among a group of practitioners and have come to see the so called
deviation from first stage Qigong Exercise[including live routines and standing meditation] and
now let's take a look atthe following four cases:

1) Certain part of the body is not feeling right after Qigongpractice, for instancedizzy, heart‑
depressed and short of breath, etc.

2) Some peoplehave lost control of their actions andcan not slow downtheir motion to a quiet
state after falling into spontaneous movement Some havegone into wild dancing and jumping
and can not help talking incoherently, and some becameunconsciousof what they are doing or
saying.

3) During spontaneous movement, somestrange acts and postures appear, such as crying,
laughing, shouting and singing; some cross their legswhile pressing their hands together; some
roll about orjust lie down on the ground.

4) The ill affected part is morepainful than before and, conditions seem to deteriorated; pain is
felt at a forrnally healthy place and so on....

Are these what are calleddeviation? Whatare the causes for the above circumstances and how
shouldwefind solutions to these problems? Let's take a closer lookintoeach case.

The purpose of the tive routines is toexercise your muscles, bones and skin extemally, and retine
your energy qi and mind intemally. Generally you should feel very comfortable and energetic all
over, after doingñve routines. Ifyou experience the symptoms of the first case, then there is
somethingwrong withyou. This is because you haven't grasp the main points of the techniques,
or your postures, movements, and mindaren't correct Ormaybe you lack the commonsense of
Qigongexercise, for instance withraisingyour body and
the third romme, ifyour mind is not set onyour yong quan, qi may rush upwards, resulting in
dizziness afterwards. As you direct the qi through the middlechannel intothe lowerdan tian

ifyour hands fall below the navel too much, the male tends to have involuntary
emissions and the female may have morbid leukorrhea. This is not so much of a deviation, it is
onlyan error and just needs your care to put it back to proper order. The second case could be
taken as a deviation, however, it's rather an exceptional one. As far we know, there are two
reasons forthiscase, one is because someonelearnedQigongfromthe book" M W
Qigong", but failed tograsp the points and started standing meditation without any instruction from
Qigong masters. When something goes wrongwiththese people they willalways be at a loss.
Another reason is because some have a familyhistoryof psychosis orthey are people with
serious neurotic disease. People in this category tend tobe neurotically abnorrnal after standing
meditation.

In the third case, l suppose this has something to do with the understanding of standing
meditation. For peoplewith moreViolentouter movement,they mostly suffer from certain illness.
As the opening if the channels and the healing of the illness progress the movementswill become
slower and milder and at last stop, leaving only the inner qi movingwith no outer movements at_
all. Millions of Soaring Crane Qigong practitioners around the country have all undergone this
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period, inwhichmanypeople were healed of their diseases and become healthy. Therefore
differentspontaneous movementsand reactionto themshouldbe taken as a deviation.As for
rollingabout and lyingon the ground,the is essentiallya need forcuring the diseases[connected
withyin, earth], only itdoesn't lookvery pleasant and clean. Howeverothers meanswiththe
same function can be found which willmake up for this. For instance ifyou often do må ,

youwill have no need for lying on the ground.

ln the fourth case, we should take the original conditions of the patients into consideration. For
some diseases tive routines and standing meditation are not suitable, take massive hemorrhage
for instance. Apart from this, if it isn't extreme pain, that shows the qi starts moving and trying to
push through the blocked channels, which meansyour Qigong exercise is getting good results.
When you come to experience this, that's already progress in your Qigong exercise. Don't take
this as a deviation and give it up half to success. ManySoaringCraneQigong practitioners have
come to realize that spontaneous movement is like a good doctor capable of both detecting
disease and curing diseases. Here l'd like to give you two pieces of advice: Never teach yourself
Soaring Crane Qigongand never start standingmeditationwithout instruction from a Qigong
master. - 7- - 4

After years of practice and development, Soaring Crane Qigong has reached a mature stage.
With right motive in doing Qigong, strictness in fuliilling each requirement and instruction from a
good Qigongmaster, Soaring CraneQigong is safe and reliable andwill not lead to deviation.
However, if you act against to the above rules, and deviate from the right techniques in this
Qigong, you mightfind yourself deviated from the right course.
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18. What is the curative mechanismof Soaring CraneQigong?

Qigongdiffersfromphysicalexercise inthat itexercises a person's muscles, bones and skin
externally and retines energy, qi and mind intemally. Through the exercise of the mind, breath
and body, the qi and blood are allowedtoflowfree|y around the body withoutany blockage. As
you move ahead withqigong exercise and withthe constant accumulation of vital energy, the
energy in the bodywillsteadily grow. When the energy has gained a certain momentum, it is
capable of killingbacteriaand malignantcells inthe bodyand increases resistance to disease.

19. -Whatare some of the diseases that can be cured with Soaring Crane Qigong?

Since Soaring Crane Qigong came into being in 1980, the number of people involved in doing this
exercise has reached up todozens of millions. According to the reports onqigong practice from
different provinces, after 2-3 months of Soaring Crane Qigong exercise, about 90% of patients
with chronic diseases receive different curative effects, the evident effect rate is around 74.3. The
disease with the more noticeable curative effects are as follows: chronic gastritis, gastric ulcers,
duodenal ulcers, chroniccolon inñammation,chronicenteritis, gastroenteritis disorder, habitual
constipation, and other diseases of the digestive system; bronchitis, bronchial asthma,
bronchiectasis, pulmonary emphysema, allergic asthma, and other diseases of the respiratory
system; rheumatoid arthritis, sciatica, lumbago, and Jeg-.achescaused by lumbar vertebral spurs
and kidney deñciency; diseases of the nervous system such as nervous headache; prostatitis,
unliqueñed semen and other disease concerning urologyand reproductive system; heart
diseases, pulmonary tuberculosis, high blood pressure, lowblood pressure. sequela of hemiplegia
and other diseases orthe heart blood vessel system; silicon poisoning, poisoning by gas, diabetes
and other diseases inthe internalsystem. Soaring Crane Qigongcan also produce a noticeable
effect on hepatitis and cancer.

20. DoesSoaringCraneQigonghavea positive healingeffect on cancer?

Soaring Crane Qigong is now entering anexploratory stage tothe treatment of cancer. The
experiences fromthe past fewyears demonstrated that for some, whothrough the cooperation
between qigongmasters and patientswho have been persistent withtheir qigong exercises, have
shown improvement. This was shown with such cancers as liver, intestinal, blood, breast, uterine.
ovarian,throat, nasal pharynx,esophageal and bladder. Some tumors became smaller,some
people fullyrecovered with the help ofmedicines, others recovered and were able to returned to
workwithoutresortingto pillsbyworkinghard on theirqigongexercises. Some peoplewere able
to buildup their constitutions and others were able to prolongtheir lives.

However, cancer patients may react differently to SoaringCrane Qigong than patients with other
diseases, and therefore the requirements for them should be different. They should be very
prudent and study under an experienced teacher. They must do extra exercises for their type of
cancer. Onlyin this waycantheyexpectto getgoodresults.

21. Are patientswith lumbar and cervical vertebra diseasesable to practice Soaring Crane
Qigong?

Patientswiththese twodiseases are able to practiceSoaringCrane Qigong,but they must
perfonn it strictly according to directions. They must practice the techniques and essential points
as described orsomething unexpected may happen. For instance, patients of the first type should
pay attention to the movements in l in i m h h in ' . The
movements should be slowand exact withcorrect commandofthe mind. Patients of the second
type should be careful with the movementsM W . :
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and 3 in the third rgutjne which should be done slowlyand correctly. Ifyour movements arewell
in compliance withthe command of your mind, better curative effect can be expected.

ln order to avoid deviation, practitioners should practice standing meditation under the instruction
of qigongmasters only after the five routines havebeenmastered. ln short, patientswith these
two diseasesmustmaintaina high level of accuracyof movementand correct mindactivity.

22. Are people with Meniere's syndrome and epilepsy able to practice Soaring Crane
Qigong?

Peoplewiththese two illnessesare allowedto do qigongexercises. However,they must be under
the instruction of qigong masters and must have the fullknowledge of the fact that qi is capable of
launching an attack onthe focus of patients. Special attention should be paid tothem with
standing meditation. Problems should be solved when they occur. Patients should be aware
beforehand that it's a natural phenomenon fortheir blocked channels to be attacked by qi. And
especially patients with epilepsy may relapse three totive times. lf they knowwell the causes and
are properly instructed, they may have fewer relapses.

23. Can people with massive hemorrhage practice Soaring CraneQigong?

Since many reasons could be found for massive hemorrhage, we should make a concrete
analysis of concrete conditions. lfbleeding is due to great disorder between vital energy and state
of blood, for which patients have to hear both a heavy mind and physical suffering. We should be
very prudent in dealing with this case. Especially for those timid persons, are they capable of
combining the physical and mental work of Chinese Soaring Crane Qigong. Patients with
massive hemorrhage can not stand these over-extended and hasty movements. Therefore, I'd
liketoadvise them not tochoose Soaring Crane Qigong.

24. Are people always sufferingfroma headache able to do SoaringCraneQigong?

There are many reasons for headache patients. some are due to the neurotic problems, some are
from injury. When reaching a certain level inqigongexercise, patients withthis problemtend to
receive stronger reaction to the focus beingattacked byqiand the headache is often ina very
serious state. Practitioners should be aware of this before doing the exercise. Solve problems
whenever they occur. Ifthe reaction is more serious, patients should be checked by a doctor and
pain relieved. In the meantime, hold onwithyour qigong exercise for a time untilyour blocked
channels are pushed throughand by then the negativereactionmay disappear by itself.

25. Are patients of amputation and paralysis able to do Soaring CraneQigong?

Soaring Crane Qigong is a set of exercise composed of tive routines and standing meditation.
Anyone capable of managing one's own life,maintaining one's own affairs and having not lost the
capability of controlling oneself can practice Soaring Crane Qigong.

26. ls it possible to cure skin disease with Soaring Crane Qigong?

Chinese traditional medical theory believes that the human being is anorganic whole. What you
can be expected to achieve fromqigong exercise is todredge the blockedchannels, open up the
acupoints, enhance the blood circulation and the process of metabolism. Soaring Crane Qigong
can bringtherapeutic effects to skin disease patients, this has been proved throughpractice.

27. Why is it impossible for patients with schizophrenia, serious neurosis, and for people
with a history of these illnesses to practice Soaring Crane Qigong?
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As specified in patientswith schizophrenia, serious
neurosis, and peoplewith a history of these illnesses are not qualified for taking part in Soaring
CraneQigong neither live routines nor standing meditation. This is because the patients' nervous
systems are mostly out of order and their brain orderingsomewhatdamaged. Their self-control
capabilityis comparativer weak andwhen spontaneousmovementsoccur, they tend to get
overexcited, and often loose control of their minds. As a result, the spontaneous movements can
not be slowed down to a quiet state. 5-hydroxyl in some schizophrenia patients is often higher
than that of normal people, it goes upmuch higherwhen in an overexcited state. Once the
spontaneous movementsoccur, theywill becomeoverexcited or fall into a state similar to that of
their neurotic symptoms. lf patientswish to get rid of the above illness, they should try
"Therapeutic Qigong" under the instruction of qigong masters.

28. Howdoes qigong differ from hypnotism?

Qigongdiffers from hypnotism. Qigong is part of the traditional Chinesemedical heritagewith a
history of several thousand years. It is an active therapy capable of tapping man's natural
potential, and curing diseasewith one's own power. With persistentexercise and correct
postures, practitioners can expect to clean out channels, open acupoints, exercise muscle, bone
and skin extemally, and reñneenergy, qi andmind intemally. This is done throughthe exercise of
spirit and breathing,with the purposeof freeing one from disease, keeping healthy and prolonging
life.

Hypnotism is conducted through language or other communicating means. it is done by
experienced persons orpeople withsomegong fu. The purpose is to hint, induce and provoke
someone to be hypnotized, and a certain curative effect can be produced correspondingly. Since
the action is launched from a doer toa receiver, it is a passive process inwhich the person is put
completely under the control of a hypnotist This is quite different from the active qigong exercise.

29. Is it possible to combine qigong with acupuncture treatment?

Qigong has the functionof cleaning out the channels and acupoints, dispellingdiseases and
keeping one healthy. Acupuncture treatment can also achieve the same effect. However, the
reinforcing and reducing methods of acupuncture are different from that of qigong. Ifboth
methods can work together properly, a better curative effect can be expected, and both can be
applied simultaneously. Ifthe reinforcingand reducing methods of acupuncture and qigong stand
contraryto each other, theymaycounteract the effect ofboth.

30. Is it possible.to coordinate qigong exercise with medicinal treatment?

For the sake of speeding up the healingprocess, medicinaltreatment serves as a supplement to
qigong exercise. For instance, when cancer patients are receivingchemotherapy, white bloodcell
counts may be inclined to drop, and ifthey practice Soaring Crane Qigong at the same time, the
white bloodcell counts may tend torise, which is helpfulto the therapy. Ifyou onlydo qigong
exercise or onlyreceive medicinaltreatment, the healing timemaybe longer. Duringthe recovery
period from any serious illness, patients can practice qigong for good health and long life.

31. Whywouldyou sometimes failto get the expectedcurativeeffecteven ifyou had
practiced hard?

Howdo you know that you have been practicing hard? Even ifyou have spent much time on
qigong exercise, this doesn't mean you are taking qigong seriously. The most serious attitudewe
should adopt is to complywiththe requirements and rules of qigong techniques. For instance,
your postures and concentration of mindare accurate, your body is relaxed, your mind is free, and
you are breathing natural. Some spend hours in doing qigong exercise, but failed tofollowthe
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rules and requirements closely, and fall to relax their bodies, they ñnd it hard to quiet down. Some
are morally debased and unable to control their feelings, some are careless of changes in
weather, such as wind, cold, heat, dry, wet, and they never care to preserve their health, and to
live a regular life and therefore, are often attacked by the six evils (wind, cold, heat, wet, dry and
ñre). For this reason, no matter how hard and serious they are with qigong exercise, they often
gain very little. Another thing that should cometo your attention is that after you haveacquired
something from qigong exercise, you will experienceyang qi invigorating in you, and both men
andwomen may have strong sexual desires. This is quite normal and a good sign. But some
peopleare ignorant of the fact that this is the right time for drawingup the semen to nourish the
brain. instead, they often have frequent sexual intercourse and indulged in sexual activity. As a
result, their old illness may return to them, even after they have fully recovered.
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32. Why can't one practice two types of qigong at the same time?

First, you should get into a habit of doing the exercises, this includes the setting of time, regular
content, the same place and direction. This habit maycomeabout over a long period of practice.
Once the habit has taken shape, do not rush to break it, because this habit may help practitioners
build up a conditioned reflex in their consciousness andwithin their body. If you are doing more
than one type of qigong at the same time, the growth of this conditionwill be difficult to develop.
According to the records from experimentoonductedby someShanghaiscientists, if you only
practice' o n e form of qigong, the progressmay advancestraight upwards; if you switch to another
qigong halfway, you haveto start over from scratch. If you often go betweenmore than one type
of qigong, they may turn out to stand in each others way and you may never expect to make any
progress inqigongexercise.

Second, various types of qigong differ in the way of breathing, tracks the qi moves along, the rate
of result each produces and purposes each achieves. Since their specific requirements and
techniques are not the same, the benetitsare differentfromeach other. Ifyou do more than one
type of qigong at the same time, this may often change the way and routes the qi iiows and may
affect the result of qigong exercise. Sometimes, itmight lead todeviationorbring harm toyour
health.

Third, different reactions may turn up during qigong practice. Ifyou are doing more than one type
of qigong at the same time, you can not distinguish the reactions as towhich type of qigong has
produced. lf there is some deviation, it is difñcultto get n'dof it and you can not tell the progress
you made inyourqigongexercises. Forthis reason. it is forbiddenforbeginners to practicemore
than one type of qigong. One should not act likea rollingstone that gathers no moss. However,
for qigongmasterswho specialize instudyingand researching on the effect of other qigongs, it is
possible to do more than one type ofqigong. Afterthis research, they can come upwiththeir
comments and make comparison.whichmayserve to make up each others deñciencies.
However for a Iifelongpractice, one should stick toonly one form of practice suitable to one's own
way and keep doing it for all one's life.

33. What sort of shoes are suitable to wearwhen doing Chinesesoaring crane qigong?

it is better to wear shoes with cloth soleswhen doing qigong, because cloth soles allow for easy
access to contacting yin qi. It is advisable for the females not to wear high-heel shoes during the
exercise to avoid hurtingtheir ankles. Sneakerwill not do either, since rubber shoes may produce
insulation and slow down the processof qi reachingto the yong quanpoint.

34. ls it possible to gain the sameeffect when practicing qigong indoors or outdoors?

You are allowed todo qigong indoorswhen it is extremer cold inwinter, but special care should
be taken to keep your roomwellventilated and the air fresh. The result is not good ifyou do
qigong above the ñfth tioor (including the ñtth floor) and it is better todo it below. The actual
practice has demonstrated that the floorsabove the fifthdo not giveeasy access to contactingyin
qi. Therefore, you should ñnd a suitable place, for instance, the ground floor is better than the-
fourth ñoor and the bare soil can provide a better effect than the cement floor.

35. What kinds of trees are suitablefor practicing qigong?

Trees, like human being, are also biological organisms. They live between the sky and the earth
all year around and are all day along nourished by yang and yin qi from both the universe and the
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earth and by essence from the sun and the moon. Trees can serve as a good connection
between the universe and the earth and therefore. they always have a harrnonious nature
between yin and yang, with a strong capacity for exchanging the qi. Generally, trees have a
photosynthesis capable of inhalingcarbon dioxide and exhaling oxygen under the direct sunshine.
Therefore you always feel comfortable after a rest under the trees. If you practice qigong under
the trees, you can exchange informationwith the trees: you'll let the clean qi from the trees come
into you to make up for what you need in exchange for dirty qi that may, in turn, be digested by
the trees.

Not all the trees are good for human health. Observation and experience from many qigong
practitioners have shown that, owing to the different natures of trees, practitioners may experience
differently under different sort of trees.

The Fu Jian province LongXiQigongAssociation organized 66 exercisers to do an experiment.
According to the survey, trees like pines, cypress, poplar, willow,ginkgo, Chinese parasol trees,
banyan and green bamboo as well as plants of the cactus familycan all produce positive effects
to qigong practitioners under whichthey may feel at ease and clear of mindand fresh of brain,
and lightand easy in movement. Trees likewalnut, chestnut, date, plum, persimmon, tree of
heaven, lonan, yulan magnolia,and Chinese scholar trees can produce a negative effect, making
you feel chest-depressed, short of breath and strength. Because there are so many kindsof trees
and climate differences, it is not possible to test each kind.

Different peoplemay need qi from different naturesof trees, andwhat nature of qi one needs
depends onwhat they lack. Therefore, practitionersmaygo a longway before ñndingwhat sort of
trees can offer the most suitable qi or what they really needfor their particular condition..

When doingspontaneous movement,some peoplemay spontaneously go near a particulartree,
some even choose the tree commonly known as bringing a negative effect and this can be taken
as a spontaneous use ofdifferentcompositionof remediescontainedintrees forone's particular
need to cure certain disease. We can also regard this as one of the curative functions of
spontaneous movement,goodforthe healingof illnessand foryourhealth. Aboveall,we should
let the things take their owncourse.

36. What's the best time for qigong practice?

We believe that zi, wu, mao, and you hours are four good times for qigong exercise, where zi
hours refers to the night hours from 23:00 -1100;wu hourto the noon period from 11:00 -13:00;
mao to the early morning from 5:00 -7200and you to the evening hours from 17:00-19:00.
However, everyone has to work and be engaged in some social activities, and it is hard for them
to maintaina regular practice. In this case, you can makea rational schedule to the time of your
own andworking hours and take the most convenient hours as the time for exercise. lt is better to
have your time regularized and get into a habitand makea persistent effort to stick it to the end.
If you happen to miss the regular time for practicing qigong because of being occupied in work,
this does not matter so much, sinceyou can just make it up later.

37. Doesqigong practice run contradictory to a cold bath?

A cold bath is also a keep-fit exercise. A persistent exercise of which can make you both
physically and mentally healthy, raises your immunity to disease and increases longevity. Qigong
exercise is the best way to build up your constitution, to tap human potentials and to develop
wisdom. These exercises do not have much difference. But you should take that cold bath before
qigong exercise, because after practicing qigong, the acupoints and pores are open and the cold
bath may set all the acupoints and pores closed. The coldwill catch you unaware since you are in
this vulnerable state. The cold bathwill do you good if you can avoid the above problem.
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38. What should high blood pressure patients be careful with in qigong exercise?

Highblood pressure patients should give priorityto safety. At the beginning of exercising, patients
should first practiceWW as a remedy
fordroppingtheirpressure. Afterdoingthis fora period,ifthe bloodpressure is stillabnormal,
you should continue withthe remedy.

39. What care should be taken for people prone to shock in qigong exercise?

Shock is a reaction to a sudden occurrence ofan incidentthat maylead to instant tension. Ifyou
are suddenly confronted withdanger. fall intoan awkward predicament or have hallucinations and
hear an explosion, etc., you could go into a shock state. Often being shocked can bring along
certain illness. because once the mind is off balance and disturbed, the regular circulation of qiwill
run intoa mess. That iswhy, in theMn, itsays ”Afterbeing shocked the heart has no place
to set, the shen does not knowwhere to return, the mindcannot be calmed and the qi is
disordered." When one has a calm heart and tranquilqi movement,even in a strange situation,
one wouldnot be shocked and not become ill..

To be scared means tobe frightened, which becomes a reaction of timidness caused by extreme
mental tension. Afamous doctor by the name ofZhang Zhihe, said "Youare never prepared for a
shockbutalways awarewhen being særed." Thereare manyreasonsto be scaredthough, itis
often caused by a deñciency of vitalenergy in kidneyand the blood. Aweak mind comes from the
weakness of thewill,because willis producedbythe kidneyand vitalenergyby the state of heart
as it says in traditional Chinese medical theory. The deñciency in the vital energy and the blood
may lead to a weak willthat can result in being vulnerable to shock, and fear may deprive you of
willpower. ln short, the deñciency invitalenergy and blood in the internalorgans may result ina
vulnerability tobeing scared and conversely, fear may sometimes do harm tothe internal organs,
for instance, fear hurts the kidney. When you come toseewhy people can be liableto be
shocked and frightened, you should be careful in choosing the practicing ground and environment
to bringthe shock and fear to a minimuminqigongexercise.

40. What should wedo when being shocked right in the middleof qigong practice?

There are primarintwo categories of shock commonlyknownin qigongexercise:

(1). Shock fromthe extemal world. When fallingintoserenity, a sudden outside disturbance
(Such as a poor choice of place, anuprcar orhubbub, orbeing startled by some unexpected
occurrence) may easilyget one shocked. Some practice qigongalone at nightina lonelyñeld
and inthis case, he's very tense and liableto be shocked.

(2). Hallucination comesupduring qigongexercise. Such things are very commonphenomena
for qigong practice. However, some peoplewho are timid and superstitious or lack of scientiñc
common sense tend to let their imaginationrun awaywith themwhen meeting hallucinations, and
in the end they would often get themselves shocked.

The traditional Chinesemedicalsciencebelievesthat qi will becomedisturbed if one is shockedor
becomesexhausted after being scared. After being shockedor scared, somecan not help crying
or laughing. speaking incoherently, sometremblingand feel weak all over, someget very tired
and fall asleep and carrying himself in a daze all day long. Some run a fever, are nervous and
sleepless, dreaming a lot as if always in a dream. Pleasedo not get frightened with the above
condition and do as the following instructions: ifyou get shocked, do not leave the practicing site
right away, and try to calmyourself down right on the spot and to concentrate on your mind and
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go on with the practice until feeling comfortable, and finish with a remedy in which you direct the
qi into your lower dan tian.

Some people leave the practicing site without doing the ñnishing process after they get shocked
and forget to collect the surrounding qi intodan tian. In this case, ifthe practicing site is near, it is
better to go back to do the ñnishing process and deal with it as the first case; Ifyou are a good
distance away from the practicing site orhave left there for quite some time, you can resort to
m Ru'n Fivz" il i i iF T'm Frm nThr Ti Fr

Right.

41. Howcan we fall into real serenity?

it is important to be relaxing and serene for qigong Exercise, especially for getting into a serene
state. The essence of five routines is to seek inner serenity fromthe outer movement and to direct
your movements and circulation of qiwith the power of your mind for a consistency of mind, qi and
movement; so that practitioners are able toconcentrate ontheir minds and free from any outside
interference when doingfive routines. Therefore. the first importantstep is to seek consistency of
mind,qi and movements, which is a process that willlead you slowlyintothe serene state. But
howcouldwe reallyfallintoserenityafterspontaneousmovementcomes out ofstanding
meditation? There are many routes to get intoserenity. I'd liketo present several for your
reference. "TingXiFa" means practitioners willconcentrate all their minds on listening to their own
breathing. "Shu XiTa" means practitioners count the number of breathing from one to ten and
then start again from the beginning. "Pai Zei Fa"means that practitioners hint themselves before
starting that now 5 amstarting and Imust driveaway all the wildthoughts on my mind and think
about them afterwards. "ZhuiZei Fa"means. ifyou reallyget yourself involvedin something and
unable toget out, just let them enter your mind and turn them over logically for a good reason and.
after you have come toa conclusion, all the wildthoughts willgive you up and leave. You can also
wait untilfalling into serenity and meticulously sense the position, change of dan tian and different
kindof panorama or feel the reaction to the qitranfer inyour body.

42. Is it possible to practice standing meditationto the accompaniment of lightmusic so
that one can falleasily into serenity?

Serenity is required for standing meditation that comprises quiet meditation. If with music,
practitioners may have difñculty in falling into a serene state. However, for beginners, music may
serve to relax them and, to some extent, lead them into serenity.

43. Why is it that some very cultivated men find it hard sometimes to get into serenity?

Being cultivated can be an outward description for man'sappearance, but inwardly some people
often find themselves restless on their minds. During the quiet meditation, their minds are always
visited by some worldly concems and distracting thoughts are the mostwild especially when it
comes to their personal interests. It is often so hard to get free of these intangiblethoughts that
they can not bring their minds to peace. Some people can not balance their minds because of the
pains caused by certain serious diseases and people in this case should seek help from medical
treatment in addition to following the instructionsof qigongexercise as for howto lead oneself into
serenity.

44. When is it not a proper time for a femaleto do qigong exercises?

It is often no good forwomen to practice qigong duringthe time of their menstrual period and their
gestation period.

45. is there a difference betweenthe maleand femalemicro-circulation?
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The male's micro-circulation goes up the du channel and goes down the ren channel, it is called
back yang stomach yin. Female micro-circulation goes up the ren channel and down the du, and
is called stomach yang back yin . There are some exceptions to this. Some women have
circulation patterns like the men's and other women have patterns that alternately go in both
directions.
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V. Reaction to Qigong Exercise

46.Why is it that some practitioners sometimes feel their chests oppressed in qigong
exercise and what should we do about this? '

There are pn'marilyfourcauses for feelingchest oppressed and suffocated:

(1). You may have such feeling when qi is gaining momentum against the blocked channels
before driving through it.Your chest (including all organs in the chest) may be formally illor injured
and as a result, channels around the chest are blocked.Vlñthqigong exercise, the genuine energy
ls produced and called out to launch attack upon the blocked channels and the symptom similarto
your past illnessmay turn up,whichshould be considered as a positiveresponse to your
exercise, and you are proved tobe undergoing a healing process inwhich all the blocked
channels may be dredged. lfyou are able to stand to all the uncomfortable feeling and persistent
indoing qigongexercise, the hard symptomwilldisappear.

(2). When your mindand bodyare both ingreat tension and the way ofmovement or the focus of
yourmindisn'tright,you are apt to feelchest oppressed. The correct postures can ' helpyou open
the blockedchannels whilewrongpostures may lead the genuineenergy to the dead end. The
correct focusing of the mindwilllead tothe healing of your diseases, while the misleading
focusing ofthe mindwillmake'you ill. Therefore. the correct direction ofthe mindshould be
accurater fulñlledand the techniques and explanation for each routine be closely followedand
performed. The wam i - u p should be fullycarried out Onlywhen you are under the state ready for
starting. can your mind expect to be well releasing. Only by releasing the mind, can you expect to
release your muscle and to let yourself be as true as a livingbeing. Ifyou are stillfeeling chest
oppressed orsuffocated even when you have fulñlledall the above requirements. you should ask
a qigong master toreview you exercise and let himcarefully check your movement and the
focusing of the mind.When they are both right, this uneasy feeling may leave you.

(3). Ifpractitioners are narrow-minded, impatient and easy to Iose temper over trities, and often
troubled with seven emotional factors that one's internal micro circulation may run into a mess
duringqigongexercise, one may feel chest oppressed. ln curbingdownthose feelings,one
should endeavor to confine one's behavior with moralityand learn to be optimistic about life, being
happy but notworry;alwayskeepingyourmindat peace and temperament at ease. Ifyou are
already troubledwithseven emotionalfactorsmat has caused your chest oppressed, you should
resort to

(4). Misuseof breathingexercise is another cause for feelingchest oppressed. SoaringCrane
qigong adopts natural breathing for the whole exercise. Some people borrowed breathing exercise
from other type of qigong exercise and they could not breathe naturally and nor could they release
the body, as a result, qi comes to a halt in the chest. Consequently, your chest willhave the
oppressed feeling. Ifyou can followthe breathingexercise of SoaringCrane Qigongas you are
progressing inyour qigong practice, youwould naturallycome through nine breathing styles
introduced inthe standing meditation. The misuse of the accepted breathing exercise willonly
yieldnegativeconsequence, whilemodilicationto its originalformmade atwillis likelyto result in
deviation. For improper breathing, take in Tw : T in A
W. When you've repeated this remedy several times untilyour brain is no longer
dizzy and chest feels no moreoppressed, you can do the finish. If you don't feel it has taken an
effect on you, do it the next day. When the symptomof the chest oppresseddisappears, stop
doing this remedy, becausetoo muchof it might hurt the healthyqi.

47.What has led to diarrhea for some qigong practitioners? -›
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Generally speaking, diarrhea is due to weak functioning of the digestive system orcaused by
catching a chillor having eaten some unsanitary food. In this case, one should go to see doctor
for help. However, for some practitioners, this reaction may come from a qi changing reaction.
As you are progressing inqigong exercise, the functionof your internalorgans would be greatly
improvedand the long-detained refuse in the intestines and stomach would be discharged from
the body, which is a positive sign for digestive improvement. The diarrhea is usually watery and it
may come very frequently but you don't lose much strength and you don't need any pills.You can
continuewiththe exercise, and it usually takes about a week to recover, whichdiffersfromother
intestinal and stomach diseases.

48. Why were some practitioners' appetitesand sleep greatly improved after qigong
exercisebut later returnedto their former condition?

Onlyfew practitioners carry a strong willontheir minds in qigong exercise, and under such
circumstance, cerebral cortex becomes extremer excited and inhibitingcapability malfunctioned.
Afew people could not go to sleep owingto the cerebral excitement after practicingqigong in the
evening. Butmost people could not sleep or subdue their excitement when the vitalenergy is
launching attack onthe blocked channels. People led by a strong desire in their minds or with
tendency to get excited after evening exercise should avoid practicing qigong in the evening and
switch to morning. in the case of qiworkingagainst the blocked channels, practitioners can, each
according to their own circumstance, find particularways for themselves. Some are capable of
fulfillingsmall circulation or larger circulation. However, they may experience different reactions
when qi is directed tomake a small circulation; and before the opening ofWei Lu pass. the part
belowMingMenmay feel uncomfortable; before the opening of Jiaji pass, anuneasy feeling can
be experienced; before the opening ofYu Zhen pass, head seems to have something bound
around as ifitmightexpand, and these are allconsidered normal. Inthis case, you should be
instructed by a qigong master.

49. Whywouldsomeone oftenfeel theirmusclestwitch?

Those who have been sick a long time and who lackyinwilloften have muscle twitches. Because
of the yindeñciency, the yang does not have a place to return, this means the genuine qi can not
return tothe original place, sothe qi wanders around. 80 for those who lack yin orblood their
whole body willtwitch. Different levels of yin deficiency willcause different levels of twitching.
Especially in the twelve hand and feet channels. ifthe area around the waist feels more muscle
movement the dai channel is involved. To treat this one can do assist with
massage, or with herbs and this condition willbe cured.

50. Why would someone not haveenoughstomach acid beforepracticing qigong but have
an increase in acid after exercise?

it is important to keep a balance of yin and yang qi circulation, and mutual promotion and restraint
between the five elements. Too much of any or too little of any and you will lose the balance of
yin and yang. This is the theory of the five elements support and restrain each other. To exercise
qigong one needs to master this technique also. It is no good to stop to much nor is good to
exercise too much with out stopping. The personwho has too much or too little stomach acid
after exercising, shows that their qi does not circulate in the right way, it only goes up and does
not comedown. This meansthey are not able to exercise their saliva into energy nor the energy
into qi. They should exercisewith a half smile, get moresaliva then swallow it three time very
slowly. vwmthe mind sending it down to the dan tain. This should reducethe stomachacid.

51. Whywould someone suffer from insomnia and frequent urination? Howdo you cure
this?
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Most people who suffer from insomniaalso urinate often especially during the night. This is
because the Heart and Kidney are not communicating, the ñre and the water are not in balance.
Heartyangdisturbsthe upperbody,the lungsget dry, andqi in the lowerjiaogetscold,thus
Iosing the balance of yin and yang. This person now has trouble sleeping. Kidney yin stops this
yang undemeath, kidney and the bladder'sqi are cold, and can not be changed into qi. Water and
ñre are placed upsidedown, then thewater has no where to go but out. That is why there is
excessive urination. ln such cases one should keep the mind on the dan tian, do more Iaking
mm mindmay be on middledan tian or a littleabove lower dan tian. Then the illness
should improve.

52.Why did come practitioners find it hard to fall asleep after qigong exercise?

Therecould bemanyreasons. Ifyouare unableto fallasleep after the vitalenergybecomes full
out of qigong exercise, but you don't want to sleep at all as you feel so energetic and comfortable.
This is not a deviation, nor is it a insomnia, rather, it should be taken as a positive sign. You can
switch the night practice tomomings and you willfind that moming practice may keep you
energetic all day long. You may not get excited ifyou avoid practicing qigong in the evening.

53. What has caused the uncomfortable feeling to your headafter qigong exercise?

The reason for feeling slightly uncomfortable to the head mostly come fromthe followingaspects.
which should be dealt with according to each particular case.

(1).The focusingof the mindis not accurate duringthe qigongexercise. For instance, when a flow
ofqi rushes upwardallthe wayto the top. the head mayfeela bitheavy. Ifthat is the case,
please domm forthree tofivetimes toforcedownthe qi intolowerdan tian. and the
unpleasant feelingwillgo away.

(2). Some have a history of migraine ancl pain in trigeminal nerve. When the blocked channels
were under the attack bythe flowofenergy they tend to have such symptoms as headache and
heavy head or head seeming tobe fastened by something. These are the positive response to
the healing of the illness. Generally, they can only exist for one ortwoweeks, Ifyou can't get rid of
headache for a extended period, there must be other reasons. for instance, you always troubled
by seven emotional factors and six extemal factors, and in this case. you should see doctor for an
inspection and take necessary steps todeal with the headache.

(3). When the vital energy flows tothe neck in the process of fulñllinga small circulation, before
crossing yu zhen pass, you may feel the upper part of your head is bound by a n'bbonwitha
sensation of tingling,itchingand expansionon the top of the head, somethinglikeant's crawling.
This has been proven to be the only road that each practitioner must take and they are neither
abnonnal nor deviation. Once you suoceed in getting through yu zhen pass, itwillleave by itself.
Havingcome tothis stage inqigongexercise, you can call your mindtodirect the flowof energy
fromren maidownto lowerdan tianand fromwhere lead the energy withyourmindto huiyin
(sea bottom) and up along du mai(goveming channel), small circulation can be soon through, and
the unpleasant feelingwillbotheryou no more. However. before reachingthis stage, do not
expect to get it, but you'd better wait as successwillcome onlywhen conditions are ripe. .

54. ls it good to masturbatewhen you awakenat night?

It is a sign of a lack of self control. it is better to control yourself when it happens. it is caused by
the qi not retumingto the primarysubstance after youfinishedthe exercises. Itis very important
to be strict when you are finishing qigong. Do it exactly correct -the mind focused onguiding the
qi. loosen shoulders, holdthe bottom,and the mindguidingthe qi retumingto the primary
substance. Do not go away untilyou finish retuming the qi completely. lf the male organ is hard,
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youmayguidethe qi throughhuiyinup the du channeland intothe head. Soonthe hardness will
disappear.

55. After qigong exercises,why can't you scratch when you feel itchy?

Those who do wellwiththe exercises willsoon feel itchyall over. It is a good sign of qi circulation.
When yang qi circulates, itchingoccurs. When yin qi circulates, numbness occurs. Both are
normalwhen exercising qigong, leave them alone. Ifyou scratch, the qi would be disturbed and
retreat tangled. Though it is not harmful, you'll slow down the circulation of qi. Ifyou do not touch,
the itchor numbness willsoon go. When you exercise it is better to let the qi circulate according
to its natural movement.

56. Why does one feel heavy headedwhen thinking of the heador depressed chest when
thinking of the chest during qigong exercises?

To think is focusing the mind, focusing on a certain part of the body. This partwould feel hot and
the qi would be transferred to unlockor lock the acupoint to mediatethe channels. If the mind is
not focused on the right part, or is focused too much on it, then it could cause distress and the
personwould feel ill, heavy headed, depressed chest, etc.

57. Why does the person with kidney deficiency sweat a lot when doing qigong exercises?

There are two kinds of kidney deñciency -yin deticiency or yang deficiency where the kidney qi is
not stable. Inthe ancientmedicalbookWW

, it says, "Drinkthen the water enters.the stomach, carries the
jing around and sends itto the spleen, the spleen gives offjing up tothe lungswhich adjust the
water channels, then down to the bladder the waterjing spreads and the ñvejing move together."
This is a brief deñnition of howthe fluid inside the body is farmed and moves. Also inw
M Q u e s t i o n s -c o n t r a r yv i e w ) ,i ts a y s ," K i d n e y sare t h ewater o r g a n si nc h a r g eo ffl u i d s . "
The movement offluidmainlyuses the channels ofthe san jiao (triplewarmer) through the
stomach to the bowelsand absorbed. Fluid.goesthroughthe spleen, Iungand san jiao, out
through the skin as sweat and to the bladder as urine. Usingthese pathways the body tiuids are
sent out to moistenand nourishthe organs and tissues.

Pathological changes of these organs can effect the productionand distribution of these fluids. lf
not enough fluids are producedor if you sweat too much, then dry mouthand dehydration will
occur. lf there are obstacles to distribution of fluids thenedemaand respiratory problemswill
occur. Too much sweating and damage the yin, and sweatingwithout stoppingwill harm the
yang. That is why when exercising qigong it is best to not exhaust oneself or sweat too much.

58. After exercising is it good to have electricity on your hands?

It is a good sign because it shows that the person has strengthened their magnetic field. But
when touching metal, be careful with static electricity. Grasp things lirmly, and use the mind to
direct the electricity inward to avoid accidental injury.

59. Whywould someone feel a difference in qi in their two hands when exercising qigong?

This is normal. The hand which is used less during daily activities, or ifthe channels are not quite
open usually feels less qi. The other hand willfeel stronger qi. Afterexercising for a long time this
will improve.

60. Whywould someone feel only the right leg hot when exercising qigong?
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This usually happens to males. The male's lett kidney belongs to water and the right one to ñre.
With Kidney yin deficiency the left legwill feel cold and the right one hot. VVlthkidney yang
deficiency both legswill feel cold. qigongwill cure both.

61. What should a person do ifthey do not feel heat or movement in dan tian while
exercising qigong?

This does not mean that one is not exercisingwell. People have three dan tians. If the lower dan
tian has no movement the middle or upper dan tians will. This will have even better results. The
key point is not just to feel heat or movement, but to have a peaceful mind. lf the mind is really
peaceful and loose, it will help to speed up the regulation of the whole body's qi, and the treatment
will be faster.

62. Whywould someone's dan tian feel hot some times and cold others?

When the dan tian is hot, this is the rightway to exercise. This is a good sign. Notfeelingheat
may mean the mind and the movements are not in harrnony, the mind iswandering, or that the
person is ill,catching a cold. This is called "windbut noñre,"wind is the breath and ñre is the
mind. This causes the dan tian to be cold. When exercising one should constantly adjust the
body, the breathing and the mindthen the dan tianwillfeel hot.

63.Why would someone's abdomenand back feel hot except for den tian?

Boththe back and the abdomen have yang channels. The exerciser'sju yang (greateryang)
channels produceheat easily. The abdomen is the area where the yinchannels flow. This area
heats slower and does not get as warm. The dan tian is the place where the genuine qi gathers
and is stored, it should feel hotwhen exercising. lf it is cold this is a sign of a lack of both yin and
yang, "the ñre is not helping the water. One has lost the function of yin and yang joining. and
circulating into each other. There should always be yinwithinyang and yang withinyin. By
focusing onthe dan tian onewillgradually get ridof the cold abdomen and the abdomen willget
hot.

64After the dan tian gets hot can the heat beguided to move around?

We talked about this in Ihe Eive Rgminä. When doing standing meditation and the dan tian feels
hot, you should not guide it around, but leave it alone, which means let itmove naturally according
to the twelvechannels and allthe smallchannel and points,because each persons
body has its own regulating patterns. Especially for beginnerswho lack experience guiding qi , if
guiding qi blindly the least harm they will do is stuck qi, or a stagnation of the circulation. More
seriously it may cause the stagnation of the qi in the main channels. Both the student and the
teacher should respect the principles of science.

65.What should a person do if the dan tian feels hot, bloated, tight, or movement after
exercising qigong for a time?

Qigong should be learned and practiced gradually, from lower levels to higher levels, from feeling
nothing in the body tofeelingmore. It is normalfor a person tofeel more sensitive, and it shows
they have made progress. All the above signs are normaland leave them be. It is likethat
humanbeingscan notchangethe fourseasons, neithercan he changethe naturalorderof his
own body. Only by following the natural order, can a person be healthy, otherwise he is sick. A
person has five fu organs, six zang organs, twentyjing channels and other irregular channels, and
eight main veins. The qi goes according to the natural order, you can't change it.
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When the dan tian exercises long enoughto get enoughqi it will open and close by itself. The
movement of the dan tian will push qi into all the channels to nourish all the organs.

66. What should a person do if, after exercising, the cheng ling point is only half open and
causesheadaches,weakness,and chest constriction?

He should consult his teacher and correct any wrong movements or wrong mindwork. Especially
check Taking back the gi when ñnishing the qigong. Also check the third routine movement and
mindwork, particularly the ñrst three actions. Ifafter correcting these areas the symptoms are
less, one may exercise untilthe symptoms are gone. Ifthis does not correct symptoms, the
teacher maychose to use swordlingersor themiddlefingerto open the cheng lingpointor the
student use the "tong"sound or focus the mindon cheng ling and visualize the qi as movingand
the condition should improve.

67. What should a person do to avoid losing qi from hui yin while excreting?

Ifyou lose qi, it is because the persondidnotdo exercises accordingto the rules. Such as when
he finishes the exercise withW or ifone goes beyondthe navel pointtoo much,or
one did not "relaxthe shoulders and tightenthe anus". lfa loss ofqidoes happen fromhuiyin,
guide the qi fromhuiyinup the du channel to the head, then do Dothis
several times. Also,one can repeat the sound"san"several times. -

68. What should a person do if, while exercising, the qi goes to the head, and the mouth
and tongue feel dry?

There are generally three caseswhere the above happens. First case is where the person is not
able to control ones emotions, angers easily. The "liverñre rises" causing a headache, heavy or
numb feeling, and later the mouth and tongue willfeel dry.

The second case iswhere the person can not relaxand be at peace. Theirmuscles willbe tight,
especially the face muscles, they cannot do the half smile. Instead they willwrinkletheir eye
brows and clench their teeth, they are ina bad mood. Soon they willfeel their mouth and tongue
are dry, because withoutbeingaware they have gathered qi up to the head.

The third case is a personwith a heat type disease. According to Chinesemedical theory this
kind of person's tonguewill be deep red and haveno coat Theywill havea low grade fever in the
afternoon 4-8 PM, and will have night sweats.This is called "yin deficiency". There is also the
case where damp and heat rise up, the coating on the tongue is yellow and thick, they will be
thirsty but have no desire to drink. Their stomachwill feel bloated in the afternoon and edematous
at night.

To these three kinds of people treatment should be different Thefirstgroupshould be educated
to learn a good attitude, and have an optimistic views on life. Help the second group to master the
basic rules of exercising and try to relax. Beforeexercising, teach them to breath in deeply
through the nose into the lungs, then breath out the mouth. Do'this several times to help with
relaxing. To the third group, beside helping them to exercise correctly, they need to see a doctor
to be treated with herbal medicine.

69. Howdo you protect bai hui if it opens?

When bai hui opens some people willfeel it as the area is jumping, orturning around, or as if bugs
were crawling around. This is normal, and the person has reached a higher level. The head
faces "a hundred" channels, all the channel meet here. So when bai hui opens one hundred
channels open. Please protect your bai hui as you protect your eyes. Do not press it, do not pat it
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do not let other people press orpat it. In the winter ifyour hat is too tight loosen it up, this is
because the qi in bai hui is stillnot strongenough, and whatever pressure is put on itwillstop the
circulation. lt takes a longer time for bai hui to reopen if it closes, so please protect it.

70 Why do some women's periods stop when they exercise qigong, and return when the
stop exercising qigong?

Blood is the material base of the senses, that is why they say "shen (spirit) is the nature of blood
and qi." Onlywhen qi and bloodare plentiful can one be in a right mindand full of energy. §4;
M W L / I Msays "blood and qi are the shen of the human." lt points out the
close relationship betweenblood anda healthymind. That is why blooddeñciencyor blood heat
may cause a sickness of conscious mind, such as hæt blood deñciency, liver blood deñciency,
palpitations with fear often happen, or sleeplessness, vivid dreams, or an unpeaceful mind. The
female uterus is in charge of producing periods and life. It has its closest relationship with the
Kidneys, the chong and the ren channels. The ren and the chong channels start in the uterus.
When the kidney jing qi is vigorous and the ren and chong channels have sufficient blood and qi.
the woman will have regular periods and is capable of conceiving a child. lf, on the contrary, the
blood and the qi are out of balance, amenorrhea or barrenness will occur. Also, the uterus has a
close relationshipwith the heart, the spleenand the liver. The heart govems the blood, the liver
stores the blood, the spleen produces and controls the blood. So, when one of the three organs is
out of balance, it effects the uterus. If the heart and spleen are qi and blood deñcient, the periods
will be less, in the advanced stages there may be no period at all. lf the spleen is weak it may not
be able to hold the blood, and uterine bleedingwill occur. If the liver energy is pent-up, this will
interferewith the livers duty of storing the blood,which leads to the lack of a proper period. To
those whose periods stop during exercising, it is the sign of an imbalance between the organs.
The temporary stopping of the periodmaybe helpedwith the qigongexercises. In ancient times
there was a method of stopping the period in order to not Ioseqi. But woman need to deal with
this on an individual basesdependingon their specific needs.

71. Why do some women have heavyperiods or Ieucorrhoea,and some men have
noctumal emissions, or involuntary emissions,or a desire to urinateor defecatewhen
doing qigong exercise? Howdo you correct this?

The reason for these problems is either the wrong movements or the mind is working too much.
Such as while doing the two hands should be like holding a ball. But if the
person holds the ball of qi too low , orwith palms facing downward, or if the mind isworking too
m u c h ,t h ea b o v es y m p t o m sw i l la p p e a r .l fl a t e rt h ep e r s o nd o e s w j h e g i i nt h ec o r r e c t
way, hands separated in front of the navel, and holds the ball of qi at the level of the dan tian, and
palms are facing the dan tian and the malemind is on the dan tian and the female mind is on the
shan zhong point the personwill return to proper organ functioning after a while.

72. Why after a time of exercising qigong would both men and women havea heighten
sexual desire, and the male have an erection upon awakening in the morning? How do
you dealwith this?

To those who exercise hard, qi stimulates faster and sufñcient.Males wake up in the morning
oftenwithan erection and females willfeel the bottomofthe uterus contract. Bothwill have desire
which is good. Itshows both have reached a higher levelof exercise. Atthis time, it is very
important to nourish the brain. Use the mind toguide the qi from the dan tian tohui yin up along
the du channel throughmingmen and da zhui intothe head. Dothis 1-3times and the desire will
be gone. Doingthis often, the person willgraduallydevelopwisdomand strengthen their memory.
The importantthing is notto purposer conoentrate on the sexual desire, then try tonourish the
brain.
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73. Howdo you dealwith hallucinations that happenwhile exercising?

It is normal that hallucinations happen whileexercising qigong, according to people's experiences.
Allthose hallucination which make people feel good or happy, those would be good ones, may
find good information also. Such as feeling taller, bigger, wanting to laugh; a feeling of floating on
air; or of standing on a highmountain peak; relaxedand happy; seeing flowers; ray circles etc.
This is because the exercise reached reñnedjing intothe qi level, the genuine qi is transforrned to
nourish the ñve organs and six Fu. The yang qi rises to produce a bright, uprising , outwardly
exciting yang qi reaction. It is a good healthy reaction and should be maintained.

Ifthe hallucination makes the exerciser nervous, frightened, dizzy orcauses a tightening of the
Chest or other bad feelings, orseeing black things, this is not a good hallucination. This is often a
reaction of the sickness of this person. Don'tpanic when this happens, you may shake your head
toadjust the qi. or say "si"or "shi"to regulate the lungs and liverqi. Do this several times and it
willdisappear. When you become peaceful again you maywant to resume the qigong. Ifyou do
want to continue, it is best to move to another place. Do not stay in the same place. It is not good
to purposer pursue hallucinations.
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VI. The Spontaneous Movementsof Standing Meditation

74. Why when doing standing mediationwould someonewalk differently?

It is the symptoms of disease, mostof these diseasesare below the waist, such as withering
caused by kidneydeticiency, arthritis of the joints, softenor injury to the bone. With a past injury
the bone will react differently after the qi has stimulated them. Also if the muscles, tendons or
ligaments of the leg were injured theywill also react differently after being stimulated by the qi.
Dueto the different diseases, thewayof walkingwill bedifferent. Somepeoplewalk on the toes,
someon their heals, somewalk backward on their heals and forward on their toes, and vise
versa. Somepeoplewillwalk liketheyare running,or dancing,orjumping with bothfeet,or
kneeling down."VWthimprovement of health their reactions will change also. All of the above are
normal.

75. Why would someonewant to walk or jump while doing standing meditation?

Most of these people have either arthritis, patella softening, numbness and weakness of the lower
limbscaused by kidneyweakness, sequalae of infantileparalysis. etc. These people's leg
channels are stuck, the yongquan pointis hardto open. Althoughhavingbeen doingthe live
routines and standing meditation, it is still stuck. These people should stress doing 593mm
and;; to try to open the yong quan point, then do standing meditation.

76. Whywould someone start runningfast and actingViolentwhiledoing standing
meditation?

When Spontaneous movements happen whilepracticingstanding meditation,it is the effect of
activity coming out of extreme calm. You should follownaturally, but also control yourself during
meditation. IfViolentactions occur, you should tell yourself “stop the Violentactions, itmay be
harrnful" or "slowdown, slow down gently”. The mind should be on yong quan and have the
energy go deep down into the earth at least 3 meters. Visualizing yourself as a big tree with roots
deep into the ground and youwillautomatically slow down. This behavior is usually caused by
not doing the ñve routines correctly, such as the mind not guiding the movement, and qi not going
naturallywhere the mind Ieads it. The mind,qi. and the movements should be integrated. This is
also caused by not doingW w e l l . The yong quan point is not opened. These
people need to have their mindonyong quan while doing standing meditation. lf this does not
work, it is best to only do the ñve routines and not standing meditation untilyong quan opens.

77. Whywouldsomeone crywhiledoingmeditation?

These peoplemust have a Iiverproblemorthe liverchannel is stuck due to anger.'The da dun
pointcan't be open so the qimshes upwardcausingthe depressed and unhappymood,and
organchanges so to cause painand sadness. In itsays
"Jing(energy) and qi combine in the liver,then wony willtake place." Spontaneous crying is the
sign that qi is charging the sick part, the change of organs and moods at this moment is normal,
goodtreatment ofdisease.

78. Whywouldsomeone laughwhilemeditating?

Chinese doctors think that different moods effect organs differently. The ancient text: Quesjign 9_f
W states: anger hurts the liver, excess joy hurts the heart, thinking too much hurts the
spleen, sadness hurts the lung, and fear hurts the kidney. Abnormal moods and feelings hurt the
organs and affect the qi circulation, causing and imbalance between the qi and blood. The
symptomsare: excessive anger causes the qi to rise, excessive joy slowsthe qi, sadness then
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the qi is gone, vanished, fear the qi goes down, panic and the qi is scattered, thinkingtoo much
and the qi is stuck.

The human is an organicwhole. The heart is the mainmaster of the body, and is where the spirit
resides. So when your mood changes the heart is affectedfirst, then the other organs.

Strong upset willcause dysfunction or losing balanse of the organs, which changes the emotions
and moods. The ancient text: W states: Liverqi deiiciency causes fear,
liverqi excess causes rage, heart qi deficiency causes sadness, heart qi excess causes laughing
without stopping.

To laugh is a sign of a happy mood and the qi tlows smootth - t h i s is healthy. Ifsomeone of ill
health starts todo standing meditation which leads to laughing, orcrying ñrst then laughing, both
are good signs that the qi goes easily. lt helps to improvethe chest, stomach and the organs -
this is a sign of recovering.

79. Why would someone want to stare at the moon when meditating?

Spontaneous movement is the hidden power of the human body to self adjust or do self repair.
The body adjusts the breathing and the heart then transfers this hidden power to exam and'treat
oneself. This is a human instinct and all living things havethis ability to protect themselves with
Spontaneous movements. Someone who lacks the yin within the yang would open their eyes to
receive the yin from the moon, to replenish oneself. This proves that humans have a very close
relationshipwith the natural world.

so. Whywould someonestareat the sun whendoing standing meditation?

Everybody knows the sun supplies energy and helps human beings onthe earth. Lifeonthe
earth cannot exist withoutthe sun's warmth. lnfraredrays are a necessity to human life. The
sun's warrnth envelops everything on Earth. Allthe livingbeings on Earth depend onthe Sun. for
the lightitgives.

Chinesemedicine thinks when one lacks yin, thenyang rises, andwhen one is lacking yang, yin is
also lacking. When the human body loses the balance between yin and yang for a long period of.
time, the personwill die. Qigongexercises are agoodway to rebalanceyin and yang.
Spontaneous movement will pick up yang light to complement the body's needs and improve
health. According to observations, those who lack yangwill have a pale face, feel weak, have a
fear of cold, and their tongue will have awhite coat If they continue to exercise they will recover.

81. Doesopening the eyes effect the result of standing meditation?

To close eyes duringmeditationis to loosen up, focus on a peaceful mind.avoid the distractions
from the outside world. lfthe eyes open spontaneously, it is all right Ifthe eyes are opened on
purpose, itwilleffect the results of the exercise.

82. Whywould some sit crossed legged with palms together likea Buddhist greeting?

It is a sign that the yin and the yang are in harmonyandthe opening of the channels has reached
a certain high level.

83. Whydo some peopledo selfmassage a lot,and ifthey do it hard are they hurting
themselves?
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Selfmassage is right to the point, itis like the qigong master's qi treatment. Thiskindof
spontaneous selfmassage willimprovethe circulationofqi inthe channels, helpto open up
closed acupoints, it helps preserve the good qi. and help eliminate the bad qi. lt plays an
important role that medicine can't. That is why it can only make the exerciser feel good, whatever
waytheydo the selfmassage.

84. Whywould someonefeel dazedafter doing standing meditation?

lt can happen either after standing meditation or doing the live routines. There are two reasons
for this, the lirst is one might release too much qiwhile exercising, orbe overly tired. To avoid
feeling dazed while doing standing meditation, the spontaneous movements should be under
control so that they are not too acute orViolent. Secondly it may be caused by the mind not
focusing while doing standing meditation, then the qiwillbe sttered. With nodiscipline, the qi is
not able to gather and function. For such cases, one should do the Ial_<i_ng_âagk_th_e_QL 1-3 times
and reallygather the qi into lowerdan tian. Then the dazed feelingwillbe avoided.

85. Does it harm one's health,while doing standing meditation, if the heart rate increases
and one feels short of breath?

Thisonlydoes good tothose whose channels are stuck, but not forthose who have been
exercising for many years and have dredged the channels and have internal qi. Although some
people already have a foundation of qi. they are later affected by the seven human emotions: joy,
anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and desire[rnelancholy, brooding, shock] and the six extemal
factors and the channels get stuckagain. Then spontaneous movementwouldappear. The
principle of exercise is: be peaceful and focused, relaxed and happy. After exercise one should
feelverygood, channels cleared and fullofvigor. Spontaneous movement as a treatment method
must be well prepared by the tive routines, first dredge the channels and open the acupoints, then
one can do standing meditation. it is onlyatthis point that the spontaneous movement willnot be
Violent and cause nohann.

86. Howdo you avoid and correct it ifsomeone, while doing standing meditation, lies on
the ground?

Such things happen becauseof a lack of self control. To do standing meditation one must obey
all the disciplines strictly including strengthen the mind. Only when one can control themselves
can they do standing meditation. Othemise it does no good for them to start standing meditation.
To those who have not learned the five routines, or have not learned the mental part of doing five
routines, do not do standing meditation. The exerciser might not have done the second routine
right, "head straight, bai hui facing up", or they maybe lyingdown because the Ren, Du and the
Central channels are not regulated, and the nose did not line upwith the navel, so the body can
not stand up straight.
When one is lyingdown on the ground they should at once face the nose to the navel, and the
mind onbui hui, as the head straightens, lower the chin, and then they can stand up again. The
teacher or others can also tellthemto keep theirmindon bai huiand thiswillhelp them to stand
up.

87. ls it all rightfor someonewho is not havingspontaneous movementswhiledoing
standing meditation, to start to guide the movements?

No,to guidethe qi byoneself insteadofwaitingforthe spontaneous movementswillnot cause
illness but cause problems, itmust be strictly forbidden.

88. What do you do with a patient who should not be doing standing meditation but did,
and then could not finish qigong?
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A patientwitha familyhistoryof madness who did not listento advice not todo standing
meditation and did the meditation anyway, willbe less able to finish qigong as the amount of
suspicion increases. They may speak incoherently, altemating laughing and crying, or are madly
agitated and disturbed. The person should be calmed downand comforted depending on their
psychological condition, also help to divert their attention and soothe their nerves. They may
need medical attention or have a qigong master workwiththem.

These problemsare often causedby liver ñre rising,which shows up as a mentaldisorder, red
face, constipation, the tongue coatingwill be yellow and greasy, or dark. The pulsewill be finn
and very slippery. The qigongmastermay direct the qi downfrom the heador liver, out through
yong quan or da dun, and into the earth or a tree. Experienceshows that as qi is guided out of
the body it will be cold at first and the warm up. This patient has yang rising but is cold in the
center. This is called upperfire and lower cold. This kindof patientwill needa periodof time to
calm down. They need to be taken care of patiently, andmay needmedicalcare, then they will
get better.

89. ifyou do standing meditation with the mindwell focused for a long time can sickness
be curedwiththe one longsession?

I Do not do standing meditation for too long. Nomatterwhat kind of qigong you are practicing, the
interest tocontinue practicing should persist. When you exercise for too long of 3 time you will
feel tired. This is not good infomation to give to your body. Our ancestors said "constant effort
yields sure success", "the more haste the less speed", ”haste makes waste". To do meditation is
to relax and be peaceful and natural. Proceed from the easy to the difficult, from the surface to
the center. Tryingto be cured all at oncewillnotworkand may have side effects. Ifone
purposer seeks spontaneous movements,the pursuitwillformintoregularpatternsand concepts
in the mind, the this made up information may cause one to not be able to finish the gong. So
when doing standing mediation, do not add whatever ideas you have. You must followthe rules
strictly, followall the main points tothe exercises and master them.

90. What should one focus on when finishing standing meditation?

One should pay high attention to ñnishing qigong, not a bit distracted. While doing theMM
amnes ione must sharply focus the mind,open armand chest and guide qi back to the Dan
Tian without stopping. Do not talk or open eyes or focus on any distractions, otherwise if the mind
is not focused the qi maybe scattered and cannot be returnedto the lower dan tian, which is the
primaryspot to store qi. When this happens it is difñcultto finish the exercise. Whendoing
I a k j n gbac k JMt hem i ndmus tbef o cu sedongu i d i n gt h eq ia ndont hemovemen t s .Q i ,m i n d
and movements must be one. The shoulders must be loose, hold the bottom, noseand navel in
linewith each other, keep the body straight while guiding qi into the lower dan tian. The mind is
firme focused.

Those who are not able tofinish qigong usually are people who have a lack of self control orare
very sensitive[allergy constitution or neurasthenial. If you can not finish qigong you should do
RemedyBguting§ix: Dawing QiEmm FiveAçumints IntoLowerQan Tian.



VII. The Tutors and Teachers

91. How do people become teachers and tutors of Soaring Crane Qigong? Can people
who have learnedthe five routines and standing meditation be teachers?

Tutors are chosen from those who are interested and have been exercising, but not every one is
qualiñed. To be a tutor, one must have the following qualitications: 1. Have the right goals for
teaching, and have good virtue. 2. Correct gestures, movementand mindwork fluently, and the
ability to teach. 3. Have a deeper understanding of the theory of qigong and a basic knowledge
of Chinese medicine. 4. Be able to help in guiding the students to use of qigong, and to solve the
common problems.

Chinese Soaring Crane Qigong teachers must pass an examination by a Chinese Soaring Crane
Qigong leader or at a local center. Ifqualiiied, they willbe given a license with a photo on it, there
willbe the center stamp and the signature of the examiner. There are differentlevels of teachers,
some that are qualilied to teach the beginning class, may not be qualiñed toteach the advanced
class.

92. What are the rules for being a ChineseSoaring CraneQigong teacher?

1. Obey the lawand love people. 2. With Ioftyideals, carry on and develop qigong, and pay
attention to both cultivating moral character, and exercise qigong. 3. Master the rules of qigong
and have a deep understanding of the theory of qigong. Be responsible for the students and be a
very serious and strict teacher. 4. Be honest in performing your duties, seek nopersonal gain, be
devoted todeveloping the cause of qigong. 5. Respect your fellowteachers and love your
friends. unite and worktogether. Be nice. simpleand unadomed.

93. Can teachers give qi to treat patients?

We do not encourage themto do so, because ittakes a largeamountofqi to treat illness.
especially chronic illness. Also itmay take several treatments tohelp someonewiththeir illness.
The amount of energy that is put out may harm the teachers health, especially those who have
not reallymastered the methodsoftreatingpatientswithqi. We encourage people to relyon their
own self treatment exercises.

ChineseSoaringCraneQigongisdesignedforselftreatment Ifa persondoes notfeelwell.they
should be encouraged to exercise, whichwilladjust the qi and inthisway the person willtreat
themselves and solve theirproblems. Onthe other hand, ifa person is ina criticalsituationand
needs to be helped, we should practice humanitarianism and bring the person out of danger.

94. Howdo you avoid being affected by the dirty qi whilegiving a treatment?

While giving qi to treat someone the mindmust be honest and upright, the mind ñghting the sick
qi. The honest and upright mind leading the good qi to prevent the dirty qi from entering you. If
you do get effected by the dirty qi andare not feelingwell, you can doW
tbejgbjdiubstameimmw andW
T r i n

95. How do you deal with someone going into shock while exercising?

Shock is a syndromewhich may happendo to a numberof different causes. The main problem is
not getting enough blood in the vessels, and the qi is not circulating. The lack of blood may be a
true lack of blood or a relative lack of blood,which is beyond the ability of the body to correct. so it
collapses. Symptoms that may appear are a sudden drop in blood pressure, capillaries not
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supplied well, qi and blood not circulating well. In serious cases there may be tissue damage due
to poor blood supply, and affecting regenerationand finally leads to cell disorder, which could
eventually lead to death. From the above one can tell that shock is not caused by qigong
exercise. People do go into shockwithout practicing qigong.

Deal with such cases very carefully, it is best tosend the person toa hospital as soon as possible
to be treated bya doctor. lfthe teacher has the abilityto give a qi treatment, they should do their
best. Directqi to shen men or the heart area, but please be careful. Do not move the person to
avoid unexpected damage.
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VII. Reaching a Higher Level

96. After being cured through qigong is it necessary to go on?

To learn Chinese Soaring Crane Qigong,it is good to have a complete understanding and picture
of it. The ñve routines and standing meditation can help the body to dredge the channels and
open and close the acupoints, which brings benefit to health. lt should be practiced perseveringly
as a methodto heal and preventdisease. Aftera certaintimethe "gong"willreach a higherlevel,
which would change from movement tomeditation. Standing meditation is such an exercise. At
ñrstwhen youare quietor stillto the utmostpoint,spontaneousmovementwilloccur. Afterthe
disease is healed then the movementswilltransfer fromthe outside to the inside.

From this level one starts to develop their humanbeings potential power etc. These keep
developing during mediation. The level of development is not determined by how many new
movements you have, or how often you have them but by the deterrnination of the exerciser. Also
one perseverance and skill of meditationand the ability to control oneself, and-one's morals.
When one kind of qigong is mastereddo not change your mind,when seeing something new that
is not helpful to in developing qigong and forming an orderly energy ñeld.

97. What kind of reaction and potential power would show at different levels of exercising
qigong?

The lower level usually is the qi feelingand treating disease. Afterthe first level, for some people
itmightonly them 3 to 5 days, as qi in their body becomes more abundant, they begin tofeel the
qi, and withthis a better appetite and more cheerful spirits. Then after the qi starts towork onthe
diseased part ofthe body, spontaneousmovementsappear and mainacupointswillbe opened.
Alsothe mainchannelswillbe dredgedand gettingbetteruntilcured. Thisis the eiperience of
most exercisers.

To reach the middle level, the reaction willbe more complicated, but not Violent. Alongwith the
reaction some powers and abilitieswillshow, but these willnot be exact and willbe unstable.
Afterthe discovery of these powers, it is easy for some people tothink. talk and even act
recklessly. This should be given attention soas toavoid them. '

To reach the higher level, where higher powers appear, usually has a period of Violentreaction,
about 3 days. Some last for3 weeks the longest mightbe 100 days. The reaction is within
several days, the personwillbe normalbutfromtimeto timewillhave spontaneous movement
(the mind is very clear, expression behaviorand speech are all polite). Some people may feel hot
before the information comes, others have a sense ofwony or not being peaceful, or achey
muscles flu like symptoms, then as soon as the information is received the all the symptoms will
disappear. Afterthis some peoplewillrearrange theirpatterns likediet,work , rest, and time
spent by themselves. Some peoplewillwant to jog or hikeor may avoid meeting people, other
willbe pickyabout the people and things that are near them. They are choosing to rather accept
or reject the information that they are receiving from around them.

98. What are the results of the different levelsof qigong?

Herewe are not talking about the treatment. The different levels show different results. The lower
level shows transforrning jing into qi. lt is mainly the body self adjusting and healing itself. This
includes dredging the channels, Openingpoints, strengthening health and preventing disease, but
no potential power appears. Someonemay have a beautiful spontaneous movement, and think
that this is a higher level of qigong, but it is not so.
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The middle level mainly means retine the qi into shen[spirit]. Somepotential powermay appear,
like being able to see through things. They may receive some information but it will not be clear or
stable. They may be able to look into the future, or have remotesensing but thesewill be
inconsistent and unclear. They maybe able to diagnosedisease, speak strange languages, sing
songs they were not able to before, dance newdances, do martial arts and have premonitions.
However the power of this level is not stable and they may lose it. Theywill be right sometimes
and other times they will make mistakes, and they will not be able to control the power. They
know notwhere the power comes from nor howto use it, nor what those reactions have to dowith
the power. They do not understandthe transfonnation from the "have" to the "have not", and the
cause andeffect of the past, present and future.

The high level usually means to" reline shen (spirit)and to return it to the void/emptiness".
Enteringthis period,they have the abilityto see throughthemselves and others bodies clearly,
like looking into a mirror. They willbe able tosee things far away or in the future, have remote
sensing, be able to exam and treat patients fromfar away, as wellas have other super powers far
beyond the ordinary people. This level of power is usually stable and powerful. they have perfect
command of their power, and their ownway ofusing it They also understand questions they had
while at the middle level.

99. What is the relationship betweenall these levels? Howcan a person reach the high
level?

Doingqigong is like climbinga mountain, the three administrative levels are just likethe three
steps fromthe MiddleHeavens Gate to the SouthHeavenGate. The lowestlevelis the first step,
the first eighteen switchbacks on the way up the mountain.The second levelwillbe the second
eighteen switchbacks on the way up, and the third levelwillbe thirdeighteen switchbacks. After
the "eighteen"onewillreach the South Heaven Gate and farther up willbe the BeXiaTemple and
then the Jade Emperors top. Onlyafter reaching the top can one see the most significant sun
risingand the boundless fine gloriousworld.

Amongthe three eighteen switch backs the lowest is the easiest toclimbup, the slope is gentle.
The ñrst levelofexercise is easier also. lt is easy to feelthe qi,do spontaneous movement,and
have the qi affect the disease part and get better. But ifyou do not persevere in exercising, are
effected by the seven human emotions and desires, not peacefully relaxed while exercising, or
imaginingthings all of these thing willeffect the beneñt of exercising. The exerciser should avoid
the above fromhappening.

The second eighteen switch backs are more diflicult to climb. They take longer and are more
difñcult. Some will be scared by the height or the difñculty and willretreat. Some will look down at
the others belowand feel "taller",then swollenwitharroganoewillslowthemselves down. The
same is true ofdoingqigong,ifsomeone reaches this leveland then lacksthe perseverance or
the willpower or for some other reason they give up halfwaythey willhave relapses. The same is
true for those whobecome arrogant because the have a littlepower. That iswhyone must be
more confident and persevere withexercise. At this point one needs a good teacher to give
directions.

The upper eighteen switch backs are the most difñcultpart Yet the goal is clear and the desire is
stronger, you have moreconlidence and the steps are steadier. It is like the higher level of qigong
exercise in a very short time after one steps into the SouthHeavenGate their gongwill develop
by leaps and bounds. To stand at the top of the mountain looking as far as one can see, all
manifestations of nature are seen. Onewill feel the utmost relaxed, nice. At this level of
understanding all the confusion, pain etc. from the second level will vanish like mist and smoke. It
is then that one has reached the real high qigong.
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STUDYAIDS FORSOARING CRANE QIGONG

Book: Chinese Soaring Crane Qigong byZhao Jin-Xiangtranslated by Chen Hui-Xian,Pan Rui
and others

Contains: Five routines
Standing Meditation
Remedy Routines
Crane Walking Steps
Ques t ions and Answers

Video: Chinese Soaring CraneQigong

A two-tape set of training tapes made inChina by Zhao Jin-Xiang and others. They include all
routines described in the book. These are training tapes, professionally done with graphics to aid
in illustrating the steps. In English.

Video: Soaring Crane Practice Tape - about 1 hour long - performed by Chen Hui-Xian. This
tape narrated by Chen, makes an excellent practice tape for those who have taken a class.

Audio: Five Routine Practice Audio Tape - 30 minutesper side. Meantto helppace youwhile
doing the form.

Order Form:

Name:

Address:

City/StatelZlP:

Chinese Soaring Crane Qigong (the book) ($25 each)
Chinese Soaring Crane Qigong (the video) ($60 for two tapes)
Soaring Crane PracticeTape (the video) ($20 each)
Five Routine Audio Tape ($10 each)
Shipping and Handling ($5 for all) 5.00 ($10 for international orders)
Total

Send Check Payableto:Qigong Association of America
2021NWGrant Ave.
Corvallis, OR97330

Ques t ions? Call usat 541 752-6599 orcheck us out atwww.qi.org
Orders? Call us at 1-888-9-QIGONGor 1-888-974-4664

http://www.qi.org
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